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ABSTRACT 

KIMBERLY ADKINS TESSMER 
TRANSFORMING SCHOLARS: A NARRATIVE INQUIRY OF DOCTORAL 
STUDENT PSYCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Under the direction of Dr. Karen Weller Swanson 

This study explored the doctoral student experience through the lens of college student 

psychosocial development theory. Although psychosocial development has been a 

mainstay in the research of undergraduate education, doctoral student psychosocial 

development has received little attention. The primary research objective was to engage, 

listen to, and through the narrative, describe the developmental journeys of four recent 

doctoral graduates. Participants in this study included two males and two females who 

earned their Ph.D. in education in either an online or face-to-face program within the past 

five years. The qualitative methodology used for this study was critical event narrative 

inquiry. Participants were asked to reflect upon their entire doctoral student experience to 

explore the developmental nature of critical events of challenge and support. The findings 

describe the psychosocial developmental experience from the perspective of the four 

participants. My findings suggest that doctoral student psychosocial development is 

uniquely experienced and informed by individual perceptions. Doctoral students do not 

follow prescriptive patterns of development. Perceptions may be influenced by 

xv 
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differences in how doctoral students experience developmental readiness in response to 

new challenges that require them to become self-directed learners and producers rather 

than consumers of knowledge. Development lies in the recognition and interpretation of 

challenges as opportunities for transformative growth. Events of support that assist 

doctoral students in the process of recognition and reflection of events of challenge 

promote developmental awareness and self-discovery. The findings from this study 

increase understanding of how the dynamics of events of challenge and support influence 

the doctoral student experience. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 

Background 

The first United States (US) doctorate degree was granted by Yale University in 

1861 (Rudolph, 1962). According to the National Science Foundation (2010), in 2008 

American academic institutions awarded over 49,000 doctorate degrees. Annually, the 

United States confirms more doctorates than any other country in the world (Walker, 

Golde, Jones, Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008). The transformational process from doctoral 

student to scholar is infamously demanding and intense (Lovitts & Nelson, 2000). 

Gardner and Mendoza (2010) stated, "in doctoral education, in particular, students 

are not just learning how to think about thinking differently but they are also learning to 

see themselves differently" (p. 211). According to Erikson (1959), the developmental 

process begins when an experience triggers an individual to question prior knowledge, 

feelings, or thinking, in light of new evidence or evolving perspectives. Sanford (1966) 

builds upon Erikson's research with his theory of challenge and support, proposing that 

psychosocial developmental transformations occur as individuals encounter and navigate 

through experiences of disequilibrium, a form of challenge denoted by events that are not 

in harmony with current perceptions and assumptions. Forms of external and internal 
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support mechanisms facilitate the resolution of conflict brought about by experiences of 

challenge (Sanford, 1966). 

As a 46 year-old doctoral student participating in a newly created cohort program, 

I found myself struggling to navigate through a labyrinth of challenges. Desperate to 

make sense of the doctoral process, I began sharing with my mentor how the challenges 

often produced feelings of extreme discomfort. In an attempt to resolve issues related to 

these uncomfortable emotions, I recognized an increased need to engage in a reevaluation 

of previously held beliefs, perceptions, and assumptions. Supported by my mentor to 

critically examine the complexities of my own unique doctoral journey, I developed a 

strong interest in exploring the doctoral student experience through the lens of college 

student psychosocial development theory. 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral 

student psychosocial development through a qualitative critical event narrative inquiry. 

The primary research objective was to engage, listen to, and narratively describe the 

perceived psychosocial developmental journey of four recent education doctoral 

graduates who earned their degrees within an online or face-to-face program designed to 

meet the needs of working students. The participants were asked to reflect upon their 

entire doctoral student experience to explore critical events of challenge and support that 

influenced transformations in how they view themselves, relationships, and the future 

direction of their lives. 
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Conceptual and Theoretical Framework 

The conceptual framework for this study is based on philosophical constructivists' 

traditions of learning, contending that students' understanding of the world develops 

through reflective and interactive experiences (Evans, Forney, & Guido-DiBrito, 1998). 

The constructivist paradigm promotes engagement with students in diverse contexts, 

generating new theoretical possibilities while promoting development and self-awareness 

through the inclusion of participant experience narratives (Evans et al., 1998). 

Constructivism is based on the philosophy that, "realities are apprehendable in the form 

of multiple, intangible mental constructions, socially and experientially based, local and 

specific in nature and dependent for their form and content on the individual persons or 

groups holding the constructions" (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, pp.110-111). Development is 

marked by the generation and implementation of new rules and models, thus deriving 

meaning of, and accommodating for, the expansion of perceptions influenced by the 

encountering of new experiences (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 

Psychosocial theories have been used to "...examine the content of development, 

the important issues people face as their lives progress, such as how to define themselves, 

their relationships with others, and what to do with their lives" (Evans et al., 1998, p.32). 

Psychosocial development theory, intertwined with constructivist learning philosophies, 

creates an ability to better understand the emotional, interpersonal, ethical, and 

intellectual development within the undergraduate college student experience (Chickering 

& Reisser, 1993). Based on Erikson's 1959 theory of psychosocial development and 
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Sanford's 1966 theory of challenge and support, Chickering (1969) identified seven 

distinct vectors associated with undergraduate college students' negotiations of 

developmental tasks. Further research findings revealed the existence of student 

engagement within multiple vectors simultaneously, refuting the original lock step 

assumptions of Chickering's original model (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Chickering and Reisser (1993) revised the seven vectors to account for the 

multiple ways that students encounter and move through psychosocial developmental 

tasks. The updated vectors include: (a) developing competence, (b) managing emotions, 

(c) moving through autonomy toward interdependence, (d) developing mature 

interpersonal relationships, (e) establishing identity, (f) developing purpose, and (g) 

developing integrity. For the purpose of this study, the seven vectors of college student 

psychosocial development theory and their descriptors are used to assist participants' 

exploration and reporting of their experience. 

Statement of the Problem 

The acquisition of a doctoral degree is infamously demanding, the coursework 

painstaking and intense, and the process of obtaining the degree creates high 

incompletion rates (Lovitts & Nelson, 2000). The Council of Graduate Schools (1990) 

identified the purpose of doctoral student preparation as to, ".. .discover, integrate, and 

apply knowledge, as well as communicate and disseminate it" (p. 10). The Council of 

Graduate Schools (2005) emphasized the societal importance of doctoral students who 

are poised to move into significant research, academic, government, and business 
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leadership roles. Despite the intense nature of the doctoral student experience and the 

critical societal roles held by doctorate recipients, a myriad of forces challenge those 

charged with designing developmentally responsive programs and pedagogy to meet the 

needs of evolving doctoral student populations and program environments (Smallwood, 

2003, 2005, 2006; US Department of Education, 2009). 

Three possible explanations exist for the lack of current doctoral student 

developmental scholarship: (a) continued adherence to the traditional assumption that 

successful navigation through the undergraduate and graduate experience renders 

doctoral students self-awareness, and that the awareness is already developed upon 

program entry (Evans et al.,1998; McEwen, 2003; Walker et al., 2008); (b) the practice of 

higher education institutions and faculties to elevate doctoral students to colleague status, 

thereby ignoring the student-like role (Austin, 2002; Katz & Hartnett, 1976); (c) the lack 

of program uniformity across disciplines and institutions, and the complicating research 

process which impedes doctoral student scholarship (Gardner, 2007; Golde, 2005; Golde 

& Walker, 2006; McEwen, 2003; Nettles & Millett, 2006; Walker et al., 2008). 

Challenges relating to doctoral student development research creates increased rationales 

for conducting student centered and program specific studies that provide essential 

insight, scholarship, and awareness of the transformative complexities embedded within 

the evolving doctoral student experience (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008; Gardner, 

2009; Gardner & Mendoza, 2010; Lovitts, 2001). 
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Significance of the Study 

The college student experience has been examined through multiple 

developmental lenses. Increased understanding of undergraduate psychosocial 

development has been credited with facilitating developmentally responsive impact 

policies regarding attrition, student satisfaction, program and environment structure, and 

pedagogy (Evans et al., 1998). Chickering and Reisser's (1993) seven vectors of college 

student psychosocial development (SVCSPD) has been the primary model used to 

examine the "...major highways for journeying toward individuation—the discovery and 

refinement of one's unique way of being—and also communion with other individuals 

and groups" (Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p.35). Despite the successful employment of 

psychosocial development theory in undergraduate research, little research exists 

exploring the doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience (McEwen, 2003). 

Poison (2003) contended that doctoral education program adjustments are 

necessary to meet the holistic needs of the growing variety of student population 

demographics. Taylor (2006) suggested: 

If we start with the assumption that doctoral education is not only about the 

discipline advancing knowledge but also about the people -all of the people— 

who are engaged in these activities, we would examine the adequacy of doctoral 

programs.. .from the perspective of the programs' major constituent: the 

everyman-everywoman doctoral student, (p. 46) 
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Increased attention paid to doctoral student scholarship during the past decade provides 

evidence that researchers are discovering the need for student focused research (Austin, 

2002; Council of Graduate Schools, 2008; Gardner, 2007,2009; Golde, 2005; Golde & 

Walker, 2006; Lovitts, 2001; Mendoza, 2007; Taylor, 2006; Walker et al., 2008). 

Nevertheless, the increased availability of technically augmented doctoral programs, 

along with the lack of research designed to address the specific developmental needs of 

nontraditional doctoral students, establishes the significance of this study (Allen & 

Seaman, 2010). 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral student 

psychosocial development through a qualitative critical event narrative inquiry. The 

primary research goal was to engage, listen to, and narratively describe the 

developmental journeys of four recent education doctoral graduates who earned their 

degrees within online or face-to-face programs. Participants' reflective stories of events 

of challenge and support are narratively reported and analyzed through the lens 

psychosocial college student development theory. The primary intent of the study was to 

increase understanding of how doctoral students experience psychosocial development 

and the influential nature of events of challenge and support. 

Research Questions 

Qualitative researchers seek to make sense or interpret experiences studied in the 

terms of the meanings that participants bring to the researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 
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The intent of the qualitative researcher is to explore . .how people learn about and make 

sense of themselves and others" (Berg, 1989, p.6). The research questions used to guide 

this investigation lend themselves to a qualitative approach. The guiding questions are: 

1. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report psychosocial 

development as experienced within an online or face-to-face doctoral program? 

2. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

challenge related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

3. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

support related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

Limitations 

Limitations exist regarding the exploration of psychosocial development through 

the reflective descriptions of student experiences. Psychosocial college student 

development theory is one of many theoretical lenses through which collected research 

data may be analyzed and discussed. Limiting analysis to one theory does not allow for a 

broad consideration of developmental learning theories. However, the presentation of 

data in complete narrative format invites additional analysis through multiple theoretical 

interpretations. 

Researchers who use narrative inquiry may not attempt to prove or disprove a 

research hypothesis. Rather, the decision to examine psychosocial doctoral student 
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development through the narratives of recent graduates allows for retrospective critical 

reflection and the presentation of rich descriptive text. Time necessary between 

experience and reflection is undeterminable (Mezirow, 1990), limiting the examination of 

perceived psychosocial development to the reflections available and offered by 

participants during the time of the study. Follow up interviews may be essential to 

examine participants' evolving developmental perceptions of their doctoral student 

experiences. Another limitation relating to time and the purposeful selection of recent 

doctorate recipients is that reported events of challenge, support, and developmental 

influence may be skewed to the latter portion of participants' student experiences. 

Although I engaged participants in a review of their entire doctoral experience, events of 

challenge and support encountered during the beginning or middle of the doctoral 

program may be overlooked or given less consideration. 

Limiting study participation to successful doctoral graduates may also fail to 

identify and address significant issues of challenge and support that impede doctoral 

program completion. Age, previous academic achievement, cognitive abilities, race, 

sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status were not considered in participant selection 

criteria. These variables have been examined within undergraduate psychosocial research 

and found to be influential factors in student success, socialization, and identity 

development. Therefore, due to the small sample size and purposeful selection of 

participants, research findings from this narrative inquiry are limited, and thus, should be 

carefully generalized to other populations, environments, or contexts. 
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Issues relating to participant selection, time, and theoretical analysis present 

significant limiting factors. However, these factors do not inhibit my intent to generate 

data to create a baseline for increased exploration and consideration of student 

psychosocial development within nontraditional doctoral programs. 

Assumptions 

In this qualitative study, I assume that reality is socially constructed, and that 

variables are indefinable and complex. Based on the lifespan development theory 

(Erikson, 1959; Sanford, 1966), I assume: (a) that development continues throughout 

one's life time; (b) that the intensity of the doctoral student experience invites increased 

opportunities for developmental growth to occur through the negotiation of significant 

events of challenge, and optimal balance of appropriate measures of support; (c) that 

through engagement in critical reflection discourse, recent doctoral degree recipients can 

identify significant events of challenge and support; and (d) that in collaboration with 

myself as the researcher, participants can articulate the perceived psychosocial 

development influential nature of these experiences. 

I assume that all participants reported their stories and perceptions honestly, and 

that approved narratives reflect authentic interpretations of doctoral student experiences. 

It is assumed that the research is organic, and findings are presented without 

consideration for producing predetermined results, and interpretations of my findings are 

dependent on each reader's agenda and purpose. 
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Definition of Key Terms 

The presentation of this research study requires the identification and definition of 

conceptual ideas and terms. These terms include: 

Authentic critical reflection. Ex post facto assessment of how or why we have perceived, 

thought, felt, or acted that is internally directed rather than externally prescribed 

(Mezirow, 1990). 

Challenge. An experience that is identified by an individual as one that induces 

disequilibrium (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Erikson, 1959; Gardner, 2009; Piaget, 1952; 

Sanford, 1966). 

College student development. The term is used to identify and characteristically describe 

the combined nature of college student psychosocial and cognitive development, along 

with the experiences of challenge and support that influence transformative capabilities 

as a result of enrollment in an institution of higher education (Rodgers, 1990). 

Critical reflection. Ex post facto reflection, which looks back on prior learning and is 

focused on the presuppositions used as the basis for which problems were posed 

(Mezirow, 1990). 

Disequilibrium. Emotional discomfort or internal dissonance (Erikson, 1959; Piaget, 

1952; Sanford, 1966). 

Doctorate degree. This degree is the highest academic degree offered in the United 

States. The doctorate degree is divided into three general categories: professional 

doctorate, professional research doctorate, and research doctorate (Gardner, 2009; 
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Shulman, Golde, Conklin Bueschel, & Garabedian, 2006). The degree typically includes 

the production of a thesis or dissertation demonstrating research competency within a 

specific discipline (Gardner, 2009). 

Face-to-face. A program or course model in which students are required to attend all 

classes at a campus location. Face-to-face courses may include the use of a web 

facilitated management system to post syllabi and course requirements. For the purpose 

of this study, face-to-face model identification requires that less than 29% of course 

information or content be delivered online (Allen & Seaman, 2007, 2008, 2010). 

Graduate student. Graduate student is used as an umbrella term that combines master's 

degree and professional degree students with the doctoral student population. 

Online. A program or course model in which 80% or more of content and instruction is 

delivered online (Allen & Seaman, 2007, 2008, 2010). 

Psychosocial development. Human development process related to resolution of issues 

that produce disequilibrium resulting in growth or change in how individuals view 

themselves, their abilities, relationships, and the future direction of their lives (Evans et 

al„ 1998). 

Psychosocial college student development. Psychosocial college student development is a 

subcategory of theory within the field of psychosocial development research that focuses 

on the content and process of college student development including growth or change 

related to how students view themselves in relation to competency, management of 
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emotions, autonomy, relationships, identity, purpose, and integrity (Chickering & 

Reisser, 1993). 

Support. An experience of assistance that is identified by an individual as being 

constructive (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Gardner, 2009; Sanford, 1966). 

Summary 

The contents presented in Chapter 1 give rationale for conducting student 

centered research for the exploration of psychosocial development of doctoral student 

populations within online and face-to-face programs. Despite growing interest in the 

complex and transformative nature of doctoral education, relative to undergraduate 

scholarship, little research exists regarding doctoral student development. No known 

scholarship examines doctoral students' perceptions regarding their development related 

to changes in the way that they view themselves, their relationships, or the future 

direction of their lives after the completion of their doctoral programs. 

Extensive studies examining college student psychosocial development have 

altered understandings of the undergraduate experience, and have assisted in the creation 

of developmentally responsive higher education policies and pedagogy. Chickering and 

Reisser's 1993 psychosocial development theory has provided a multidimensional model 

through which college students' negotiations of developmental tasks of challenge and 

support may be examined. 

This qualitative study proposes to increase awareness of the psychosocial 

developmental nature of significant events of challenge and support experienced within 
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online or face-to-face education doctoral programs. Through the narrative presentation of 

four education doctoral students who recently received their degrees, this study invites 

members of the higher education community to critically reflect on doctoral student 

development. It is my intent that this study informs and will generate discussion and 

scholarship relating to the understanding and facilitation of doctoral student 

transformative psychosocial development. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

"By far the most significant learning experience in adulthood involves critical 

self-reflection-reassessing the way we have posed problems and reassessing our own 

orientation to perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling and acting" (Mezirow, 1990, p.4). 

Introduction 

In this study, I intended to address the phenomenon of doctoral student 

development using Chickering and Reisser's (1993) seven vectors of college student 

psychosocial development (SVCSPD). The SVCSPD provides the study's theoretical 

framework. This literature review was designed to: (a) present the evolving scholarship 

and constructs of psychosocial college student development, (b) identify criticisms and 

discrepancies related to psychosocial college student development scholarship, (c) 

provide a rationale for using Chickering and Reisser's theoretical model to inform a study 

of doctoral student psychosocial development, and (d) establish the research need to 

examine student developmental experiences within face to face and online programs. 

I used a thematic, chronological approach in the literature review to identify 

topics and subtopics related to current literature. A chapter summary is offered to present 

the salient research findings within a cohesive rationale for the proposed purpose and 

theoretical framework. An orientation as to how each thematic segment of the review is 

15 
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structured and the specific search criteria used to select references for this review is 

provided. The specific level of literature representation and nature of that representation 

is also addressed. Quotations are used selectively to capture a particular voice or concept 

that is critical to the understanding of the literature (Rudestam & Newton, 1992). 

For the purpose of informing a working literature review framework, a keyword 

inquiry was conducted in Galileo, Google Scholar, and Pro-Quest education database 

search engines. Criterion for selecting article abstracts from the initial search list was 

based on relevance to the overall theme, proper use of referencing, and previous citation 

history. 

During the preliminary stage of discovery, a date restriction was not applied to the 

literature search to allow for the inclusion of references that increase evolutionary 

awareness. However, articles that were presented simply as historical overviews of a 

theme or concept, and I only selected articles that supplemented the emerging 

compilation of findings. Once a representative collection of broad based thematic articles 

were chosen, other articles of a similar or repetitive nature were excluded from the 

review. References were extracted from the foundation articles in order to create a 

working chronological flowchart of the predominant theories, as well as scholars 

associated with the literature. Throughout the inquiry, a systematic, critical analysis of the 

retrieved articles was used to appraise the levels of appropriateness for inclusion within 

this research using the following criterion: (a) author's awareness of the disciplinary 



field, (b) validity of the methodology, (c) verification of findings, (d) effort to present 

counter arguments and criticisms, and (e) acknowledgement of influential bias. 

Development Theory 

The purpose of the developmental theory section of the literature review was to 

provide a theoretical and historical context of development theory. Strange (1994) stated 

that discernible differences existed between developmental theories. Nevertheless, 

similarities noted within the literature suggest that there is a significant conceptual 

interconnectedness of purpose (Strange, 1994). However, caution must be used in the 

exploration of development so that the complexities of each theory are distinguished 

(Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2010). The interrelated nature of theoretical 

perspectives is noted in Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. While this review 

focused on an analysis of psychosocial college student development theory, it included a 

review of constructs from theories and research that influenced Chickering and Reisser's 

SVCSPD. 

Evolution of Development Theory 

At the turn of the twentieth century, perspectives emerging from the disciplines 

of psychology and sociology transformed the purpose for understanding human behavior 

and development (Evans et al., 2010). A paradigm shift away from a theological view 

towards a more scientific perspective was influenced by the works of Freud, Jung, and 

Lewin (Evans et al., 2010). Concepts derived from the theorists continue to drive 
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researchers, as they searched for new perspectives and explanations of how people 

experience development and interpret the meaning of their developmental experiences. 

Freud's psychoanalytical perspective of internal dynamics was the first research 

to link the ages of children to predictable stages (Evans et al., 2010). Jung suggested that 

differences in how individuals intake and process information influence human behavior 

(Evans et al., 2010). Lewin (1936) contended that an examination of influential factors 

and their interaction in people are essential to understanding behavior and to facilitate 

developmental progression. 

Student development theories provide variable factor information relating to the 

challenges that individual's face and the ways in which individuals think about and 

process those issues (Evans et al., 2010). According to Strange & Banning (2001), an 

awareness of structural communities, physical settings, and beliefs held about people 

contribute to the understandings of person-environment interaction. 

Piaget 

Although primarily concerned with children's cognitive development, Piaget's 

(1952) cognitive structural theory (CST) is often cited as the foundation for subsequent 

psychosocial development research and theories (Evans et al., 2010). Piaget viewed 

human development through constructivism, contending that active participation of the 

learner is essential to a child's construction of knowledge (London, 1988). According to 

Piaget, children's interactions with their environment create opportunities for knowledge 

to be invented and reinvented (Singer & Revenson, 1978). At the core of Piaget's theory 



is the idea that through active engagement, developing children build cognitive structures 

known as mental maps, or schemas, in order to make sense of and respond to their 

environment (Singer & Revenson, 1978). 

Assimilation, Accommodation, and Equilibration 

In Piaget's (1952) CST, he believed that the process of cognitive development 

occurs in the three stages of assimilation, accommodation, and equilibration (Sigel & 

Cocking, 1977). As children are exposed to new events, they engage in assimilation by 

incorporating the unfamiliar into preexisting cognitive structures. The process requires 

the accommodation of existing structures to integrate new information. The tension 

between assimilation and accommodation produces a state of disequilibrium, which 

facilitates the process of equilibration. Equilibration is achieved when a balance occurs 

between the assimilation of new information and the accommodation of existing 

cognitive structures (Sigel & Cocking, 1977). 

Piaget (1952) believed in a readiness approach to learning (Brainerd, 1978). In 

developmental psychology, readiness is linked to the prerequisites of learning associated 

with maturation (Brainerd, 1978). Insisting that children engage in the process of 

cognitive development differently at different points in their lives, Piaget argued that 

maturational readiness is essential for developmental progression. Piaget identified four 

stages or schemata that children move through in an invariant sequence: sensorimotor, 

preoperational, concrete operational, and formal operational (Brainerd, 1978). Piaget 

considered his fourth stage to be the conclusive stage of development, at which point the 
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capacity to think logically, abstractly, and to reason theoretically was the ultimate phase 

of cognitive development (Brainerd, 1978; Evans, 1973). 

Emphasizing the importance of active discovery to the developmental process, 

Piaget (1972) asserted, "to understand is to discover, or reconstruct by rediscovery, and 

such conditions must be complied with if in the future individuals are to be formed who 

are capable of production and creativity and not simply repetition" (p. 20). Although 

Piaget accepted that the knowledge base of an individual could continue to expand during 

adulthood, he did not believe that the process of thinking evolved beyond the formal 

operations stage, which occurs from the age of twelve through adolescence (Singer & 

Revenson, 1978). 

Erikson's Psychosocial Theory of Development 

Erikson's (1959) eight stage model of growth and transformation expanded from 

Piaget's (1952) theory of cognitive development to address the psychosocial domains of 

the developmental process. Erikson's research extended consideration of development 

throughout an individual's lifespan. As a result of his research in child analysis, Erikson 

originally identified seven distinct stages of development within the human life cycle. 

Similar to Piaget's cognitive model of development, Erikson's theoretical model 

described development as occurring in invariant sequenced stages, focusing on the 

continual manifestation of crises and resolutions that propel individuals physically, 

emotionally, and psychologically. A stage, entitled, generativity v. stagnation, replaced 

the seventh position of the life-cycle model. This replacement moved the stage entitled, 
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old age, defined by the strengths of wisdom and integrity, to the eighth and final 

developmental position. Erikson graphically identified each phase of development which 

included: infancy, early childhood, play age, school age, adolescence, young adulthood, 

adulthood, and old age (Erikson, 1959). 

Syntonic and Dystonic Elements of Crises 

Erikson (1959) established progression through each developmental phase by 

analyzing the syntonic and dystonic elements, referred to as crises, associated with the 

conflicting tensions and resolutions of challenges. The stages include: Basic Trust v. 

Mistrust, Autonomy v. Shame and Doubt, Initiative v. Guilt, Industry v. Inferiority, 

Identity v. Identity Confusion, Intimacy v. Isolation, Generativity v. Stagnation, and 

Integrity v. Despair and Disgust (Erikson, 1959). 

Erikson (1959) stated that the syntonic elements highlight self-respect. The 

dystonic elements represent the sources of conflict that individuals must negotiate in 

order to progress towards the desired syntonic state of development. Erikson referred to 

the igniting struggle between the two dystonic elements as the epigenetic principle, when 

an individual's readiness and external pressures precipitate the emergence of 

psychosocial growth (Erikson, 1959). Erikson explained: 

Psychosocial strengths emerge from the struggles of syntonic and dystonic 

tendencies at three critical stages of life: hope from the antithesis of basic trust vs. 

basic mistrust in infancy, fidelity from the identity vs. identity confusion in 

adolescence, and care from generativity vs. self-absorption in adulthood, (p.57) 
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Erikson (1982) described syntonic qualities as, "...those that sustain us as we are 

challenged by the more dystonic elements with which life confronts us all" (p. 106). 

During the final model revision created at the end of Erikson's ninety year developmental 

journey, the theorist reversed the two element positions, stating that the revision was 

based on recognition that the dystonic conflict is the prominent source of developmental 

changes, asserting that the tensions resulting from its presence are the primary catalysts 

of transformative growth (Erikson, 1982). 

Student Development Theory 

Erikson's (1959) lifespan theory of development is often cited as the conceptual 

basis for student development theory (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Evans et al., 2010; 

Gardner, 2009, Rodgers, 1990). Rodgers (1990) defined student development as "...the 

ways that a student grows, progresses, or increases his or her developmental capabilities 

as a result of enrollment in an institution of higher education" (p.27). Theories based on 

the examination of college student development were created due to the increased 

attention given to issues such as social equality of the 1960s, coinciding with progressive 

development research efforts (Evans et al., 2010). 

Sanford 

Similar to Piaget (1952) and Erikson (1959), Sanford (1962) theorized that 

developmental growth is stimulated when an individual encounters and navigates through 

disequilibrium, a form of challenge denoted by experiencing a problem that is not in 

harmony with prior knowledge, feelings, or thinking. Sanford examined heightened 
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opportunities for encountering challenges that produce dissonance and stimulate 

motivation for resolution within the college student experience (Evans et al., 1998). 

Sanford (1966) acknowledged the productive stages of childhood development 

and the differences in adult growth stimulus, stating, "adults do not change as readily as 

children precisely because they have a greater repertoire of behavior. Unless [adults] are 

presented with sufficient challenge, they will react as they have in the past" (p. 860). 

Sanford argued that disequilibrium alone was not a sufficient catalyst for college student 

development to occur. Rather, it is the uncomfortable feelings of internal dissonance 

produced by experiences of disequilibrium that promotes students to challenge their 

existing repertoire of behavior and consider new perspectives. Successful resolution of 

the dissonance and anxiety attached to the experience of disequilibrium constitute 

development as evidenced by new skills, attitudes, and behavior. In alignment with 

Erikson's theory of crisis resolution, Sanford stated that the nature of resolution 

influences how individuals view themselves and ways that they resolve future tasks of 

crisis. In regards to higher education, Sanford noted that it was educators' roles to 

challenge young adult students rather than avoiding controversial issues and experiences 

in order to facilitate development. Sanford (1968) stated that the primary purpose of his 

research was to . .help restore the student to his rightful place at the center of the 

college's activities" (p. xiv). Sanford believed that the college environment was an 

influential factor associated with student development. 
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Challenge and support. Sanford (1967) defined development as "...the 

organization of increasing complexity" (p. 47). Sanford's (1966,1967,1968) research 

prompted the theorist to examine the nature of the challenges that stimulate development, 

and to consider the conditions that hinder successful resolutions. Sanford argued that, 

"learning and development are mediated by the complimentary influences of challenge 

and support and that one of the most important tasks of educators is to create learning 

environments that balance these two for as many students as possible" (Dalton & Crosby, 

2008, p.l). At the core of Sanford's (1968) theory of challenge and support was the 

concept that as students adjust to challenges presented within the college environment, 

they succeed to the level of support that is available to them. 

According to both Sanford (1968) and Erikson (1959), inadequate resolution of 

crises may influence increased levels of stress and inappropriate behavior which 

".. .contribute to a negative self-image and decrease the likelihood that future 

developmental crises will be successfully addressed" (Evans et al., 1998, p. 33). 

However, development is enhanced when events of challenge incited through both 

internal and external stimuli are supported by environments that assist individuals in 

negotiating experiences of dissonance. Sanford stressed the importance of striking the 

appropriate balance of challenge and support within higher education institutions to 

facilitate optimal student development (Evans et al., 1998). 

Sanford (1968) warned that if a student is over supported, then development may 

be stagnated. He suggested that a student who is presented with too severe a challenge 
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may retreat back towards a more familiar and safe understanding. However, 

environments that do not allow students to encounter experiences of challenge and 

feelings of dissonance are equally impeding the developmental process (Sanford, 1968). 

Addressing the higher education community, Sanford (1968) stated, "we could run an 

institution in the interest of positive mental health that would so protect individuals from 

challenging stimuli that they would not develop at all. They (students) might remain quite 

healthy but very simple, underdeveloped people" (p.98). Sanford (1968) insisted that in 

order for college environments to flourish as opportunities for student development, 

constant attention must be paid by higher education faculty to the issues of student 

experiences. 

Readiness and perception. Sanford (1962) stressed the importance of student 

readiness as an influential factor of development. He viewed readiness as internal and 

relational to students' differentiation of prior experiences and integration of new 

understandings. Sanford (1962) explained, "certain kinds of responses cannot be made 

unless certain states or conditions have been built up in the person" (p. 258). His model 

of challenge and support emphasized the influential impact of prior experiences on 

differentiation and integration. Erikson (1959) referred to the epigenetic principle which 

he described as the point when an individual's readiness and external pressures 

precipitate the emergence of psychosocial growth. A congruency is found between 

Erikson and Sanford's acknowledgement of developmental readiness. Sanford (1968) 

argued that educators and educational environments should be developmental bridges of 
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challenge and support that provide a safe environment for students to experience 

dissonance with unfamiliar and conflicting experiences. In this position, students may 

developmentally grow by valuing individual perspective and readiness. 

Psychosocial Student Development Theory 

Addressing the college experience as an opportunity for holistic development and 

a related need to more fully understand, ".. .the ways that a student grows, progresses, or 

increases his or her developmental capabilities as a result of enrollment in an institution 

of higher education" (Rodgers, 1990, p. 27), multiple stage models of college student 

development theory exist (Evans et al., 1998; Knefelkamp, Widick, & Parker, 1978; 

McEwen, 2005; Strange, 1994). These theories are expansions of "...Sanford's definition 

of development by identifying specific aspects of development and examining factors 

that influence its occurrence" (Evans et al., 1998, p. 5). McEwen (2005) categorized the 

body of student development literature into three primary focus areas: social identity, 

psychosocial, and cognitive-structural. According to McEwen (2005), social identity 

development examines the ways in which "...individuals construct their various social 

identities, namely, race, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation" (p. 13). Psychosocial 

development theories focus on the content of development (Chickering, 1969; Chickering 

& Reisser, 1993). 

Psychosocial student development theorists' attempt to understand ".. .growth or 

change related to how students view themselves and their abilities, the relationship they 

have with others in their lives, and the future direction of their lives" (Gardner, 2009, 
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p. 17). The intent of the psychosocial college student development theory is to describe 

the content and nature of the challenges associated with disequilibrium and dissonance, 

as well as factors of reconciliation that influence individual growth (Chickering, 1969; 

Evans et al., 1998; Rodgers, 1990). 

Chickering's Original Psychosocial Student Development Theory 

Similar to Erikson and Sanford's prior models of development, Chickering's 

(1969) original theory of student psychosocial development focused on experiences, 

including the nature of the crises within experiences associated with psychosocial 

development. Chickering categorized tasks that college students are forced to reconcile as 

they encounter conflict of prior understanding with new internal questions and external 

demands, into seven specific vectors. Resolution of crises may be identified as specific 

psychosocial developmental hallmark in the form of new perspectives and views of self, 

others, beliefs, and values (Chickering, 1969). 

The original intent of Chickering's (1969) research provided an overview of the 

developmental issues encountered and the environmental conditions that influence 

student development within the contextual setting of higher education. His theoretical 

model was based on his research conducted between 1959 and 1965 (Chickering, 1969). 

The researcher targeted college students between the ages of 18 and 22 (Thomas & 

Chickering, 1984). Chickering (1969) gathered research data from analyses of 

achievement tests and personality inventories administered to students at the end of their 

sophomore and senior years of college. Qualitative data retrieved from student diaries of 
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their experiences and detailed interviews supplemented Chickering's quantitative 

findings (Chickering, 1969). 

In 1969, Chickering disaggregated his data compiled from 1964-1969 from 13 

dissimilar colleges located in different regions of the United States (US) regarding 

college environment influences on student psychological development. Chickering's 

theoretical model identified seven differentiation and integration stages related to the 

central concept of psychosocial college student development. The seven vectors include: 

developing competence, managing emotions, moving through autonomy toward 

interdependence, developing mature interpersonal relationships, establishing identity, 

developing purpose, and developing integrity (Chickering, 1969). 

Chickering and Reisser's Psychosocial Student Development Theory 

Findings from college student and adult development research studies prompted the 

production of a collaborative revision by Chickering and Reisser of Chickering'si 969 

theory. The refined theory presented a more fluid examination and presentation of 

psychosocial college student development and was more inclusive of various student 

populations (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). A review by Schuh (1994) noted that although 

the basic premise of the original work is inherent in the revisions, the second edition is 

comprised of 90% new material. Excerpts from student self-assessments and short 

reflection exercises administered to students and professionals who attended Reisser's 

presentations were analyzed and used as additional qualitative data to support the revised 

model and theory (Reisser, 1995). Over a three year period, Reisser collected anonymous 
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responses from 120 worksheets where he had asked participants to respond to the 

following open ended questions: 

1. Briefly describe a change in yourself that had a major impact on how you 

lived your life. What was the "old" way of thinking or being, vs. the "new" 

way? What did you move from and what did you move to? How did you 

know that a significant change had occurred? 

2. What were the important things (or persons) that helped the process? What did 

the person do? What was the experience that catalyzed the shift? Were there 

any feelings that helped or accompanied the process? (Chickering & Reisser, 

1993, p.45) 

The revised vectors also relied heavily on a reexamination of the original model through 

the lens of Pascarella and Terenzini's (1991) synthesis of 2,600 research studies that 

examined the impact of college on student development. Student reflections, originally 

derived from the 1969 model, were also reviewed in light of new student development 

research, and incorporated into the revised theoretical model (Evans et al., 1998). 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) refined theory acknowledged that students move 

through developmental stages at different rates, and that they may have multiple issues 

within the seven different vectors at the same time. Chickering and Reisser (1993) noted 

that students' developmental transformations usually do not occur instantaneously, as 

they stated: 
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While some epiphanies are dramatic and sudden, most occur gradually and 

incrementally. We may not know for years that a single lecture or conversation or 

experience started a chain reaction that transformed some aspect of ourselves. But 

we can observe behavior and record words, both of which can reveal shifts from 

hunch to analysis, from simple to complex perceptions, from divisive bias to 

compassionate understanding, (p.43) 

Chickering and Reisser (1993) proposed a stronger purpose for the use of their model, not 

only as a psychosocial theory, but a model that should be given philosophical 

consideration in higher educational practices. They stated, ".. .without a developmental 

philosophy at the core of the college, it can become a dispensary of services, a training 

ground for jobs that may not exist, or a holding tanks for those not sure what to do next" 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p. 44). Their theoretical model and philosophy of student 

development supports the examination of college student experiences as a means for 

increasing awareness as to how practices and organizational structuring within higher 

education environments influence student psychosocial development (Evans et al., 2010). 

Chickering and Reisser (1993) described the revised seven vectors of 

development as . .major highways for journeying toward individuation, the discovery 

and refinement of one's unique way of being, and also communion with other individuals 

and groups" (p.35). The term vector was originally chosen and retained to describe the 

direction and magnitude of each developmental dimension. However, revised vectors are 

presented in a less sequential prescriptive format than in Chickering's 1969 research. 
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Chickering and Reisser provided a rationale for maintaining the original terminology 

within the newly presented constructs, asserting that developmental movement through 

and within the vectors is both fluid and cyclical. They stated, "although development is 

expressed more appropriately by a spiral or steps than by a straight line, we retain the 

term vectors in the interests of economy and historical continuity" (Chickering & Reisser, 

1993, p. xv). They acknowledged that students are provided opportunities to encounter 

and work through psychosocial tasks within their college experiences. 

Crises within vectors may recycle throughout a person's life, resulting in new 

developmental opportunities for reexamination and resolution. Chickering and Reisser's 

(1993) revisions acknowledged that negotiations of challenges in one vector may also 

manifest as tasks of challenge in other vectors. For example, a student who is insecure 

with their identity in terms of a clear sense of self may also exhibit characteristics of 

disequilibrium in management of emotions by impulsively lashing out at another 

individual who represents a conflicting self-image (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Seven Vectors of College Student Psychosocial Development Theory 

In 1995, Reisser offered further critique of his and Chickering's (1993) revised 

model, adding clarity to the substance of changes made within each vector. According to 

Reisser, the most noteworthy addition to the study was the acknowledgment that the 

model was originally designed to address the developmental needs of the traditional age 

college student, but can now be used to examine the college experiences of nontraditional 

aged students. Studies conducted under Chickering (1969), then Chickering and Reisser, 
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created a theoretical umbrella that addresses particular vector(s) offered within the 

presentation of the examined vector (Reisser, 1995). 

Two specific assessment instruments were produced for the purpose of 

quantitatively assessing development grounded in Chickering's (1969) original 

theoretical model. A brief description of the instruments follows for the purpose of 

informing the reader of the findings referenced within each vector. 

Assessment instruments. Based on three of Chickering's (1969) original theoretical 

vector constructs, Winston and Miller (1987) produced the Student Developmental Task 

and Lifestyle Assessment Instrument (SDTLI). The instrument has been accepted by 

researchers as a means of measuring college student psychosocial development 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). The SDTLI consists of 132 

items that measure three basic task dimensions consistent with three of the vectors 

identified by Chickering (Winston & Miller, 1987).These task dimensions included 

establishing and clarifying purpose (PUR), developing mature interpersonal relationships 

(MIR), and academic autonomy (AA). Completion of the instrument takes approximately 

twenty-five to thirty-five minutes, during which time students are asked to respond to 

statements based on their view of self as, true or false. The option of O is given for ten of 

the questions, where other is a more appropriate response than true or false. Each 

instrument is scored by tallying the number of true and false responses in each task. 

Converted t scores are then interpreted based on the student's class standing (Chickering 

& Gamson, 1987). 
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Winston (1990) suggested, in regards to instrument validity and reliability, that 

the tasks and scales are sufficiently homogeneous for research with groups of college age 

students, and total task scores are appropriate measures for most research studies. 

Construct validity is based on the conceptualization of psychosocial development 

proposed by Chickering (1969) and his observations of college students. Concurrent 

validity was addressed by correlating the SDTLI with selected scales from the Career 

Development Inventory in 1981, by the Mines-Jensen Interpersonal Relationship 

Inventory in 1986, by the Omnibus Personality Inventory in 1968, and by the Iowa 

Developing Autonomy Inventory Scales in 1986 (Winston, 1990). 

The Iowa Student Development Inventory (ISDI) is an assessment instrument 

divided into a series of seven sections that assess particular elements within each of the 

seven vectors. The (ISDI) has been used in longitudinal studies to measure aspects of 

college student psychosocial development (White & Hood, 1989). Attempts to create an 

assessment instrument for developing integrity, the seventh vector, proved to be difficult. 

Hood (1997) noted that the determination of value types related to internal, intellectual, 

and ethical beliefs posed problems with integrity measurement reliability. Although 

Chickering's (1969) original model was presented primarily to view college student 

psychosocial development, Hood offered two inventories for integrity based on Perry's 

1970 cognitive theory of intellectual and ethical development. Findings of reliability and 

validity proved to be more favorable using these measures to assess the constructs of 

integrity (Hood, 1997). 
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Developing competence (vector one).Ve ctor one distinguishes three types of tasks 

related to developing competence: (a) intellectual competence, (b) physical and manual 

skills, and (c) interpersonal (previously termed social) competence. Chickering and 

Reisser (1993) contended that competence is essential in psychosocial development as it 

affects the readiness to: take on responsibilities, take risk with one's self esteem, and 

evaluate professional and occupational alternatives. Reisser (1995) described the three 

areas of intellectual competence: 

1. The acquisition of subject matter knowledge and of skills tied directly to 

academic programs. 

2. The growth of intellectual, cultural, and aesthetic sophistication, expanding 

interests in humanities, performing arts, philosophy and history and increasing 

involvement in lifelong learning. 

3. The development of critical thinking and reflective judgment skills and 

increasing ability to locate and use new information. The student experiences 

an increased ability to analyze objectively and draw conclusions from data for 

the purpose of generating new questions and answers in light of developing 

frames of reference. ( p. 506) 

Skills in communication, leadership, and working cooperatively form the specific 

elements of interpersonal competence. Consideration of health and wellness, athletic, 

artistic, and manual activities are encompassed within the concept of developing 

competence. 
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Chickering and Reisser (1993) metaphorically described the handle of the 

pitchfork to reflect development as . .a sense of competence that stems from the 

confidence that one can cope with what comes and achieve goals successfully" (p.53). 

According to Chickering and Reisser, students who experience difficulty with group 

projects might exhibit characteristics consistent with the negotiation of interpersonal 

competence tasks, while others struggling with academic skill deficiencies are 

negotiating through developmental tasks related to intellectual competence. A student 

who acknowledges and subsequently addresses issues concerning personal wellness is 

engaged in physical competence development. As confidence in one or multiple areas of 

this vector develops, students' overall perception of their competency increases 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Managing emotions (vector two). Chickering and Reisser's (1993) second vector, 

managing emotions, included increased awareness of emotions and the ability to identify, 

label, and control them appropriately. Chickering's (1969) original emphasis regarding 

movement through vector two focused on a student's progressive ability to control 

aggressive impulses that are externally stimulated and governed by rigidly held beliefs 

towards a more malleable internal control. Chickering and Reisser's (1993) revised 

theory expands the variety of emotions examined to include anxiety, depression, shame, 

and guilt. Vector two revisions also address the challenges faced by returning adult 

students. Reisser (1995) stated, "...in the new edition we contended that age does not 

necessarily correlate with emotional maturity, and we addressed a wider variety of 
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emotional baggage that younger students and returning adults bring to college" (p. 507). 

The revisions included positive feelings such as inspiration, caring, and optimism. 

Development in vector two increases social awareness and the ability to productively 

manage emotions (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Moving through autonomy towards interdependence (vector three). Originally, the 

third vector posited by Chickering (1969) emphasized the development of autonomy as it 

relates to a progressive pattern away from parental, peer, or reference group dependency, 

towards individual independence. He suggested that as college students successfully 

navigate through tasks associated with autonomy, they become less emotionally 

dependent on continual reassurance, affection, or approval (Chickering, 1969). 

Challenges faced within vector three provide opportunities for students to develop an 

increased self-direction as well as problem-solving abilities (Chickering, 1969). 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) revisions of vector three increased awareness of 

and importance for the development of interdependence. They contended that evidence of 

growth in these areas is represented by students' recognition that they can achieve 

emotional and instrumental autonomy, and still rely on support from one another. The 

inclusion of interdependence prompted the renaming of this vector from developing 

autonomy to moving through autonomy toward interdependence (Chickering & Reisser, 

1993, p.l 17). Characteristics of challenges relating to interdependence reflect evidence of 

students' internal struggles to maintain autonomous decision making while engaging in 

positive relationships. 
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Costello and English (2001) used the SDTLI to measure the constructs of vectors 

one, two, and six, in order to assess psychosocial development of college students with 

and without learning disabilities. A multivariate analysis of variance was used to 

calculate two constructs within the domain of psychosocial development. Results from 

the researchers' analysis stated that students with learning disabilities scored significantly 

lower on the academic autonomy (AA) scale and mature interpersonal relationships 

(MIR) scale. Although significant differences were found on the scoring scales, the 

results indicated that differences are minimal in terms of student development. Further 

analysis of the findings suggest that college students with and without learning 

disabilities are more similar than different in regards to developing competence and 

managing emotions. There were no significant differences found between the two groups 

within the developmental construct of purpose (Costello & English, 2001). Chickering 

and Reisser (1993) offered the assumption that the commonality of the shared college 

experience and environment influence psychosocial development and thus minimized 

differences between groups of students. 

Developing mature interpersonal relationships (vector four). Chickering and 

Reisser (1993) identified developmental tasks encountered within vector four as those 

relating to increased tolerance and appreciation for individual differences and the 

capacity to engage in and maintain healthy relationships. They asserted that a critical 

purpose of the college experience is to encourage acceptance of individual differences 

and an appreciation for cultural diversity (Chickering & Reisser 1993). According to 
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Reisser (1995), challenges associated with development in vector four require the ability 

to . .accept individuals for who they are, to respect differences and to appreciate 

commonalities" (p.509). Chickering and Reisser (1993) noted that college students may 

experience paradigm shifts relating to their ability and willingness to develop 

interpersonal relationship as they encounter challenges of prior understandings of 

intercultural and interpersonal beliefs within expanded multiculturally diverse 

environments. 

The focus of this vector centers on the development of relationships that produce 

less anxiety, defensiveness, and freedom from inappropriate past experience influences 

(Chickering & Reisser 1993). Reisser (1995) expressed, "...that relationships provide 

powerful learning experiences about feelings, communication, sexuality, self-esteem, 

values, and other aspects of identity, for both men and women" (p. 508). Progression in 

vector four is evident by the development of relationships within a broader scope of 

tolerance for others, and an increased appreciation for and participation in relationships 

that embody respectfulness, spontaneity, friendliness, and warmth. The ability to sustain 

mature interpersonal relationships based on trust, open and honest communication, and 

unconditional positive regard, are hallmarks of vector four developments (Chickering & 

Reisser, 1993). 

Establishing identity (vector five). Identity lies at the core of Chickering and 

Reisser's (1993) continuum of vectors, serving as the pinnacle of interrelated 

developmental progression. Identity, as identified by the theorists, refers to perception of 
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self. Development of identity was originally viewed by Chickering (1969) as being 

dependent upon successful resolution of the first three vectors. Chickering defined the 

establishment of identity as: 

.. .that solid sense of self that assumes form as the developmental tasks for 

competence, emotions, and autonomy are undertaken with some success, and 

which, as it becomes more firm, provides a future framework for the development 

of healthy interpersonal relationships, purpose, and integrity, (p. 80) 

Based on the extended research of Chickering and Reisser, as well as the scholarship of 

others who examined the ways in which, ".. .individuals construct their various social 

identities, namely, race, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation" (McEwen, 2005, p. 

13). In light of this recalibration, hallmarks of identity development were expanded to 

include an individual's secure sense of self, self-acceptance, and self-esteem. 

According to Chickering and Reisser (1993), the direct outcomes from movements 

within vector five manifests in increased personal stability and identity integration. 

Students engaged in the work of establishing identity might be challenged by experiences 

that prompt them to ask, "who am I?" (p. 94). Chickering and Reisser suggested,. .any 

experience that helps students define 'who I am,' 'who I am not' can help solidify a sense 

of self.. .personal stability and integration are the result" (p.509). In struggling with self-

concept and new identifications relating to the type of person the student thinks he or she 

is, conflicts of individual comprehensiveness may present challenges that afford 
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developmental opportunities for expanded personal understanding and acceptance 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Winston and Miller (1987) suggested that "failure to meet successfully the 

challenges inherent in a given developmental task results in social disapproval and may 

hinder further growth in that area of development or can lead to maladaptive adjustment" 

(p.2). The STDLI has been used to test the validity of Chickering and Reisser's (1993) 

theory in studies designed to assess the connection between resolution of developmental 

tasks and self-esteem (Winston & Miller, 1987). A regression analyses study of 449 

Chinese freshmen enrolled at a Hong Kong university revealed that the three 

developmental tasks of the SDTLI were unique and reliable predictors of self-esteem 

(Winston & Miller, 1987). However, due to a lack of cross-cultural validity data, caution 

must be given to international studies that assume that the same set of concepts measured 

by the SDTLI are transferable to international student populations (Winston & Miller, 

1987). Sheehan and Pearson (1995) used the SDTLI to examine the differences in 

psychosocial development between US and Asian international students enrolled in 

American universities, and confirm this application warning. The researchers found that 

Asian international students scored lower than US students on purpose and mature 

interpersonal relationship tasks (Shehan & Pearson, 1995). 

Difficulty exists when using psychosocial assessment instruments to quantify 

development because of the multiple variable factors imbedded in individual human 

subjects and tendencies of researchers to homogenize the college student experience 
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(Reisser, 1995). According to Chickering and Reisser (1993), qualitative examples of 

developmental progress in establishing identity are revealed as students report a more 

stable and realistic self-image, and consequently regard new challenges to one's identity 

as less threatening. Thus, a student who experiences increased identity development may 

be better prepared to respond to new ideas and concepts, or conflicting values and beliefs, 

without feeling vulnerable (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Developing purpose (vector six). Avocational-recreational, vocational, and style of 

life, are given consideration in vector six, developing purpose. According to Chickering 

and Reisser (1993), although vector six addresses educational and vocational planning 

and lifestyle choices, it also involves the establishment of priorities. The theorists noted 

that an association exists between developing and purpose and that students may ask 

questions such as, "What is really important in life? What would I really like to 

accomplish? What is my purpose in life? What gives my life meaning?" (Chickering & 

Reisser, 1993, p. 209). Growth in vector six includes increased capacity to be intentional, 

the ability to evaluate interests and options, the ability to clarify goals, to make plans, and 

to persist despite difficulties (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Avocational-recreational tasks involve choices regarding degrees of commitment to 

increased recognition of professional and life commitments (Chickering, 1969). In the 

negotiation process, students are challenged to place avocational and recreational 

activities in the context of one's complete life perspective (Chickering, 1969). 
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Vocational purpose development relates to students' increased attentiveness to their 

own distinctive ideas and interests. Valuing extended education and knowledge is related 

to vocational goals, becoming a developmental characteristic of vocational clarity, and 

planning with intentional purpose. According to Hood (1997), the socialization process 

often connects to tasks associated with vector six, and impacts development as students 

begin to envision themselves as becoming professionals within a chosen career path. 

Chickering and Reisser (1993) noted, . .older students may be better acquainted with 

the job market, the consequences of stumbling into a job, and the fact that early rewards 

may evaporate" (p. 214). Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) defined career maturity as "the 

ability to acquire accurate information about job opportunities, training requirements, and 

financial returns, to formulate career plans, and to reach a degree of certainty about one's 

career choice" (p. 425). Chickering and Reisser suggested that students who remain 

undecided about career direction may be less likely to persevere toward degree 

completion. They argued that supporting students with goal clarification tasks should be a 

priority for student affairs personnel. 

Development relating to style of life issues refers to increasing awareness of 

personal preferences (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Tasks associated with purpose 

development involve clarifications regarding marriage and family, configurations and 

integration, as well as desired balance of professional and recreational activities. 

Regarding lifestyle choices and development, Chickering and Reisser (1993) stated, "it is 

difficult to construct a plan that balances life-style considerations, vocational aspirations 
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and avocational interests. Many compromises must be made" (p. 229). According to 

Chickering and Reisser, returning adult college students may experiences development 

differently in vector six, because of life-style commitments that they have already made, 

which may include the need for increased consideration as to how their decisions will 

affect others. Nevertheless, they noted that regardless of age, consideration as to how 

individual choices associated with purpose impact the society at large are regarded as 

evidence of development within vector six (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Findings from administrations of the STDLI with 247 college students at one 

university produced partial support for Chickering and Reisser's (1993) revised theory 

regarding the recognition of purpose development throughout the college experience 

(Foubert, Nixon, Sisson, & Barnes, 2005). Results from the study provided evidence that 

development was identified in all three vectors examined within the STDLI. However, 

Foubert et al. (2005) noted that contrary to Chickering's (1969) original position, 

developing purpose occurred during later stages in college. Researchers' findings 

suggested that significant development of purpose was also experienced during the first 

year of college (Foubert et al., 2005). 

Developing integrity (vector seven). Evidence of development relating to integrity is 

reflected in student values (Chickering & Reisser, 1993), especially those humanizing 

values which are relative rather than dualistic, and personalizing values that are 

associated with the process of .affirming one's own values and beliefs, while 

respecting others' viewpoints" (Reisser, 1995, p. 510). Clarification of individually 
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established beliefs and values that are internally consistent represent development in 

vector seven. The theorists contended that as students move through vector seven, they 

are constructing personal guidelines for current and future behavioral patterns (Reisser, 

1995). 

According to Chickering and Reisser (1993), developing integrity includes 

"...three sequential but overlapping stages" (p.51). Development of integrity begins with 

a production of a humanized value system that progresses as students transition from a 

less flexible, didactic way of thinking, to one that balances their own interests with the 

recognition of others. Development in the integrity stage influences the establishment of 

a personalized value system that is confirmed within a more respectful understanding and 

appreciation of others' beliefs. Developmental progression within the area of integrity 

includes the achievement of congruence between values and behavior. Congruence is 

established as students' values and behaviors become authentic and balanced within an 

expanded sense of social responsibility. 

Applications of Student Development Theory 

Erikson (1959) and Sanford's (1968) research reflects the idea that college 

student development and learning are influenced both in-class and out-of-class, 

prompting an escalating student affairs movement (Astin, 1984; Baxter Magolda, 2004; 

Creamer, 1990; Strange, 1994). In review of the application of student development 

theory in college, Evans et al. (1998) noted, "the term student development is used 

extensively in student affairs practice. Professionals talk about 'facilitating student 
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development'; offices are titled 'Student Development'; graduate students study 'student 

development theories.' Student development is almost universally viewed as a good 

thinking" (p. 27). Two basic assumptions guiding the increased use of student 

development theory to inform both student affair practices and developmentally 

responsive policies are: (a) each student is unique and has different needs, and (b) the 

entire college environment should be considered and utilized to promote student learning 

and development (Astin, 1984). As noted by Evans et al. (1998): 

Because student development theories focus on intellectual growth as well as 

affective and behavioral changes during the college years, they also encourage the 

collaborative efforts of student services professionals and faculty in enhancing 

student learning and maximizing positive student outcomes in higher education 

settings, (p.5) 

Student development theories allow higher educational institutions and student affairs 

personnel to "... proactively identify and address student needs, design programs, 

develop policies, and create healthy.. .environments that encourage positive growth in 

students" (Evans et al., 1998, p.5). Student development theory may be used as a 

philosophy to guide student affairs practice and program rationale (Rodgers, 1990). 

Dalton and Crosby (2008) reported that if colleges fail to "...intentionally create 

the structures and conditions for an optimal balance in challenge and support, in both 

classroom and student life, students will likely gravitate toward those things that they 

view as comfortable and convenient, especially when they feel pressured" (p.4). Creating 
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environments that facilitate optimal student development has been a primary focus for 

student affairs administrators whose efforts have resulted in increased contemporary 

student-centered policies (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). According to Nassar-McMillan 

and Niles (2011): 

College students of all ages present professionals in student affairs and college 

counseling with unique developmental and intellectual challenges. Their growth 

as individual, learners, and future or current professionals can be understood from 

many different theoretical points of view. Having an understanding of those 

developmental theories enhances the professional's ability to design and 

implement educational programs and psychological interventions that benefit the 

student and support the mission of the institution, (p.245) 

In regards to student affairs attention and doctoral students, Gardner (2009) noted that 

students are often not viewed as students, but rather exalted to colleague status as they 

often assume graduate teaching or research assistant roles. Gardner contended that failure 

to give consideration to all students at all levels, as well as a lack of understanding of 

how graduate students experience doctoral student development, hinders higher education 

institutions and student affairs faculty (Gardner, 2009). Gardner and Mendoza (2010) 

argued that the lack of doctoral student development research inhibits institutions from 

providing informed programs and policies that address the unique needs of this 

population, specifically in regards to environments that provide an optimal balance of 

support and challenge. 
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Criticisms of Chickering and Reisser 's Psychosocial Student Development Theory 

The works of Chickering (1969) and Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD 

theory generated a significant amount of research attempting to validate the theory in 

order to produce quantitative means of assessment, and examine the theoretical 

applicability to various subpopulation groups and institutional environments (Costello & 

English, 2001; Foubert et al., 2005; Hood, 1997; White & Hood, 1989). 

A majority of Chickering and Reisser's (1993) research is correlational, focusing 

on a specific vector or cluster of vectors (Evans et al., 1998; Foubert et al., 2005). 

Inconsistencies in research results support Winston and Miller's (1987) assertion that 

psychosocial development is difficult to quantitatively assess due to its multidimensional 

and complex nature: 

Research is only as good as the instruments and techniques on which it is based. 

Although the Iowa instruments show promise as object measures of six of the 

seven vectors, further work is needed to validate them. It is also important to note 

that they are based on the earlier definitions of the vectors. The SDT and Lifestyle 

Inventory measures only three vectors and defines those vectors differently than 

Chickering (1969) does; therefore it measures Chickering's theory in only a 

limited way. (Evans et al., 1998, p. 52) 

In regards to the revisions made to Chickering and Reisser's (1993) theory, Schuh (1984) 

praised the theorists for their use of subsequent adult development research and 

consideration of population specific development research. He noted the incorporation of 
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findings relating to African-American, Hispanic, and female demographics. However, he 

criticized the exclusion of Asian-American and Native American student attention in the 

revised theory. 

Evans et al. (1998) applauded the efforts of Chickering's (1969) original theory 

and Chickering and Reisser's (1993) revised theory of psychosocial student development 

for their influential role in the promotion of student centered policy and program 

initiatives. Nevertheless, they expressed criticism for the lack of clarity relating to the 

source of quotations in both the original and revised editions. Evans et al. agreed with 

Schuh (1984) that the research studies, ".. .also fail to address the different motivational 

levels of students to address issues or the process by which they accomplish 

developmental tasks" (p. 37). Evans et al. stated that although the two studies were 

empirically grounded and comprehensive, ".. .they lack specificity and precision.. .the 

definitions of vectors are often quite general and therefore difficult to measure" (p. 37). It 

was suggested that additional research was necessary to develop a reliable and valid 

assessment tool to examine Chickering and Reisser's theory, and that a qualitative 

approach effort to explore psychosocial student development as it occurs for members of 

different populations was needed in their study (Evans et al., 1998). 

Reisser (1995) acknowledged that additional research was needed on the 

interrelationships among age, gender, sexual orientation, race, and culture aspects of 

psychosocial student development, although he asserted that the individual-specific 

subjectivity of psychosocial student development hinders the production of a theory that 
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is completely valid for all individuals. In response to theoretical criticisms, Chickering 

and Reisser (1993) argued, . .the vectors have stood the test of time as conceptual 

lenses, enabling higher education practitioners to view their students, their courses, and 

their programs more clearly and to use them as beacons for change" (p.44). Chickering 

and Reisser defended the seven vectors model on its resilience, arguing that the continued 

usefulness of their theory is directly related to its broad conceptual nature. They 

contended that their presentation of student experience perceptions of development in 

anecdotal form is a primary strength of their theory. Constructivists' approach to theory 

invites practitioners to inteiject their own understanding and interpretation of the 

SVCSPD model, and to apply the model within the uniqueness of researchers' own 

contexts (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

Adult Development Theory 

Adult learning is ".. .a change in self-understanding or in the development of 

personal qualities such as coping mechanisms" (Hoare, 2006, p. 10). Similar to the college 

student development theory, adult development theories and models often focus on levels 

of challenge and support that influence growth (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Adult 

development and adult learning theories have caused revision to psychosocial student 

development models (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). An overview of the prominent 

theories referenced within this research are presented to increase understanding of this 

study's theoretical framework. 
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Critical reflection and the transformative process. Chickering and Reisser (1993) 

reference Mezirow's (1990) adult development research regarding the skill of reflection 

and its significance to the developmental process (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

According to Mezirow, "perhaps even more central to adult learning than elaborating 

established meaning schemes is the process of reflecting back on prior learning to 

determine whether what we have learned is justified under present circumstances" (p. 1). 

Critical reflection may trigger transformation of values, ideals, and feelings, thus 

influencing new conceptualizations in regards to how people view themselves and others 

(Mezirow, 1990). Mezirow applied his theory of critical reflection to adult learning 

theory, stating that critical reflection and transformative learning are interconnected to 

psychosocial student development theory. The association is embedded within Mezirow's 

explanation of the transformative adult learning process: 

What we perceive and fail to perceive, and what we think and fail to think are 

powerfully influenced by habits of expectation that constitute our frame of 

reference, that is, a set of assumptions that structure the way we interpret our 

experiences.. .In our encounters with the unfamiliar, we begin with partial insights 

to direct the way we collect additional data; compare incidents, key concepts, or 

words; and relate emergent patterns metaphorically to our meaning perspectives. 

When the properties of the event do not fit our existing schema, we create new 

meaning schemes to integrate them. Each item of relevant information becomes a 

building block of understanding, which is transformed by further insight. We 
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continually move back and forth between the parts and the whole of that which 

we seek to understand and between the event and our habits of expectation. 

(Mezirow, 1990, p.32) 

Reflection enables individuals to critique their beliefs and the presuppositions on which 

they are established (Mezirow, 1990). New interpretations guide subsequent 

understanding and development. Bernstein (1985) formally labeled this process as the 

hermeneutic circle, which over time further transforms perceptions in other contextual 

experiences. However, while reflection may be an integral factor in decision making, 

Mezirow cautioned that it is an ex post facto critique process, and therefore is not an 

element in the immediate action process. 

Critical assessment. Arlin (1975) stated that critical assessment is used in daily 

immediate decision making. Critical assessment is influenced through the developmental 

transformation associated with the process of critical reflection (Arlin, 1975). Mezirow 

(1990) asserted that the transformative process begins with the need to discover 

consensus in order to critically assess the evidence and arguments associated with a 

decision. As new perspectives emerge, prior validity of an uncertain acceptance is subject 

to challenge. Critical assessment is shaped by one's assumptions based on their current 

perspectives of themselves, others, and society. Critical assessment is provisional, though 

it may demonstrate new development (Mezirow, 1990). 

Transformation is a product of a paradigm fostered through critical reflection of 

past experiences. Chickering and Reisser (1993) noted that critical reflection may 
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encourage students to ..find their own way" (p. 248). Nevertheless, the theorists 

asserted that the process "...requires personal dialogue and time to reflect, as well as an 

opportunity to consider both subjective and objective knowledge in constructing one's 

own answers to life's important questions" (Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p. 249). 

Chickering and Reisser (1993) cited Mezirow's (1990) differentiation between reflection 

and introspection or nonreflective action as informing their conceptual framework of the 

reflective observation process. 

According to Mezirow (1990), once stimulated by a challenging situation, 

reflection is ".. .the process of critically assessing the content, process, or premise(s) of 

our efforts to interpret and give meaning to an experience" (p. 104). The personalizing 

process allows individuals to identify misinterpretations by reflecting on . .the distorted 

premises sustaining our structure of expectation" (Mezirow, 1990, p. 167). Congruent 

with psychosocial development theories (Chickering, 1969; Chickering & Reisser, 1993; 

Erikson, 1959; Sanford, 1966), Mezirow (1990) credited externally imposed distorting 

dilemmas associated with drastic life experiences such as death, divorce, or change in 

employment, to be the ultimate catalysts of perspective transformation. However, he also 

acknowledged the unique power of anomalies that present through more passive means, 

such as the reading of a thought provoking work, or engagement in a meaningful 

discussion with someone from a different culture. Mezirow refers to both types of 

catalysts as trigger events that facilitate the process of critical awareness. Transition 
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theory and critical incident theory are based on the concept of trigger events and the 

examination of how they influence adult development (Mezirow, 1990). 

Transition theory. Transition theory is a subcategory of adult development theory 

that addresses transition development into adulthood (Schollosberg, 1981). Although not 

referenced by Chickering and Reisser (1993), transition theory is given consideration in 

Gardner's 2009 doctoral student development research. Transition theory is defined as 

. .any event or nonevent that results in changed relationships, routines, assumptions, and 

roles" (Goodman, Schlossberg, & Anderson., 2006, p.33). Transition theory attempts to 

describe how individuals respond to change, either in their own lives, or within that 

environment (Schlossberg, 1981). 

According to Schlossberg (1981), while most transitions are associated with 

significant life events, small changes may result in transitional development. However, 

though all changes do not necessarily trigger transitional development, major alterations 

to an individual's role or environment often result in radical restructuring of the 

individual's view of themselves and their world. Transitions of trauma and loss are often 

explored, but positive life events such as a marriage, the birth of a child, or new 

employment status, have also been found to disrupt equilibrium of perceptions and 

understanding (Sugarman, 1986). Hopson, Adams, and Hayes (1976) outlined the phases 

and features of transition in a transition cycle model. Positive and negative life events 

produce a similar developmental pattern which includes the stages of shock, provisional 
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adjustment, inner contradictions, inner crisis, reconstruction, and recovery (Hopson et al., 

1976). 

According to Hopson et al. (1976), four developmental paths can emerge in crisis. 

Individuals in crisis may quit, let go, and thus extend the crisis, accept and move into 

partial recovery, or elect to further explore the challenges by testing new understandings. 

The exploration of challenges by testing new understandings was most often found to 

produce increased confidence and validation for revised perspectives and opportunities 

for extended developmental growth (Hopson et al., 1976). 

Williams (1999) used findings from a review of over 400 lifeline exercises of 

people age fifteen to fifty-five to identify the enabling and inhibiting factors in 

transitions. The lifeline exercise is used as a means for promoting individual reflection on 

key events, and to chart the formative experiences for autobiographical review. The 

following enabling and inhibiting factors are in the transition process: 

1. Economic Security 

Enabling factors: surplus resources, no debt, stable income, own home, low 

commitments, multiple income household. 

Inhibiting factors: low income, debt, high financial commitments, fear of job 

loss, temporary, ambiguous, or onerous employment contract. 

2. Emotional Security 

Enabling factors: supportive partner, stable childhood, support networks, 

openness on emotional and mental health issues. 
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Inhibiting factors: no partner, few friends, dependent relatives, secret grief, 

sense of guilt, unresolved issues or regrets, multiple transitions, anxiety over 

being diagnosed mentally ill. 

3. Health 

Enabling factors: good physical fitness, prudent lifestyle, quality time for 

leisure. 

Inhibiting factors: chronic or undiagnosed conditions, low fitness, fatigue, 

lifestyle. 

4. Work Environment 

Enabling factors: high respect/low control culture, good team morale, clear 

role and contract terms, life-work boundaries respected. 

Inhibiting factors: work overload, unrealistic demands, insufficient resources, 

abuse of life-work boundary, excessive time demands affecting relationships, 

leisure, fitness, low respect/high control culture, harassment, scapegoating or 

abuse by aggressive/stressed superior. 

5. Transition Skills and Support 

Enabling factors: positive transition experiences, clear goals, briefing, 

monitoring issues, practical support, life-career planning, tolerance, dignity, 

valuing the past, time off before illness, confidential counseling, 

freedom/recognition for new ideas. 
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Inhibiting factors: no support, no preparation for change, unrealistic time 

scales, no monitoring of key issues precrisis, no opportunity for fresh insights, 

past achievements ignored or diminished. (Williams, 1999, p.5) 

Williams noted several positive outcomes when conditions enabled successful transitions, 

including increased innovation, synergy, and personal development. He reported greater 

risks of quitting, mental break downs, and suicides associated with the presence of 

transition inhibiting factors (Williams, 1999). 

Williams (1999) suggested that in relation to inhibiting factor influence, there 

were increased incidents of errors, accidents, indiscretions, and poor strategic decision 

making. Multiple transitions were found to produce a cumulative deterioration in well-

being if individuals are unable to recover before another change. Extended crisis can 

develop when individuals are unable to resolve the challenging stimuli. Increased 

transition awareness prompts individuals to identify issues of challenge and fosters the 

development of internal confidence in order to examine new understandings and 

perspectives (Williams, 1999). 

Critical incidents. Critical incidents are personal depictions and interpretations of 

significant life events. The identification and description of critical incidents in terms of 

time, place, and actors have been used in both educational and developmental research to 

explore factors of assumption and perception transformation (Flanagan, 1954; Killen & 

McKee, 1983; Wilson-Pessano, 1988). Labouvie-Vief s (1982) abandonment of an age 

phase approach to examining adult development concentrates on a review of major life or 
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events as hallmarks of transformation. Acceptance of the critical incident theory rather 

than the age dependent development theory relates to Chickering and Reisser's (1993) 

inclusion of nontraditional age college student experiences within their revised theory. 

According to Brookfield (1990), the reconstruction of critical incident information 

into written reports of significant experiences facilitates critical reflection by narratively 

illustrating the process of transforming perceptions. Brookfield specifically examined the 

recognition and analyses of assumptions employed within the critical reflection process. 

Assumptions are the experiential devices that individuals use to confirm and create 

perceptions. Identifying critical incidents and the nature of the events enables individuals 

to recognize and analyze their assumptions within a personalized, biographical 

accounting. Focusing on biographic grounds, the activity of critical reflection in the 

context of decisions and challenges encountered, thus fostering development 

opportunities (Brookfield, 1990). 

Criticisms of Student Development Theory 

Bioland, Stamatakos, and Rogers (1996) criticized the inappropriate elevation of 

college student development theory as a base and unilateral resource for establishing 

higher education student affairs practice. The researchers were concerned that the 

elements of learning and development were mutually exclusive and should therefore be 

viewed and treated separately (Bioland et al., 1996). Woodard, Love, and Komives 

(2000) agreed that the objectives of learning should be placed above development as the 

goals and focus of higher education. Nevertheless, proponents of college student 
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development theory and practice refute the arguments of separation and level of 

importance, contending that,. .learning and development are not discrete personal 

dynamics that operate in isolation in an easily compartmentalized process" (Evans et al., 

2010, p.39). The interrelated complexities of learning and development, and the isolated 

treatment of either as compartmentalized processes, may limit and affect holistic growth 

as noted in vector one in, developing intellectual competence (Chickering & Reisser, 

1993). Based on psychosocial college student development research, Chickering and 

Reisser (1993) stated that issues of identity development may impact students' academic 

progress. Baxter Magolda (1999) echoed the concern of viewing learning and 

development as distinct personal dynamics operating in isolation rather than exploring 

the student as a complex being. 

Specific caveats of limitation and appropriate application regarding populations 

and environments are given attention in the student development literature. Caution 

should be applied when using labels or terms to describe individuals (Kuh, Whitt, & 

Shedd, 1987). Rather than labeling students by theoretical characteristics, more accurate 

depictions of development show the representation as a descriptor of behavior. Students 

partake in dependent learning rather than students being dependent learners, 

acknowledging the evolutionary nature of student development. Secondly, educational 

practitioners should not interpret theory as positive or negative indicators of behavior, or 

desired transformations for all students (Kuh et al., 1987). Adoption of an indiscrete 

acceptance that specific kinds of behaviors should always be encouraged places students 
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in passive roles as inert products being manipulated in predetermined directions (Parker, 

Widick, & Knefelkamp, 1978). Strange and King (1990) stressed the importance of 

placing individual differences ahead of theoretical concepts stating, "theory cannot be an 

accurate description of any specific reality, but only an approximate representation of 

many" (pg. 18). Though broader populations, cultures, and environments in research are 

considered and used for theoretical revision, most theories are Eurocentric (Evans et al., 

2010). 

Attention may be focused on the evolving nature, limitations, overgeneralization, 

and stagnant application of the student development theory. Appropriate usage requires a 

competence and an understanding of the complex concepts and ideas associated with a 

particular theory (Rodgers & Widick, 1980). Theories such as the student development 

theory should be viewed for their applicable relevance to context and should rarely be 

exclusively applied (Evans et al., 2010). Cautions of interpretation and application, 

combined with an understanding of the complexities of student development, allow 

educators to use theory as a means of providing growth-enhancing conditions that 

empower students and stimulate developmental progression. An awareness of the 

limitations for appropriate usage provides the ability to examine student development 

theory and further investigate research within this discipline (Evans et al., 2010). 

Doctoral Education 

A representative overview of the origin, purpose, structure, trends, and issues 

regarding doctoral student development as it relates to qualitative analysis of education 
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doctoral student psychosocial development is offered in this study. A neutral position is 

taken in the presentation of issues regarding the purpose of the degree, differences in 

program structures, growing diversity of the doctoral student population, and attrition 

rates of students. 

Doctoral Education Research 

Relative to undergraduate education research, little scholarship examines doctoral 

education (Walker et al., 2008). Walker et al. (2008) stated that a majority of doctoral 

education research has been confined to quantitative studies examining program and 

structural characteristics, rather than direct influences of program and structure on 

doctoral students. Gardner (2009) conceptualized doctoral education research into seven 

broad categories, including doctoral student completion and attrition; time to degree; the 

socialization process; the dissertation; advising roles and relationships; gender and race; 

and disciplinary differences. 

A review of category descriptions and research dates illustrate that scholarship 

interests relating to doctoral education has primarily been examined within the past two 

decades (Gardner & Mendoza, 2010). Further, the doctoral student experience has 

received little attention. A review of student and institutional sample populations explored 

doctoral education researchers provides evidence that nontraditional program 

environments and characteristics of these students has been ignored (Gardner & 

Mendoza, 2010). 
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Doctoral Student Development 

According to Evans et al. (1998), student development theory has been of great 

benefit to higher education institutions by assisting educators to "...proactively identify 

and address student needs, design programs, develop policies, and create healthy 

environments that encourage positive growth in students" (p.5). Nevertheless, primary 

research and application within the student development theoretical field has been 

predominantly focused on undergraduate student experiences (McEwen, 2003). Gardner 

(2009) offered several possible explanations for the doctoral oversight in student 

development research, stating that since doctoral students often take on professional roles 

during their graduate work such as teaching assistants or being full-time employees 

outside the university setting, the students may be perceived by faculty as colleagues 

rather than as students. Thus, study of student development theory is relinquished to 

socialization theory (Gardner, 2009). Gardner and Mendoza (2010) stated ".. .more than 

any other, socialization has become the common theoretical lens through which to better 

understand the complexity of the doctoral student experience" (p. 5). The presumption 

that students may be perceived as colleagues may be influenced by doctoral students' 

increased age, marital and family status, and previous academic accomplishments 

(Gardner & Mendoza, 2010). A lack of homogeneity within student populations and 

doctoral preparation programs creates difficulty within developmental research, and 

makes the research more challenging and the generalization of theories difficult (Golde & 

Walker, 2006). 
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Addressing the gap between undergraduate and doctoral student development 

research, Gardner (2009) produced a three-phase model of doctoral student development 

and a monograph that applies psychosocial, social identity, and cognitive-structural 

development theory to the doctoral student experience. Gardner's work is based on seven 

qualitative studies that produced documentation of 177 doctoral student interviews 

(Gardner, 2008,2009,2010; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Gardner, Hayes, & Neider, 2007). 

Gardner (2009) referenced the seven studies by topic, year conducted, number of students 

interviewed, disciplines, and number of participating institutions. The study topics 

include: (a) exploring the skills and habits of mind required to obtain a Ph.D., (b) 

comparing and contrasting the experiences of doctoral students in two disciplines from 

two institutions, (c) understanding the dimensions of graduate student involvement, (d) 

exploring the development that occurs during doctoral education, (e) contrasting the 

experiences of doctoral students in departments with high and low completion rates, (f) 

investigating the transition from full-time employment to full-time graduate student 

status, and (g) first-generation doctoral student experiences (Gardner, 2009). Similar to 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) use of anecdotal evidence, Gardner's employs analyses 

of study participants' interview responses. Comparable analysis of Gardner's qualitative 

data includes the application of several student and adult development theories. However, 

the model focuses on the programmatic nature of doctoral student experiences for the 

purpose of identifying phases of challenge and support (Gardner, 2009). 
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Congruent with Chickering and Reisser's (1993) student psychosocial 

development theory, Gardner gave consideration to the multiple dimensions of doctoral 

student development (Gardner, 2009). However, Gardner's model outlines general 

descriptors of challenge and support particular to the three identified phases of the 

doctoral student program, rather than addressing the psychosocial nature of development 

as identified by Chickering and Reisser (Gardner, 2009). 

Gardner's Doctoral Student Development Model 

Using the three-phase doctoral development model that applies psychosocial, 

social identity, and cognitive structural development theory to student development, 

Gardner (2010) explored doctoral student development through multiple development 

theories. Gardner used multiple development theories to provide ".. .a basis for 

understanding how to consider doctoral students from a developmental context" 

(Gardner, 2010, p.205). The three phases and general descriptions of doctoral student 

development are identified as: 

Phase I: Entry-the time leading up to and continuing through the first year of the 

doctoral program; Phase II: Integration— during this phase students are in the 

midst of completing coursework and preparing for examinations, developing 

relationships with peers and faculty, and beginning to understand the professional 

role that they seek to obtain; Phase III: Candidacy— the primary consideration 

during candidacy is the production and defense of the dissertation and transition 

to professional role. (Gardner, 2009, p.9) 
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Gardner applied transition theory to an analysis of student experiences identified within 

phase I. 

Phase I presents multiple challenges to the new student, including applying to 

prospective programs and institutions; submitting requisite materials to programs; 

visiting campuses; meeting and talking with faculty members, staff, and graduate 

students in those prospective programs; making a final decision about the 

program of choice; moving to the new location; beginning their coursework; 

learning to balance the demands of life and graduate school; and understanding 

the changing expectation of their graduate student role. (Gardner, 2009, p. 10) 

Experiences of challenge during phase one were related to the prescribed phases of 

transition theory, as students move in, move out, and move through new experiences 

encountered during their initial year in the doctoral program (Gardner, 2009). 

Connections between the doctoral experience and transition theory were reveled 

in student responses that parallel the theme of learning how to .balance their activities 

with other parts of their lives and how to feel supported and challenged during their 

journey" (Goodman et al., 2006, p.49). Experiences of challenge most often cited in 

Gardner's phase I were the admission process, orientation, coursework, initial 

relationships with peers and faculty, changes in conceptions of knowledge, and 

differences in undergraduate and graduate school expectations (Gardner, 2009). Gardner 

(2009) recognized new peer, faculty, and staff relationships as primary sources of support 
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during phase I, and student departure from the doctoral program was often related to a 

lack of support for students experiencing the challenges identified in phase I. 

Gardner (2009) identified the second phase of doctoral student development as 

integration, describing the general experiences of challenge and support encountered in 

the doctoral program. 

Phase II generally encompasses time in coursework, but also represents much of 

the social and academic integration that students will experience as they progress 

toward candidacy. The challenges facing students in Phase II include 

demonstrating competency and skills first in their coursework and then through 

the examination process while also making the transition from being a knowledge 

consumer to a knowledge producer through research. Students are also challenged 

by the need to form deeper relationships with both peers and faculty. Supportive 

relationships with these individuals are therefore imperative to students' success 

and development in this phase. (Gardner, 2009, p. 10) 

Gardner stated that primary development during phase II is associated with cognitive and 

epistemological perception changes, which are congruent with Perry's (1968) cognitive-

structural development theory. As students encounter experiences that challenge their 

understanding of research and knowledge, they must resolve differences in their roles as 

students' who receive knowledge compared to students who are required to produce 

knowledge (Delemont, Atkinson, & Parry, 2000). 
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Gardner (2009) recognized that doctoral student development in relation to 

purpose, competency, and autonomy, occurs in phase II. She reported that during the 

phase, students encounter challenges that require them to become knowledge producers 

which, . .allows students to see themselves as more independent in their learning" 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p.65). During phase II, doctoral students may be challenged 

by experiences that require them to exit their comfort zone in order to acquire additional 

information and knowledge not related to coursework, in preparation for their initial 

dissertation research (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

In regards to support experienced during phase II, Gardner (2009) identified the 

primary source of sustenance to come from peers within the program. Gardner noted, 

".. .the relationships students form with their peers during this phase are not only integral 

to their persistence but also often to their success in the third and final phase" (Gardner, 

2009, p.66). Although the originations of relationships with advisers may vary greatly 

between doctoral programs, with some assignments of advisors in the initial entry and 

other advisors' assigned during phase II or phase III, Gardner stressed the importance of 

the advisor relationship in phase II. Chickering and Reisser's (1993) description of 

mature interpersonal relationship development is influenced by the advisor/advisee 

relationship. However, socialization theory was used as the primary theoretical lens for 

examining the advisor/advisee relationship as it relates to professional opportunities and 

transitional role development in students (Gardner, 2009). 
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Gardner (2009) identified the third and final phase of doctoral student 

development as candidacy. According to Gardner's model, phase III begins after the 

students pass their candidacy examinations and progress through the production of the 

dissertation. Challenges and sources of support encountered during phase III are 

associated with . .the daunting challenge of completing independent research for the 

dissertation" (Gardner, 2009, p. 10). Gardner reported that doctoral students encounter 

challenges as they begin seeking professional positions. In regards to support received in 

phase III, he stated, . .the support students have had in the past, whether through close 

peer relationships in coursework or daily interaction with faculty, may disappear, 

intensifying these challenges" (Gardner, 2009, p. 10). Congruent with phase I analyses, 

Gardner also applied transition theory to phase III, and reported that the challenges 

experienced are associated with both role gains and role losses. Phase III is a transitional 

event, involving separation from the department and peers to a more independent role 

that requires increasing reliance on students' self-direction, self-monitoring, and self-

motivation. Gardner noted: 

The sources of challenge and support in the student's life require that he or she 

attain psychosocial development with regard to maintaining purpose and 

developing competence in his or her field, while cognitively, he or she must 

become the producer of original knowledge, requiring the most advanced 

epistemological and cognitive development. (Gardner, 2009, p.88) 
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In terms of support, Gardner emphasized the need for institutional funding, allowing 

students to commit the necessary time for dissertation completion. Gardner also noted the 

importance of dependable advising attention and assistance. The extended duration and 

isolation experienced during the dissertation process may hinder doctoral student 

development during phase III, which may result in the infamous stagnant status of all but 

dissertation (ABD) (Gardner, 2009). 

Gardner's (2009) monograph and doctoral student development findings support 

that doctoral students exhibit developmental transformations as they navigate through 

experiences of challenge and support. The three-phase model offers insight into the 

doctoral student experience, as well as events of support and challenge that influence 

development (Gardner, 2009). 

Criticism of Gardner's doctoral student development model. Gardner (2009) 

emphasized the connection of development and adult learning theory to the doctoral 

student experience. However, a lack of evidence in coding or referencing to a particular 

study hinders the understanding of the developmental process, the identification of 

influential program environments, or population or situational factors. Though useful as a 

model of reference for future doctoral student development research, Gardner's model 

and monograph address the doctoral student experience within the traditional brick and 

mortar environment. Exclusion of emerging nontraditional environments limit the 

model's scope of understanding and analysis (Gardner, 2009). Gardner's research is 
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welcomed to doctoral student scholarship, although further research is needed to expand 

understanding beyond traditional programs. 

Evolution of the US Doctorate Degree and Purpose 

The Council of Graduate Schools (2005) stated that doctoral programs should 

prepare . .a student to become a scholar: that is, too discover, integrate, and apply 

knowledge, as well as to communicate and disseminate it" (p.l). Relative to 

undergraduate education, Walker et al. (2008) noted "...the history of doctoral education 

has received little scholarly attention" (p.20). During the 19th century, a majority of US 

college graduates who pursued advanced degrees studied abroad, primarily in Germany 

(Berelson, 1960). Berelson (1960) estimated that in the 19th century, approximately 

10,000 degrees were granted to US citizens by German universities. Characteristics from 

the German graduate model, with an emphasis on scientific inquiry and the expectation 

that faculty members would carry out research, became prominent features of emerging 

US doctoral programs (Berelson, 1960). The first three US doctorate degrees were 

granted by Yale University in 1861 (Rudolph, 1962). In 1876, faculty of John Hopkins 

University founded the first institution entirely dedicated to graduate education. The 

institution influenced US research-oriented doctorate degree programs because they 

offered fellowships to graduate and Ph.D. students in the disciplines of art and science 

(Rudolph, 1962). 

At the turn of the 20th century, an estimated 3,500 doctorate degrees had been 

awarded, with approximately 382 degrees being granted annually by 25 institutions 
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within US universities (Rudolph, 1962). As the 20th century progressed, the growth rate 

of doctorate degrees earned had increased, as did the number of doctorate granting 

universities (Rudolph, 1962). According to the Council of Graduate Schools (2008), at 

the turn of the 21st century, over 41,000 doctorates were awarded annually by 406 US 

universities. The National Science Foundation (2010) reported that 49,562 doctorate 

degrees were awarded by American institutions in the 2008-2009 academic year, the 

highest number ever reported. 

Doctorate Program Structures 

The annual Survey of Earned Doctorates includes 23 different doctorate 

designations (HofFer, 2006). Three types of doctoral degrees can be identified and 

categorized by purpose and structure. Professional doctorate refer to degrees granted in 

professional fields such as medicine, pharmacology, dentistry, and psychology. Training 

programs for the professional doctorate concentrate on clinical experiences, and include 

intense internships and residencies, but generally do not require a research dissertation 

(Nettles & Millett, 2006). The research doctorate is an academic research degree 

awarded in a specific discipline, and requires the production of research representing 

original knowledge demonstrated through a dissertation capstone (Golde & Walker, 

2006). The doctorate of philosophy (Ph.D.) is the most commonly earned research 

doctorate. The doctorate of fine arts and the doctorate of theology are included in the 

Ph.D. category. The professional research doctorate includes the doctor of education 

(Ed.D.) degree and the executive doctorate. Similar to the research doctorate, the 
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professional research doctorate usually includes a research component, although the 

intent for use is designed primarily for application in the professional field rather than in 

the research field (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

The professional research doctorate and research doctorate generally include 

three major components: coursework, assessment of skills gained through coursework, 

and the defense of a dissertation that is representative of independent research production 

(Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992). However, differences in disciplines and institutions may 

greatly influence doctorate degree program structure, concentration, and the timetable for 

degree completion (Walker et al., 2008). Due to the lack of statistical data on doctoral 

students, it is difficult to assess the differences between disciplines, institutions, and 

doctorate degree programs (Nettles & Millett, 2006). Nettles and Millet (2006) stated that 

while full-time studies in the fields of humanities and social sciences may entail seven to 

ten years; five to six years may be the norm for full-time study in the sciences. These 

estimates commonly assume that students enter doctorate programs immediately after 

earning their undergraduate degree (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

Differences in disciplines and institutions often blur distinctions between the 

research doctorate and professional research doctorate (Golde & Walker, 2006). Similar 

to the medical discipline, the field of education has wrestled with the professional 

purpose of practice and research (Shulman et al., 2006). Shulman et al. (2006) stated that 

the results of this struggle subsequently produced two terminal education degrees, the 

Ph.D. and Ed.D. While some institutions may offer both, many institutions exclusively 
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award the Ed.D. Research studies comparing the Ph.D. and Ed.D. have been debated 

within the education professional community (Golde & Walker, 2006; Shulman et al., 

2006; Walker et al., 2008). Golde and Walker (2006) reported that arguments within the 

education professional community requests for distinct clarifications between Ph.D. and 

Ed.D., or the recommendation that one of the degrees be eliminated. The scholars 

explain: 

The Ed.D. aims to prepare managerial and administrative leadership in education. 

Its focus is on preparing practitioners who can use the existing knowledge about 

the field to solve complex educational problems. A Ph.D. in education is a 

traditional academic degree that aims to prepare researchers, college teachers, and 

scholars in education. The research questions, techniques, and thesis requirements 

for the Ph.D. are relatively more theoretical and similar to other academic 

disciplines than the Ed.D. In practice, however, the requirements for the two 

programs are strikingly similar. (Golde & Walker, 2006, p.247) 

For the purpose of this study, the two degrees will overlap in purpose and design. Both 

the education Ed.D., and Ph.D. were examined under the research doctorate umbrella 

with the inclusion or exclusion of studies and findings. 

The Doctoral Student Experience 

In 2006, Nettles and Millett published findings from one of the largest studies of 

doctoral students ever conducted. Conclusions resulting from their survey response 

sample of 9,036 doctoral students produced the development of a new national doctoral 
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student experience database (Nettles and Millet, 2006). Information and analysis from 

this catalogue was used to generalize to the entire US population of doctoral students, 

producing conceptual model of doctoral student experiences. The model describes five 

major outcome measures of the doctoral student experience, including types of funding, 

socialization, research productivity, satisfaction, dropping out of doctoral programs, and 

doctoral degree completion (Nettles & Millet, 2006). While such comprehensive research 

is important to the advancement of experience characteristics, the use of a survey that 

was generalized to all US doctoral students inherently limits the contextual understanding 

of the diverse program, as well as population variables (Wawrzynski, 2007). Program and 

student characteristics may vary from fields such as education, where many students 

work full-time in their professions while pursuing their doctorate part-time. (Golde & 

Walker, 2006). Researchers' findings suggest that these differences make it difficult to 

ascertain specific details, such as time-to-degree rates, that can be generalized to the 

entire doctorate student population (Abedi & Benkin, 1987; Council of Graduate Schools, 

2008; Golde & Walker, 2006). 

A smaller longitudinal study was conducted by the Department of Educational 

Leadership at the University of Georgia from 1986-2000, that identified personal and 

professional characteristics and perceptions of doctoral graduates (Law, 2001). The 

findings were reported in 2001. Information collected from this study was compared to 

data recorded in 1940 for the purposes of revealing demographic, professional, and 

completion comparative statistics of doctoral students. Although this research examined 
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the evolution of doctoral student demographics, researchers' restricting the study to a 

traditional brick and mortar university failed to consider populations enrolled in programs 

designed to meet the needs of working doctoral students (Law, 2001). 

Attrition. Staggering completion rate failures between 40% - 50% have plagued 

doctoral programs across the nation (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008; Golde, 2005; 

Lovitts, 2001). According to the Council of Graduate Schools (2008), doctoral student 

attrition rates vary depending on the discipline. The council noted extreme disparities 

between doctoral students in the field of history, which after seven years, only 24.7 % of 

the students had earned their doctorate degrees, and the doctoral students in the field of 

civil engineering, in which 69 % of students graduated within the same time frame. 

Researchers who have studied the timeframe disparity used a quantitative approach, 

concentrating on the experiences of students who failed to complete their doctoral 

programs (Lovitts, 2001). Lovitts (2001) stated that it is important to examine the 

experiences of students who did not quit the program. 

Doctoral Student Demographics 

The number of universities granting doctorate degrees, the number of students 

earning doctorate degrees, and the diversity of the doctoral student populations has 

increased in the past century (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008; Gardner, 2009; 

Gardner & Mendoza, 2010; Golde, 2005; Walker et al., 2008). The doctoral population 

increase includes an evolving demographic representation of minority students (Gardner, 

2009). For the purpose of this review, the term minority was used to reference students 
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who were not Caucasian. The researcher addressed gender differences through an 

overview of female doctoral students. According to Gardner (2009), it is essential to 

consider the diversity of the doctoral student populations in discussions of doctoral 

student experiences. However, the literature review included an overview, highlighting 

shifts in enrollment patterns and populations to provide a foundation for understanding 

the changing nature of the doctoral student developmental experience. 

Minority doctoral student populations. The rate of doctoral degrees earned by 

minorities has not historically mirrored that of Caucasian students in the US (Lucas, 

1994). According to Lucus (1994), by 1939 a total of 119 doctoral degrees had been 

awarded to African-Americans students by predominately Caucasian universities within 

the US. Doctoral student enrollment of minorities has increased by 167 % since the late 

1930s (Lucas, 1994). In the past two decades, the percentage of doctoral degrees awarded 

to African-American and Hispanic US citizens has doubled, and the number of Asian 

recipients has more than tripled (Smallwood, 2006; US Department of Education, 2009). 

In 2002, the US Department of Education reported that minorities represented 

27.6 % of the doctoral student enrollments. Research of minority doctoral student 

experiences often examine minority classification without regard to ethnic differentiation 

(Nettles, 1990). During the past two decades, researchers have initiated studies designed 

to examine particular segments of minority doctoral student populations pertaining to 

student enrollment patterns and the influences of financial support for students (Ellis, 

2001). Qualitative differences in student perceptions regarding faculty support and 
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socialization are also topics of minority doctoral student research (Austin, 2002; Gardner, 

2007; Golde, 2005; Golde & Walker, 2006; Mendoza, 2007). Researchers' findings from 

enrollment pattern studies report that differences in field concentrations exist between 

ethnic groups (Hoffer, 2006). According to Hoffer (2006), a little under half of all 

doctoral degrees earned by African-American students were in the field of education, 

while 33 % of doctorate degrees awarded to Asian-American students were in the field of 

life science. 

Results from a quantitative study of Ph.D. student experiences conducted by 

Girves and Wemmerus (1988) reported the importance of academic and social integration 

of minority doctoral students into their departments. They stated that financial assistance 

and student perceptions of faculty-student relationships were the strongest predictors of 

progress in doctoral programs for minority students. Other variables associated with 

progress in doctoral programs for minority graduate students include full-time enrollment 

of students, and the development of collegial faculty relationships (Girves & Wemmerus, 

1988). In a similar study conducted by Blackwell (1987), the most powerful predictor of 

enrollment and graduation of African-American students at a professional school was the 

presence of an African-American faculty member serving as a mentor to students. 

Female doctoral students. In 2006, females represented 50.8% of the overall US 

doctoral student enrollment (Choy & Cataldi). As of 2002, more US females earned 

doctorate degrees than men (US Department of Education, 2009). The increased presence 

of female doctoral students is a relatively new phenomenon in American graduate 
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education (Golde, 2005; Walker et al., 2008). In 1910,10% of doctorate degrees were 

awarded to female students, and there had only been a 1% from 1910-1960 (Berelson, 

1960). Large shifts towards increased female doctoral student enrollment were not 

statistically noted until the late 1980s (Walker et al., 2008). 

Research of doctoral enrollments by gender indicated that the percentage of 

female doctoral students and female doctoral graduates has increased through all 

disciplines (Walker et al., 2008). Representation of male to female ratios vary across 

academic disciplines. Walker et al. stated that in the field of education, female doctoral 

student enrollment numbers greatly outnumber male doctoral student enrollment 

numbers. Nevertheless, in traditionally male dominated disciplines, the distribution of 

females to males may vary (Walker et al.). Researchers have examined the marginality of 

female underrepresentation within certain doctoral disciplines, academics, and careers 

(Fox, 2001; Margolis & Romero, 1998). 

Results from an exploratory study of gender differences of students enrolled in 

science and math doctoral programs, Fox (2001) found that compared to males, females 

were less likely to report that they were taken seriously and respected by faculty. Females 

in the study reported being less comfortable while speaking in group settings than males, 

and were found to collaborate with fewer male students and faculty in research and 

publications. Females were less likely to report receiving help from advisors in learning 

to design research, writing grant proposals, coauthoring publications, and organizing 

people. More females in the study described relationships with their advisors as one of 
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student-and-facuity, while male counter parts identified their advisor relationships 

primarily as mentor-mentee or colleagues. Fox noted that male doctoral students in the 

fields of science and math had more positive perceptions of completing doctoral 

programs and earning their degrees than females. Empirical data from the study revealed 

that more male students published papers than female students in the same fields, and 

often in the same programs (Fox, 2001). 

International doctoral students. Historically, Americans have pursued doctoral 

degree programs abroad because the US did not offer as many programs as other 

European countries (Nettles & Millett, 2006). In contemporary United States, more US 

students pursue their degrees within the country and students from other countries are 

choosing US programs to earn their doctoral degrees (US Department of Education, 

2009). Of the 42,155 new doctoral recipients in 2004 who reported their citizenship 

status, more than 29% were non-US citizens who held temporary visas. Non-US citizens 

received 11% of the doctoral degrees in United States 30 years ago (Smallwood, 2005; 

Smallwood, 2006; US Department of Education, 2009). 

Education doctoral students. Over 7,000 education doctoral degrees are awarded 

annually from 200 US universities (US Department of Education, 2009). Education 

doctoral studies are typically organized into subspecialty categories, such as 

administration and supervision of educational organizations, teaching specific content 

areas, curriculum, and instruction, leadership, educational psychology, and social and 

philosophical foundations (Golde, 2005). Of the education doctorate degrees awarded in 
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2009,2,100 were awarded in educational administration and leadership, 800 in 

curriculum and instruction, 1000 in specific teaching fields, 400 in the study of higher 

education, and 300 in the field of educational psychology (Golde, 2005; Golde & Walker, 

2006). 

Despite the education doctoral degrees awarded within the US, little research of 

doctoral education in the field of education has been conducted since the 1960s (Golde & 

Walker, 2006). Golde and Walker's research and review of education doctoral programs 

and student enrollment patterns provides data for analyzing trends and patterns relating to 

the doctoral educational organization, program structure, and a comparative review of 

education doctoral student demographic characteristics. The presentation of information 

within the study, however, is limited to quantitative survey data and gives no 

consideration to emerging online programs (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

A review of program requirements reveals that most doctoral programs, 

independent of their concentration or whether they are designated as Ph.D. or Ed.D., 

include coursework, comprehensive examinations, original research, and a dissertation 

defense (Golde & Walker, 2006). Golde and Walker (2006) noted enrollment and 

demographic distinctions between education doctoral students and those pursuing 

doctorate degrees in other disciplines. According to the researchers, the field of education 

has the largest percentage of minority doctoral students, although two-thirds of education 

doctorate recipients are Caucasian. International students represent less than 10 % of 
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education doctorate recipients. The median age of education doctorate graduates is forty-

four years old (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

Education doctoral students often work in their profession prior to entering a 

doctoral program, and are comparatively older than doctorate graduates from other 

disciplines (Golde & Walker, 2006). Education in the US has been female dominated, 

although prior to 1980, males were awarded a majority of the education doctorate 

degrees. As nearly two-thirds of education doctorates were earned by women, this trend 

has reversed. In 2003, women represented a higher proportion of doctorates in the field of 

education than any other discipline, excluding psychology (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

Golde and Walker (2006) stated that collegial schools of education offer few 

teaching or research assistantships, and a number of doctorate students self-finance their 

degrees. Students' paying for their degrees has required many education doctoral students 

to work full-time, while pursuing their doctorate degrees part-time (Golde & Walker, 

2006). Working full-time may explain why it takes education doctoral students longer to 

complete their degrees compared to students in other fields (Council of Graduate 

Schools, 2008; Golde & Walker, 2006; Lovitts, 2001). 

The professional goals of education doctoral students and their career paths after 

graduation has been studied little compared to professional goals of students in other 

disciplines (Golde & Walker, 2006). Golde and Walker (2006) stated that many students 

pursuing a doctorate in education do so for professional advancement, and they continue 

to teach after they receive their terminal degrees. The researchers noted that a majority of 
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education doctoral students are employed full-time in the field of education, yet they 

reported that only one-third of the students had earned undergraduate degrees in 

education. Therefore, college education departments are challenged in designing 

education doctoral programs within the assumption that doctoral students enroll having a 

common core knowledge. Due to the broad nature of the field of education, a lack of 

common core knowledge by students who earned undergraduate education degrees may 

be an issue as these students enroll in doctoral programs (Golde & Walker, 2006). 

Doctoral program faculties within schools of education defines their own program 

policies and requirements since no national requirements exist (Golde & Walker, 2006; 

Richardson, 2006). While these schools, adhering to accreditation requirements, may 

include similar course topics such as research methodology, theoretical foundations, and 

pedagogy, the content and breadth of subjects may vary by institution and department 

(Golde & Walker, 2006; Richardson, 2006). Richardson (2006) contended that the lack of 

cohesion and clarity of purpose within the field of education have been addressed and 

debated by numerous scholars. Extreme positions concerning the debate have even 

brought into question the defining education as a monolithic discipline, as some scholars 

stated that education is primarily an activity, and therefore must be considered as both a 

field of study and pragmatic enterprise. Richardson extended his position to a set of 

recommendations regarding the appropriate training of education doctoral students. 

Referring to these students as future stewards of the field and enterprise, Richardson 

offered three forms of knowledge that he stated were vital to the success of educators. 
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Forms of knowledge include formal knowledge, practical knowledge, and beliefs, as well 

as misconceptions. Education doctoral students may understand the complexity of the 

education field through critical examination of educational research and assumptions, in 

light of policy requirements, public positions, and organizational structures (Richardson, 

2006). 

Pallas (2001) addressed the challenges of developing education within doctoral 

education research, stating, "...epistemologies shape scholars' abilities to apprehend and 

appreciate the research of others. Such an appreciation is a prerequisite for the scholarly 

conversations that signify a field's collective learning" (p.6). Pallas stated that the ability 

to examine beliefs and epistemologies is essential to the construction and consumption of 

educational research. He noted, "...since epistemologies undergird all phases of the 

research process, engaging with epistemology is integral to learning the craft of research 

(Pallas, 2001, p.6). Pallas urges faculties at research universities to focus their attention 

on the development of diverse epistemological perspectives to prevent single-mindedness 

and ensure that education doctorate graduates are equipped to engage with members of 

different communities and develop understandings in spite of, or possibly through, their 

dissimilarities of thought (Pallas, 2001). 

Research regarding education doctoral coursework, including the procurement of 

research methods, reveals that learning is primarily confined to the classroom setting 

rather than acquired through a research apprentice model (Golde & Walker, 2006). Golde 

and Walker (2006) stated that education doctoral students design research studies with 
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their faculty advisers. Education doctoral research studies are usually conducted 

independently, within the students' professional environments, and results are typically 

reported within a dissertation that follows the five chapter model (Golde & Walker, 

2006). Metz (2001) referred to the combining of coursework and experience as border 

crossing, contending that program structures that encompass the integration of 

coursework and experiences, foster an appreciation and discernment of other scholars' 

work. Pallas (2001) noted that in order to integrate coursework and experiences that 

facilitate an appreciation for the study of education, requires instructors of education 

methodology to expose doctoral students to traditional quantitative research, and 

encourage their students to embrace qualitative and humanistic methods of discovery. 

The design of such programmatic experiences may not be an easy objective, and may 

require the involvement of a broad group of scholars from diverse communities of 

practice, as well as a departmental commitment (Pallas, 2001). 

Online Higher Education Program Environments 

College students routinely use interactive technology that did not exist a decade 

ago (Anderson, 2007). Higher education institutions now offer virtual learning in a 

variety of program formats (Brown, Benson, & Uhde, 2004). The intent of this section of 

the literature review is to inform the contextual positioning of the investigation of 

doctoral student development within online and traditional face-to-face doctoral 

programs. 
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The internet is an integral component in the daily interactions of individuals, 

businesses, and governments (Anderson, 2007). The internet has significantly impacted 

higher education in regards to program administration, organization, and in the delivery 

of curriculum and instruction (Brown et al., 2004). Due to the societal impact of the 

internet, evolving educational technologies have made higher education more accessible, 

and transformed learning and teaching practices (Anderson, 2007). Anderson (2007) 

stated that internet technology not only fosters the increased participation in higher 

education, but it supports enhanced access to information and data. No longer constrained 

or limited by access to university libraries, information retrieval and instant 

communication offered by the internet has broadened the opportunity for educators and 

students to expand their knowledge and scholarship (Anderson, 2007). Mars and Ginter 

(2007) argued that the explosion of the internet creates the need for future research 

regarding the use of new technologies, their influence on the college student experience, 

and its impact on engagement in higher education scholarship. 

Virtual Program Models Trends and Issues 

In 2002, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, in partnership with the College Board, 

began producing annual reports of online learning in US institutions of higher education 

(Allen & Seaman, 2008). Data from their reports address fundamental questions relating 

to the nature and extent of virtual higher education programs, statistical trends, and 

students. Researchers' findings are based on survey responses from over 2,500 colleges 

and university students (Allen & Seaman, 2008). Online statistical enrollment trends 
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relating to doctoral education are presented within the availability of existing aggregate 

data. Difficulty in ascertaining exact statistical and current information for this growing 

university population is acknowledged. Survey findings from the eighth annual report on 

the state of online learning in US higher education institutions provided the most current 

data available, and thus, are used as the primary source for a presentation of virtual 

program enrollment statistics. 

Online program models. In 1999, it was reported that distance education 

initiatives were becoming widespread throughout the US, yet only 15% of institutions 

with current virtual offerings introduced technology facilitated courses prior to 1999 

(Askov, Johnston, Petty, & Young, 2003). However, in the past decade, growth in online 

course and program offerings has increased at all levels of undergraduate and graduate 

higher education programs (Askov et al., 2003). 

According to Askov et al. (2003), higher education resident universities have 

examined the traditional programs, resulting in increased nontraditional instructional 

deliveries and accommodating the evolving needs and demands of the twenty-first 

century student population. Survey findings from the eighth annual report states, 

".. .sixty-three percent of all reporting institutions said that online learning was a critical 

part of their institution's long term strategy" (Allen & Seaman, 2010, p.2). According to 

Allen and Seaman (2010), evidence from the Eighth Annual Report on the State of Online 

Learning stated that online enrollments continue to grow at rates far greater than the total 

higher education student population, and that over 5.6 million students were enrolled in at 
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least one online course during the fall 2009 term. This enrollment increased over one 

million students from 2008 (Allen & Seaman, 2010). 

A growth rate of 21% of online college student enrollments exceeds the growth 

rate of traditional college student enrollment by almost 20%, illustrating the increased 

pace of online student enrollment compared to the slower pace of 1.2 % for traditional 

student enrollment (Allen & Seaman, 2010). As of 2009, approximately 30% of higher 

education students were enrolled in online programs (Allen & Seaman, 2010). Survey 

responses collected in 2007 identified student access as the leading reason of why higher 

education institutions offer online courses and programs (Allen & Seaman, 2007). 

Findings from the report attribute the extraordinary growth of online offerings to the 

growing proportion of new or expanding institutions, and the availability of online 

courses and programs (Allen & Seaman, 2007). 

Virtual program pedagogy. Chang, Chen, and Sung (2002) and Van Der Stuyf 

(2002) stated that the use of scaffolding, based on learners' zones of proximity 

development (ZPD), facilitates the successful use of individualized online instructional 

support. Attention to ZPD promotes the capability of learners as they construct and 

internalize new information based on prior knowledge (Van Der Stuyf, 2002). ZPD is 

defined by Vygotsky (1978) as the space between the learner's current level of 

independent performance and the learner's potential level of independent performance. 

The teaching strategy of scaffolding prior knowledge to new knowledge is a derived from 

Vygotsky's sociocultural theory (Van Der Stuyf, 2002). Teo, Chang and Gay (2006) 
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confirmed that prior knowledge activation is an essential learning method necessary for 

successful participation in online learning. Teo et al. (2006) recommended the use of 

fading mechanisms as a means of guiding learners to complete complex reasoning tasks. 

The use of fading mechanisms as instructional strategies for online learning may mimic 

traditional teacher and learner face-to-face interactivity that is required for the facilitation 

of scaffolding (Teo et al., 2006). 

Summary 

My intention of the literature review was to synthesize existing literature 

regarding the evolution of student development theory, and US doctorate and virtual 

doctorate programs. The purpose of the synthesis was to inform a qualitative exploration 

of how education doctoral degree recipients reported their experiences of psychosocial 

development relating to the challenges experienced within online or face-to-face doctoral 

programs. 

A review of the literature established a concurrent theoretical theme linking the 

negotiation process of challenges to prior knowledge to that of psychosocial 

development. Theoretical patterns were noted regarding the acknowledgement of various 

domains of psychosocial development, and the influential nature of tasks employed by 

individuals to navigate through experiences of disequilibrium. 

Investigations of student development have advanced the nature of transitional 

experiences that may influence undergraduate student psychosocial development. 

Building on Erikson's (1959) life-span development theory and Sanford's (1968) theory 
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of challenge and support, numerous models of student development theory emerged 

during the latter half of the twentieth century (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). As a 

subcategory of student development, psychosocial development examines . .the 

important issues people face as their lives progress, such as how to define themselves, 

their relationships with others, and what to do with their lives" (Evans, et al., 1998). Their 

findings suggest that development theories and models can be successfully used to 

advance higher education institution's understanding of the psychosocial student 

development process. 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD is an applied theory for exploring 

college student psychosocial development. The SVCSPD was created for the exploration 

of traditional age college student psychosocial development, yet the foundation of the 

theory was based on the broader life cycle and adult development theories of Erikson 

(1959), Sanford (1962) and Mezirow (1990), and thus, applicable to research related to 

the adult doctoral student population (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Gardner's (2009) 

research illustrates the applicability of the development theory to examine dimensions of 

doctoral student development through qualitative research investigations of experiences 

and challenges. Doctoral student experiences of challenge as related to development may 

be influenced by the structure and nature of doctoral program elements (Gardner, 2009). 

Researchers' findings illuminate program differences among doctoral programs, 

presenting the argument for doctoral student development research that is specifically 

delineated by field (Golde & Dore, 2001). Their discoveries provide both a theoretical 
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structure and rationale for conducting a qualitative research study specifically designed to 

examine the psychosocial and programmatic nature of the significant challenges and 

processes of negotiation, as reflectively reported by education doctoral recipients who 

earned their degrees within an online or face-to-face program. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

"Qualitative research assumes that there are multiple realities-that the world is not an 

objective thing out there but a function of personal interaction and perceptions. It is a 

highly subjective phenomenon in need of interpreting rather than measuring" (Merriam, 

1998, p. 17). 

Introduction 

My explanation of the specific methodological and theoretical underpinnings 

supported within this research is addressed within the research questions in Chapter 3. 

The chapter includes a description of two pilot studies conducted to inform the reader of 

the research design. The proposed data collection, analysis, and reporting process is also 

presented within this chapter. 

Problem and Purposes Overview 

Walker et al. (2008) described the process of earning a doctorate degree as being 

both complex and demanding, involving continual transformation in personal and 

professional perceptions. In the United States (US), over 60,000 doctorate degrees are 

awarded annually to individuals who have journeyed through the doctoral student 

experience (Snyder, Dillow, & Hoffman, 2009). The Council of Graduate Schools (2008) 

addressed the societal importance of doctoral education. Despite increased doctoral 

90 
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student enrollment within the past two decades, little research has been conducted that 

examines the transformation of perceptions influenced by complex and demanding 

doctoral student experiences (Gardner, 2009; Walker et al., 2008). 

According to Sanford (1962), developmental transformations occur as individuals 

encounter and navigate through experiences of disequilibrium, a challenge denoted by an 

event that is not in harmony with one's current perceptions and assumptions. 

Mechanisms of external and internal support facilitate successful resolution of conflict, 

thus facilitating development (Sanford, 1966). Psychosocial development theories 

. .examine the content of development, the important issues people face as their lives 

progress, such as how to define themselves, their relationships with others, and what to 

do with their lives" (Evans et al., 1998, p.32). The purpose of this study was to examine 

the phenomenon of doctoral student psychosocial development through a qualitative 

critical event narrative inquiry. The primary research goal was to engage, listen to, and 

narratively describe the developmental journeys of four recent education doctoral 

graduates who earned their degrees within online or face-to-face programs. The purpose 

was to advance the understanding and importance of research regarding psychosocial 

development of doctoral students. Chickering and Reisser's (1993) psychosocial student 

development theory provides the studies theoretical framework. 

Research Questions 

Qualitative researchers seek to make sense or interpret experiences studied in the 

terms of the meanings that participants bring to the researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 
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The intent of the qualitative researcher is to explore . .how people learn about and make 

sense of themselves and others" (Berg, 1989, p.6). The research questions used to guide 

this investigation lend themselves to a qualitative approach. The guiding questions are: 

1. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report psychosocial 

development as experienced within an online or face-to-face doctoral program? 

2. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

challenge related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

3. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

support related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

Population and Sample 

In qualitative narrative inquiry studies, researchers are often interested in finding 

individuals willing to speak to the researcher regarding their experiences of interest, and 

who want to tell their stories (Webster & Mertova, 2007). Creswell (2007) suggested 

using criterion sampling to select participants who "...can purposefully inform an 

understanding of the research problem and central phenomenon in the study" (p. 125). 

Criterion within this research study required participants to have earned an education 

doctoral degree within an online or face-to-face program. Participants were to be no more 

than five years post degree conferment. 
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Recommendations for potential research participants and contact information was 

solicited from my professional, academic, and personal spheres. Contact with referred 

individuals was made via telephone, e-mail, and face-to-face communication. Prior to 

initial contact, I had no previous interaction with three of the four participants. One of the 

participants was the spouse of one of my cohort members. I was introduced to this 

participant at a cohort social gathering. During initial contact, individuals were provided 

with an explanation of the study's purpose, structure, ethical assurances, sample criterion, 

and time commitment. Communication packets were sent to individuals who met the 

sample criterion, and expressed interest in sharing and examining their unique doctoral 

student development experiences. 

Communication packets included the following documentation: a copy of the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved informed consent form which clarified the 

study's intent, procedures, and participant ethical assurances (Appendix A); a 

preinterview demographic questionnaire (Appendix B); and a doctoral student experience 

timeline exercise (Appendix C). Participant recruits were contacted by e-mail or 

telephone to confirm their receipt of the packets, and to allow for conversation addressing 

any questions or concerns regarding the communication packet. If the participants and I 

were in agreement for participation in the study, participants were asked to sign the 

informed consent form, complete the questionnaire and doctoral student experience 

timeline exercise, and return the documents to me in the self-addressed, postage paid 

envelope provided in the communication packets. 
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Participant Ethical Assurances 

The following ethical assurances were afforded to research study recruits and selected 

participants: 

a. The primary research investigator will be the only person to have 

access to participant's information. 

b. Audio taping will be used by the primary investigator to record 

participant interviews for the purpose of insuring accuracy of collected 

data. 

c. Participants may request that the audio recorder be turned off at any 

point during the interview. 

d. Confidentiality and privacy of interview transcripts and all 

documentation produced during the study will be established, 

maintained, and protected through the use of a participant chosen 

pseudonym. 

e. Data collected from the research will only be used and presented with 

participant's de-identification and content approval. 

f. All data collected and audio tapes will be stored at a secure location 

for three years after completion of this study. At that time, the data 

will be destroyed and properly disposed of per institutional guidelines. 

g. Participation in the research study is voluntary, and participants may 

refuse to participate at any time. 
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Participant assurances were addressed during initial contact and reviewed again prior to 

participants' interviews. Verbal and signed acknowledgements of assurances and consent 

were obtained by the participants prior to the data collection process. 

Participant Demographics 

Four individuals, two males and two females, representing the two program 

models met the sample criterion and were selected to participate in the study. Three 

different doctorate granting universities were represented within the participant sample. 

Table 1 entails a summary of the basic demographic characteristics of participants in 

regards to their doctoral program model, age, gender, race, marital status, type of degree, 

and length of time to earn their degree. 

Table 1 
Participant Demographics 

Program Age** Gender Race Marital*** Degree Time **** 

Online 32 Male Caucasian Married Ph.D. 6 

Online 33 Female Af-Amer* Married Ph.D. 3 

Face-to-Face 37 Male Caucasian Married Ph.D. 4 

Face-to-Face 25 Female Caucasian Married Ph.D. 3 

Note. * = African-American; ** = Participants age upon program entry; *** = Marital 
status upon program entry; ****== time to degree in years 
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Demographics were based upon the time when the participants were enrolled in 

their respective doctoral programs. In addition to the demographics presented, it is 

important to note that all participants were employed full-time while working towards 

their degree. All four participants were parents of young children during their doctoral 

student experience. 

Data Collection and Instrumentation 

Pilot Studies 

Two qualitative pilot studies were conducted to delineate my research focus, 

goals, design, and interview protocol. Descriptions of those studies and results are 

included. The pilot study findings precede an explanation of how the results from each 

study influenced revisions to the original research proposal and design. 

Pilot Study I 

In the fall of 2010,1 obtained IRB approval from a Southeastern private 

university to interview students participating in a hybrid education doctoral program. The 

stated purpose of the IRB was to examine doctoral student development within the lived 

experiences of the participants. Nine students volunteered to participate in a 

semistructured focus group interview. All participants were employed as full-time 

teachers, and varied in age, gender, relational status, and parental status. At the time of 

the pilot study, all participants were entering their second year of a three year education 

doctoral cohort program. 
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Participants responded to open-ended questions that focused on why they chose to 

pursue a doctoral degree in education, how they perceived their original purpose to be 

evolving, and how they were experiencing events of challenge and support (see Appendix 

D). The study revealed that participants experienced events that prompted them to 

question their current perceptions and assumptions across a wide spectrum of 

developmental areas. Participant responses proved evidence of ongoing and intermittent 

feelings of disequilibrium and dissonance (Erikson, 1959; Sanford, 1966). 

The pilot study confirmed Gardner's (2009) contention that doctoral students 

experience events that challenge their prior understandings and perspectives. Participants 

articulated sources or the lack thereof, and how their experiences influenced their 

negotiation through events of challenge. Participants expressed the nature of events that 

prompted experiences of challenge. Clarity as to how participants' experiences 

transformed perceptions of themselves or others proved difficult at this point in their 

doctoral program experience. A possible explanation for the participants' responses may 

be offered by Mezirow's (1990) theory of critical reflection. Mezirow asserted that while 

transformative development is influenced by the recalibration of perspectives through 

critical reflection of experiences that challenge prior knowledge and understanding, the 

reflective process is not immediately accessible. Therefore, according to Mezirow, 

optimal critical refection requires a period of hiatus between experience and 

interpretation. 
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Based on pilot study findings and their congruency with the literature, a reflective 

investigation of doctoral student development perceptions required either a longitudinal 

study or a repositioning of participant sample criterion to include only individuals who 

have completed their doctorate degree. Due to time restrictions for data collection within 

the proposed study's dissertation schedule, a repositioning of criterion including only 

individuals who had previously completed their doctoral degree, as long as their degree 

had been conferred within five years of the research study interview origination date. 

Pilot study responses indicated the need for a collaborative participant/researcher 

investigation as to the psychosocial nature of the events of challenge and support. 

Perceptions of influence that were developmental to feelings of disequilibrium and 

dissonance were dependent on individuals' prior assumptions, experiences, and position 

of readiness (Sanford, 1966). My review of literature pertaining to student development 

produced Chickering and Reisser's (1993) research with undergraduate student 

participants and the theorists' seven vectors of college student psychosocial development 

theory (SVCSPD). Pilot study responses illustrated that although the seven vectors were 

designed to address traditional undergraduate populations, doctoral students appeared to 

have similarities in psychosocial development (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Gardner's 

2009 monograph study of doctoral development suggested that undergraduate student 

development theories, such as Chickering and Reisser's, which are also informed by 

elements of adult development theory, may be applied to student experiences beyond the 

undergraduate level of study. 
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Pilot study responses confirmed disparities and inconsistencies of doctoral student 

experiences between disciplines. Several pilot study participants had offered accounts of 

events that provoked feelings and thoughts that were not in harmony with prior 

understandings. These feelings and thoughts related to challenges associated with 

discipline specific professional assumptions and identities. Discipline alignment 

disequilibrium was voiced as participants struggled with emerging transformative 

understandings. In particular, issues relating to professional pedagogy, policy, and 

expectations created sources of conflict with participants' newly acquired understandings. 

Considerations of new perceptions were reported as stemming from doctoral coursework, 

initial research, and class discussions. In regards to establishing qualitative participant 

sample criterion, Creswell (2007) suggested that "...the more diverse the characteristics 

of the individuals [chosen to participate in the study], the more difficult it will be for the 

researcher to find common experiences, themes, and the overall essence of the experience 

for all participants" (p. 122). Research findings from: (a) the literature review regarding 

the extreme diversity of doctoral programs based on discipline (Golde, 2005); (b) the 

pilot study that suggested experiences of dissonance were related to specific discipline 

and professional conflicts; and (c) in controlling for diverse characteristics, participant 

sample criterion for this study included the limitation that doctoral degrees only earned 

within the field of education. 
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Pilot Study II 

I conducted a second pilot study to ascertain the effectiveness of a revised 

interview protocol, informed by findings from Pilot Study I (see Appendix E). Response 

data collected from an interview with a participant who had earned an education doctoral 

degree but was not a participant in the final research, was studied to obtain feedback 

regarding possible revisions to, or corrections for, the final research protocol. The second 

pilot study interview was recorded and transcribed. 

The findings from my second pilot study confirmed rationales for a qualitative 

research design that included revisions to participant sample criterion. Responses 

provided by the pilot study participant were descriptive in events of challenge and 

support, as well as the influential nature of negotiation of tasks associated with the events 

that facilitated psychosocial development. Participant descriptions of events were related 

to an increased awareness of how events challenged assumptions and prior 

understandings. Sources of support were directly identified in the second pilot study, as 

were connections to the balance of challenge and support, and how the participant had 

new means for dealing with challenges and new perceptions of thinking, views, and 

beliefs. The participant's engagement in how systematic analyses of perceived 

psychosocial developmental changed over time appeared directly related to how they 

were able to critically reflect on the entirety of their doctoral student experience 

(Mezirow, 1990). 
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Issues of length of the interview process and scope of the questions emerged 

during an analysis of the second pilot study transcriptions. Although the interview 

questions posed to Pilot Study I participants were found too broad and inappropriately 

focused on the evaluative question of why rather than the exploratory nature of how and 

what, protocol questions used in the second pilot study proved too narrowly aligned to 

the SVCSPD. Follow up probes directly related to both studies' participants reported that 

experiences appeared to facilitate a great deal of authentic and critically reflective 

responses. The findings informed my selection of semistructured, open interview 

processes, guided by participants' responses to preinterview experience reflections 

(Elliot, 2005). Elliot (2005) suggested that open-ended, nonstructured interviews allow 

participants to share the narratives that they consider to be significant. 

Mezirow (1990) reported that it is important to foster critical reflection by 

facilitating identification of critical incident responses rather than asking for responses to 

a set of prescribed structured questions. He noted: 

Critical incident exercises are much less threatening to complete than asking 

learners to respond to general questions. In assisting learners to explore their 

assumptive worlds, the last thing that educators should do is to ask learners 

directly what assumptions they operate under in various aspects of their lives. 

Such generalized questioning often confuses or intimidates. A far more fruitful 

approach is to work from the specific to the general. In this approach, learners are 

asked to produce richly detailed accounts of specific events and then move to 
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collaborative, inductive analysis of general elements embedded in these particular 

descriptions. (Mezirow, 1990, pp. 180-181) 

To promote critical incident identification, Mezirow (1990) suggested having participants 

engage in reflective writing exercises that become the basis for critical reflection. 

Revisions were made to the interview protocol in light of my findings and related 

literature review. A preinterview data questionnaire (see Appendix B) and a doctoral 

student experience timeline exercise (see Appendix C) would be administered prior to 

initial interviews so that protocols could be tailored to each participant. 

Based on the findings from Pilot Study I and II, I began each interview with an 

introduction to Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD theory to provide participants 

with a chart of the seven vector characteristics. The purpose for this revision was to allow 

participants to self-identify and report their perceptions of how they experienced 

psychosocial development, discovery process. By providing participants with theoretical 

language, allowed for authentic participant discovery rather than my imposed 

interpretation of participant development. The availability of the chart allowed the 

interview process to be approached in a more organic manner and direct psychosocial 

development questions were able to be removed from the protocol. The specific details of 

the preinterview documents and their uses are further addressed within the interview 

protocol section of this chapter. 
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Narrative Inquiry 

According to Phillion, He, and Connelly (2005), the human experience is a 

perceived narrative that is best understood through the reconstruction of individual 

stories. To address the proposed research purpose and questions, Webster and Mertova's 

(2007) critical event narrative inquiry was selected as the study's methodological 

approach for collecting, examining, and presenting participants' developmental journeys. 

An overview of narrative inquiry, critical event narrative inquiry, and Webster and 

Mertova's critical event narrative inquiry framework are offered as a rationale for the 

methodological approach chosen, and to inform the reader of the specific data collection, 

reporting, and analysis design. 

According to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), narrative inquiry is a unique 

research approach positioned within the broader scope of qualitative methodologies. 

Unlike other forms of qualitative data collection and reporting that may result in fractured 

texts, narrative methods of inquiry use the exploration of personal constructions of 

meaning through the production of coherent stories of experiences (Riessman, 2008). 

Webster and Mertova (2007) asserted that. .stories are the substance of generations, 

history and culture. They reflect our journey through life" (p.25). Philosophical, narrative 

inquiry aligns with postmodernists' perspectives, which maintain that people are active in 

the construction of reality, truth, and knowledge (Carson, 1996). Although modernists 

value external scientific verifiable research methodologies, postmodern researchers 

emphasize the views of complex issues through a human-centered approach that 
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embraces truth as an internal pillar. Within the postmodernists' philosophy, life 

experiences are the filters through which individuals construct meanings, understandings, 

and perspectives (Carson, 1996). Holloway and Freshwater (2007) stated that the use of 

narratives can illustrate development through the viewing of human context and 

responses, as they are woven into reflective accounts of shared stories. 

Critical Event Narrative Inquiry 

Allowing respondents to tell their own stories of personal and academic 

experiences has enhanced educational theories and enhanced the production of 

corresponding original theoretical models (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Jalongo & 

Isenberg, 1995; Schon, 1983). The use of critical event narrative inquiry as a research 

approach extends the analytic opportunity of narrative methodology, as it provides a 

systematic framework for collaboratively investigating, documenting, and reporting the 

ways that humans' experience the world within the reflective retelling of their stories 

(Webster & Mertova, 1997). Webster and Mertova (2007) stated that critical event 

narrative inquiry is used when researchers' seek to capture the complexities of context 

and experience. 

Webster and Mertova's Critical Event Narrative Inquiry Framework 

Webster and Mertova's (2007) critical event narrative inquiry framework 

provides the methodological approach for this research study. Webster and Mertova's 

provided the following as a rational for critical event narrative inquiry as a qualitative 

research method stating: 
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Because events are crucial parts of people's lives, using them as a main focus for 

research provides a valuable and insightful tool for getting at the core of what is 

important in that research. An event-driven approach to research is also a 

mechanism for dealing with large amounts of data. (Webster & Mertova, 2007, p. 

71) 

Webster and Mertova's methodology is divided into four constituent parts: .. (a) 

research processes, (b) negotiations that occur, (c) risks that may arise and (d) preparation 

and auditing of results" (p. 104). A specific presentation of this study's research design 

alignment to Webster and Mertova's constituent parts is offered in Appendix F. 

Research Process 

The critical event narrative inquiry research process includes the three 

subconstituents of tools, criteria, and structure (Webster & Mertova, 2007). The 

culmination of the subconstituents forms a description of the context, and the instruments 

used to conduct the research study. Webster and Mertova (2007) suggest that 

determination of specific details should be tailored by the researcher to fit the needs and 

purpose of the study. "In applying the general to the specific it is important to note that 

any particular critical event narrative research project will highlight some elements of the 

framework much more than others" (Webster & Mertova, 2007, p.l 10). Webster and 

Mertova recommended that the emphasis of each design be human-centered, with 

particular consideration given to the individuality of participants, their relationships, the 
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contextual and theoretical nature of analysis, and the instruments used to capture and 

report critical event stories of experience. 

Webster and Mertova (2007) explained that, "...tools comprise the number of 

possible data-gathering instruments available, and thereby outline the instruments the 

researcher elects to use" (p. 104). Though a variety of instruments may be used in a 

critical event narrative inquiry, Webster and Mertova suggest that surveys be limited, and 

interview protocols be designed to allow participants to share their stories rather than to 

simply answer preset questions. Elliot (2005) contended that open-ended, nonstructured 

interviews allow participant to share narratives that matter most to them. Elliot's 

approach to constructing a participant/researcher collaborative interview protocol is 

mirrored in Clandinin and Connelly's (2000) argument that in narrative research, the 

researcher becomes the data gathering instrument, as well as collaborative participant. As 

the researcher moves in and out of the narrative, switching between the data-gathering 

instrument and the participant, the meaning of collaborative experience emerges 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Gall, Gall, and Borg (2007) suggested that the greatest 

benefit of interviewing as a mechanism for data collection is the personal interaction 

between interviewer and interviewee. Participants are often more willing to share and/or 

articulate their opinions with personal interaction, rather than in less personal forms of 

data collection, such as surveys. This method of data collection is useful in uncovering 

attitudes and opinions regarding particular social issues that I had not anticipated in 

advance (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007; Mueller, 1986). The tools used for this study's data 
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collection included a participant completed preinterview questionnaire and a doctoral 

student experience exercise that led to a semistructured open interview process. 

Completed description of the data collection tools used for this study is presented in the 

organization section of this chapter. 

Webster and Mertova (2007) stated that the purpose of criteria in critical event 

narrative inquiry is to establish research trustworthiness. The function of criterion in 

narrative research is similar to the intent of reliability and validity in quantitative design. 

However, the unique nature of narrative inquiry used to investigate individual perceptions 

of complex human experiences requires a redefining of the measures used to rate and 

compare the virtues of narrative inquiry research (Webster & Mertova, 2007). 

Polkinghorne (1988) suggested that validity of narrative is produced through meaningful 

analysis rather than outcomes. He contended that trustworthiness of research data 

replaces the stability measurement of reliability (Polkinghorne, 1988). Webster and 

Mertova offered access, familiarity, verisimilitude, authenticity, transferability, and 

economy as means for establishing narrative inquiry research trustworthiness. 

Access refers to the establishment of a research specific, systematic coding of 

data that provides ease of access between critical event experiences embedded within the 

narrative, and their isolated comparative presentation within the research results and 

discussion (Webster & Mertova, 2007). Detailed coding provides readers of this research 

an independent analyses of critical, like, other events, and their origins of experience 

(Webster & Mertova, 2007). A description of the detailed coding process used to 
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establish access within this research study is described in the data organization section of 

this chapter. 

The familiarity criterion for critical event narrative research is met through the 

participants and researchers' accounts of the experiences. Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

claimed that demonstration of truth value is a result of the researcher showing,".. .that he 

or she has represented those multiple constructions adequately, that is, that the 

constructions.. .that have been arrived at via the inquiry are credible to the constructors of 

the original multiple realities" (p.296). Researchers' interpretations of reported 

experiences are provided to each participant in a narrative form for review. This 

clarification provides for collaborative negotiation of multiple perspectives. 

Trustworthiness of familiarity is established through the participants' approval and 

agreement that the final presentation of the narrative is congruent with their perception of 

the lived experience (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Webster and Mertova (2007) asserted that the concepts of verisimilitude and 

authenticity are often intertwined when used as a means to provide accounts that sound 

true because: 

They remind the reader about something that has happened to him/her or it opens 

a new window to the reader. Sometimes this may generate new understandings by 

the reader, whereby, upon reading a story, they gain a new understanding of an 

experience, (p.99) 
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To achieve verisimilitude and authenticity narratives should be realistic (Webster 

& Mertova, 2007). Verisimilitude may be strengthened events of similar experiences that 

are reported by different participants in a comparative like and other presentation. 

Authenticity may be enhanced by providing sufficient information so that the reader can 

clearly perceive a holistic and cohesive portrait of events within the narrative (Webster & 

Mertova, 2007). Within this study, authenticity provides participants with an opportunity 

to critically reflect on their experiences using the preinterview doctoral student 

experience exercise prior to their engagement in a collaborative interview examination. 

Using detailed coding definitions, participants' reported psychosocial development, 

events of challenge, events of support, and critical reflection were extracted from the 

narratives. Supportive narrative line coding is presented in linked evidence tables. The 

use of evidence tables are used to increase verisimilitude of narrative excerpts used to 

illustrate cross narrative theme analysis. 

Webster and Mertova's (2007) critical event narrative inquiry is appropriate for 

this study because the inquiry provides for listening to participants' reflective stories of 

psychosocial development, events of challenge, events of support, and perceptions of the 

influential nature of the critical reflection process in relation to the transformational 

doctoral student experience. The inquiry approach allows for a collaborative analysis of 

participants' experiences. The use of critical event narrative inquiry provides a 

framework for transforming participants' reflective stories into narratives that can be 

offered and presented as research findings (Webster & Mertova, 2007). 
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Critical Event Narrative Inquiry Protocol 

The purpose of critical event narrative inquiry protocol was to document how the 

critical event narrative inquiry of doctoral student psychosocial development was used. 

The protocol specifically describes methods used for data collection, data analysis, the 

role of the researcher, and presentation of findings. An alignment of this study to Webster 

and Mertova's (2007) framework is presented in Appendix F. 

Data Collection Protocol 

Individual participant, semistructured, open interviews were conducted to collect 

narrative data required for this study (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Elliot, 2007; Webster 

& Mertova, 2007). Participants' written responses to preinterview questionnaires 

(Appendix B) and preinterview doctoral student experience timeline exercises (Appendix 

C), constructed individually tailored interview guides. A basic interview template 

(Appendix G) provided a framework for individual interview protocols. Elements aligned 

to Webster and Mertova's (2007) critical event narrative inquiry framework are noted in 

italics within corresponding sections of the template. Interview guides were used to 

facilitate participants' recollections that centered on the stories of challenge and support 

that were most important to participants. 

Interviews were scheduled for approximately 90 minutes, with the provisions of 

participants' convenience and interviewing in a comfortable environment. Descriptions of 

specific interview sites are presented in participant narratives. Participant interviews were 

audio taped, transcribed verbatim, and divided into three phases: (a) introduction, (b) 
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interview, and (c) conclusion. During the introduction, I reviewed the previously signed 

informed consent that was returned with participants' preinterview documents. Research 

protocol, timeline, and participant ethical assurances were also addressed. Issues 

regarding confidentiality, including the use and participants' selection of pseudonyms 

and participants' final editing and narrative approval, were discussed. 

I explained to the participants that there were no right or wrong responses in the 

interviews, and that the focus of analysis would not be researcher imposed interpretations 

of participants' experiences, including not imposing judgments regarding participants' 

experiences, development, views, beliefs, or behaviors. The primary focus of the 

interviews was to facilitate critical reflection and report the findings in a collaboratively 

agreed upon narrative. Participants were informed that the purpose of the narrative 

presentation was to highlight aspects of the participants' retold journeys relating to the 

influential nature of their experiences of challenge and support, as well as areas of 

psychosocial development. I shared that themes of cross case events and psychosocial 

development would be identified and reported using like and similar characteristic 

narrative analyses to address the research questions within the study. 

Prior to the exploration of participants' experiences, I introduced Chickering and 

Reisser's (1993) psychosocial student development theory. A large chart of the SVCSPD 

descriptors of tasks associated within each vector was displayed in front of the 

participants (Appendix H). As an example, I shared a personal event of challenge, as well 

as an interpretation as to how negotiation through the event, which influenced areas of 
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psychosocial development. Questions regarding examples or the interview process were 

addressed. 

The interview phase of the protocol began with a review of participants' 

preinterview questionnaire to collect any updated information and clarify responses. I 

initiated a discussion relating to participants' written reflection of events as reported on 

the doctoral student experience exercise. Participants were provided with a copy of the 

completed packet, and I prompted the participants to share their responses in 

chronological sequence. I emphasized that there was no predetermined right or wrong 

experience, and that the primary objective of the interview was to record their reflective 

interpretation, and that my role was to assist the participant in collaboratively piecing 

together the context and outcome of their experiences. To facilitate participants' critical 

reflections within their retold story, I used a variety of probes relating to: (a) clarification 

of the nature of an event, (b) awareness of changes in thinking, feelings, behavior, or 

views associated with an event, and (c) perceptions of psychosocial development 

represented in the identified changes. 

At the conclusion of the interview, participants were invited to offer a final 

reflection of the interview process and experience. Probes were used to elicit any 

particular insights that the participants encountered as a result of their participation in the 

study. A review of follow up procedures and specific information regarding how 

interview data was used to construct their narratives was offered. I explained that 

participants would receive e-mails that included a first draft copy of their narrative. Upon 
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receipt of their narrative, the participants were asked to review their documents for clarity 

of interpretation, accuracy of my interpretation of the experience, and acceptable de-

identification of material. The participants were asked to make revisions based on their 

review, and then send these revisions back to me. Once the requested revisions were 

made and returned, the revision process would continue until the participants offered 

final approval of the narratives to be presented in their entirety and used for cross 

narrative data analysis. 

Construction of Narratives 

Interviews for this study were conducted within a six month timeframe, June 

2011 to November 2011, and lasted from one and a half hours to two hours. Audio 

recordings from the interviews were transcribed verbatim following each interview 

session. I conducted multiple transcript readings to become familiar with the participants' 

retold stories. The open interview template produced fluid conversations that allowed 

participants to share their experiences, while focusing on the events that they perceived to 

be significant. 

Interviews centered on participants' events of challenge and support, as well as 

their perspectives as to how these events influenced areas of psychosocial development. 

The participants were active in the direction and presentation of their experiences. 

Participants shared stories filled with emotion and profound intensity. I noted a spiral 

effect as each retelling of an event flowed into the sharing of a related experience. During 

the transcription process, participant responses relating to challenge, support, and 
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psychosocial development were identified in the transcripts by using highlighters of 

different colors. However, coding was applied discreetly for the purpose of shaping an 

authentic account of the participants' experiences. Caution was used to not impose 

interpretations or judgments on participants' stories during the production of narrative 

drafts. Although the sequencing of events was established, narratives reflected 

participants' movements in and out of critical reflection relating to prior experiences and 

life-changing events. According to Webster and Mertova (2007): 

The narrative sketch is influenced by two criteria, broadening and burrowing. 

Broadening occurs through generalization, and is of lesser value in a narrative 

sketch, whereas burrowing places emphasis on the actual event. In burrowing the 

focus is on the qualities of the event; that is, reflecting on the meaning of the 

event in terms of the present and future considerations, (p.87) 

Additional accounts of events that did not directly address the research focus, yet were 

expressed by participants as being significant, were included in the narrative 

construction. Burrowing was conducted in the research analysis, using detailed evidence 

coding applied to the collective approved narrative data (Webster & Mertova, 2007). 

Data Analysis 

I sent first draft narratives to the participants via e-mail for member checking 

(Maxwell, 2005). This component of the data collection process addressed elements of 

authenticity, value, collaboration, and verisimilitude (Webster & Mertova, 2007). The 

participants were contacted to confirm receipt and answer any questions regarding the 
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narratives. Participants were requested in writing to review and revise their narratives for 

clarity of interpretation, accuracy of my account of the experiences, and acceptable de-

identification of material. An opportunity for participants to make revisions directly to 

the document using either the review menu option in word or highlighting their revisions 

was offered. Participants were given the option to offer revision suggestions that they 

thought were needed to be made. Upon completed review, participants returned their 

narratives with revisions or suggestions back to me. Once the requested revisions were 

made, I returned the review to the participants for further review and approval. The 

revision process continued until participants offered a final approval of the narratives to 

be presented in their entirety, and used for cross narrative data analysis. I offered a follow 

up telephone interview if participants felt further conversation of the narrative was 

needed. All of the participants returned their narratives with minor corrections. None of 

the corrections were related to my interpretation of their experiences. One participant 

added clarification statements relating to how the experience influenced changes in their 

perspective and thinking, and another requested additional de-identification of personal 

information. All of the participants expressed pleasure with the final narrative product 

and three noted participants' positive opinions relating to participation in the study. 

Reporting of Narrative Data and Coding 

According to Webster and Mertova (2007), a significant limitation that may be 

associated with the use of stories in research is that: 
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.. .transcription and subsequent analysis by current qualitative tools tend to 

encourage a narrowing view of the data and do not allow the story to evolve or 

identify those events that are critical. This can lead the researcher analyst into an 

endless burrowing process rather than a broadening approach, (p. 115) 

The theorists explained that the strength of critical event narrative inquiry as a 

methodological approach is that the inquiry offers researchers a flexible framework for 

collecting, reporting, and analyzing narrative data that values both the entirety of an 

evolved story, and the analysis of events embedded within the story. Webster and 

Mertova (2007) stressed that. .results need to be described in a way that will allow a 

reader to revisit extracts of collected stories, to facilitate their own conclusions and 

understanding of the research data" (p. 109). Complete narratives are offered in Chapter 4 

as findings of a broadening approach to participants' exploration of their doctoral student 

experiences. The collective presentation of participant narratives is also used as a unit of 

analysis in an application of the burrowing process addressing the research questions 

posited for this critical event narrative inquiry, and to inform a discussion of findings in 

Chapter 5. 

In order to facilitate the identification of themes relating to the nature of reported 

events of challenge, support, psychosocial development, and critical reflection, 

descriptive line coding was applied to participants' narratives. Line coding was used to 

link data narratives to evidence tables to increase access and verisimilitude, as well as to 

address issues of smoothing (Webster & Mertova, 2007). Webster and Mertova (2007) 
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defined smoothing as . .the tendency to invoke a positive result regardless of the 

indications of the data" (p. 109). To address tendencies of smoothing, Webster and 

Mertova suggested a presentation of results that"... allow a reader to revisit extracts of 

collected stories, to facilitate their own conclusions and understanding of the research 

data" (p. 109). Providing coded narrative text and evidence tables facilitates and 

promotes unique interactive experiences for individual consumers of this research. The 

use of evidence tables were described within the broader description of theme 

construction and analysis. 

Letter combinations were used to identify participants' narratives by program type 

and participant gender. For example, OF refers to the female online program participant. 

Letter and number combinations refer to a particular line of participants' narrative texts. 

For example, FM202 refers to line 202 of the male face-to-face program participant's 

narrative. Letter and number combinations are embedded within the discussion of themes 

and conclusions in Chapter 5. The use of letter combinations that reflect program 

participant responses provides for analysis regarding possible program and comparative 

program findings. 

Theme construction and analysis. According to Creswell (2007), analyzing 

qualitative data involves . .reducing the data into themes through a process of coding 

and condensing the codes, and finally representing the data in figures, tables, or a 

discussion" (p. 148). Webster and Mertova (2007) provided the following method for 

theme identification and reduction: 
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...through capturing and reflecting on events and confirmatory (through 'like' and 

'other' events) by the researcher. It is this unplanned and unanticipated character 

of events that supports the use of a narrative inquiry research approach to uncover 

and reveal those issues that are often not reported through more traditional 

research methods, (p.85) 

Using the collective participants' narratives as the unit of analysis, I employed a 

reduction downward approach to the production and analysis of themes (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000; Creswell, 2007; Webster & Mertova, 2007). Findings from the themes 

addressed the research questions and informed the research discussion presentation in 

Chapter 5. Participant voices, in the form of embedded participant quotes extracted from 

the unit of analysis are accompanied by their data source coding, linked in evidence 

tables in the appendices. According to Cresswell (2007), the inclusion of participant 

quotes may illuminate and convey complex insights within the thematic discussion. 

Creswell (2007) noted that the first step in analyzing themes is to read and reread 

through the data to identify meaningful statements. He contended that identified 

statements . .provide an understanding of how the participants experienced the 

phenomenon" (Creswell, 2007, p. 61). To address the research questions, I conducted 

several readings of the collective narrative transcripts, noting specific participant 

statements that identified events of psychosocial development, challenges and support. 

Events of challenge and support are inherently subjective (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; 

Sanford, 1966), and therefore the research question specifically states that the objective is 
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a descriptive analysis of participants' reporting. I did not apply external definitions of 

challenge and support to the identification of these events. Rather, event statements were 

acknowledged through participants' statements of identification. I used two different 

color highlighters to identify support and challenge event statements within the collective 

narrative text. Noting the topic areas that were repeated by participants, identified 

statements were placed in initial theme categories. Using Webster and Mertova's (2007) 

reduction criterion of like and other, events of challenge and support statement themes 

were further condensed. Evidence tables for events of challenge and support were 

constructed to reflect four identified themes. Line codes were used within evidence tables 

to link data of participants' event statements to the identified themes. 

Analysis of the identified statements of events of challenge and support was 

conducted to address the research questions Chickering and Reisser's (1993) model of 

psychosocial student development informed an analysis of the psychosocial nature of 

participants' identified statements of challenge and support. Using the model's descriptors 

of tasks and outcomes associated with seven distinct areas of psychosocial development, 

participants' event statements were reexamined within the context of the narrative data. 

To connect event statements to themes of psychosocial development, events of challenge, 

events of support, and the influential nature of the critical reflection process, evidence 

tables were constructed to identify cross referenced participant responses. Presentation of 

analysis allowed for further exploration of interconnected events of challenge and 

support, as well as doctoral student psychosocial development and attitudes regarding the 
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influential nature of critical reflection opportunities. Applying like and other as a means 

of analysis, program critical event codes were examined within the cross referenced 

evidence tables to address the research questions. Comparative analysis line codes 

depicting program participants' statements were grouped by program identification within 

cross referenced evidence tables. 

My Relationship to the Study 

According to Mertens (2005), qualitative research, by nature, is value laden and 

therefore impossible for the researcher to detach from the research and sample 

participants because values and biases are inherent within the research process. It is 

incumbent that I acknowledged personal perspectives or assumptions that may influence 

the studies' design, data collection, and analysis. Moustakas (1994) contended that issues 

of credibility may be managed through the process of transparent self-analysis and 

acknowledgement of preconceptions by the researcher. 

To extend the trustworthiness of qualitative research, Cresswell (2007) suggested 

offering a provisional description of the researchers' ".. .past experiences, biases, 

prejudices, and orientations that have likely shaped the interpretation and approach to the 

study" (p. 208). The following narrative is presented to describe my role and connection 

to this study. In an effort to address new assumptions and beliefs, continual reflection and 

revision to this section of the research study was conducted throughout the entirety of the 

project. 
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My developmental journey. Walking into my first doctoral class in the fall of 

2009,1 felt as if I had fallen down the infamous looking glass that enticed Alice in 

Wonderland into a parallel universe. At 46 years of age, newly divorced from a twenty 

year marriage, mother to a freshman in college, and with another child entering high 

school, in the process of selling the family home and moving into a new residence, I had 

somehow managed to stumble into a three year curriculum and instruction, Ph.D. cohort 

program. As I stood almost paralyzed in the back of the room, all I could think of was 

"how in the world did I get here?" and "how am I going to get out of here?" 

The emotion of excitement that I had enjoyed for the previous six months in 

preparation for this life transition was all of a sudden swallowed whole by overriding 

emotions of fear and anxiety. As I sat down in a middle seat, in the middle row of the 

classroom, I was jolted out of a semiconscientious state as the person who I was sitting 

by handed me a stack of papers. As if on student auto-pilot, I found myself taking the top 

copy off the stack of syllabi and facilitating their distribution on to the person sitting to 

my left. The following three hours of my life are the experiences that awaken individuals 

in their sleep, drenched in sweat, as they contemplate the realities of a nightmare. Numb, 

scared, and full of self-doubt what little memory I have of that evening was captured in a 

group photo taken of our cohort at the end of class. 

A year later, the image reflected in the cohort group portrait was still similar to 

the likeness that greeted me in the mirror each morning, although the internal reflection 

that I recognized felt very different. Three hundred sixty five days spent struggling to 
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navigate through a labyrinth of challenges had propelled me into a cycle of personal and 

professional reevaluation. Desperate to make sense of the process, I began sharing with 

my mentor how these experiences often produced feelings of extreme discomfort. I 

explained that in an attempt to resolve issues related to these uncomfortable emotions, I 

recognized that the process often led to changes in previously held beliefs and behavior. 

What I found most interesting about the accelerated transformative process that I was 

engaged in, was that its influence did not appear to be limited to cognitive domains of 

development. Rather, I noted experiencing profound feelings of confusion relating to just 

about everything that I thought to be true and understand about myself. 

As awareness of this personal metamorphosis grew, I was simultaneously 

recognizing changes in my fellow cohort members' comments regarding their personal 

and professional behaviors, thoughts, and views. I began to consider the possibility that 

the unique experience of pursuing a doctorate somehow influenced multiple aspects of 

students' lives. This consideration crystalized into a central question regarding how 

doctoral student experiences impact transformative development. After discussing my 

observations and increased curiosity regarding my personal developmental journey with 

my mentor, I was encouraged to use journaling as a means of reflection and self-

discovery. 

During this time in my doctoral journey, I began reading literature related to 

college student and adult development theory. Given my own experience, I was surprised 

to learn that little research relating directly to doctoral student development had been 
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conducted. The scholarship that did address doctoral education described an environment 

and population very different than the one I was familiar with. Doctoral students 

portrayed in the existing literature attended large universities, where students also taught 

as teaching assistants or held research assistant positions. Based on these findings and my 

personal experiences, I originally chose to direct my dissertation research focus to a 

qualitative study of doctoral student self-authorship. 

During the preprospectus stage of my research, I conducted a focus group pilot 

study comprised of student volunteers recruited from within my doctoral program. To my 

surprise, nine of my cohort members braved the elements of a torrential thunderstorm to 

travel to campus and share their doctoral student experiences. As I waded through the 

pages of transcripts produced from their very candid responses, I was at times brought to 

tears reading the recounted narratives of these incredible individuals. The students' strong 

emotions and riveting accounts of exhilaration, challenge, exhaustion, and at times 

overwhelming frustration, were peppered with descriptions of support received that 

bolstered their resolve and emerging questions relating to these experiences. Participant 

responses provided evidence that indeed, the doctoral student experience was prompting 

accelerated feelings of dissonance as the students struggled to find equilibrium within 

these events of challenge. One question in particular made by a participant during the 

pilot group session seemed to touch a raw nerve in the group collectively, as the student 

stated, "why does it seem the more I learn in this program, the more convinced I am that I 

know nothing?" The participants' responses and questions rang true to those that I was 
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having regarding the experience and heightened feelings of disequilibrium. However, 

when pressed to articulate connections between the events described and the nature of 

resulting transformations, participants noted that they found it difficult to express a 

relational awareness. Participants shared their awareness that events of challenge 

encountered produced strains and uncomfortable feelings, but they struggled to critically 

reflect on the influential nature of their experiences. In response to the pilot study, I 

expressed the following narrative description in my journal: 

As if actors still caught in the winds of a surreal academic voyage, waves of 

questions rather than revelations permeate our seas of discord. Although, the 

experience seems to be fostering adaptations in our thinking and behaving, 

realizations of newly accepted understandings are shroud in the temporal nature 

of what we are currently encountering and struggling to endure. We appear able to 

recognize adjustments being made in both our personal and professional lives for 

the purpose of accommodating the intensity of our academic pursuit. However, 

we are challenged to connect our experience to incongruent perspectives or to 

reflect on the evolving nature of judgment calls we make to align prior with 

emerging understandings. This state of flux seems to impede further any sense of 

permanence to new revelations related to the negotiation of challenges 

encountered. Could our immersion in the process be acting as a veil to distort 

acceptance of changes that might extend beyond our immediate experience? 
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Within bracketing my own personal experience, it is acknowledged that my path of 

discovery has influenced the design and unit of analysis of this critical event narrative 

inquiry. Findings from the focus group pilot study and my own personal journal entries 

increased my interest in examining the doctoral student experience through the lens of 

psychosocial student development theory. Developmental theorists contend that the 

psychosocial developmental process is never complete, is fluid, and contextually bound. 

This recognition prompted a reevaluation of my original research direction from one that 

focused on doctoral student self-authorship to an exploration of the nature of events of 

challenge and support experienced by doctoral students, and how the negotiation of these 

events influenced areas of psychosocial development. Assumptions regarding critical 

reflection as being ex post facto of an experience also informed my decision to reposition 

my study sample from doctoral students to recent doctoral graduates. 

The research objective of the study was narrowed to explore doctoral student 

psychosocial development through a collaborative exploration of how recently graduated 

doctoral graduates reported experiences of challenge, support, and the psychosocial 

nature of their reported events. The purpose of the study also evolved to include raising 

awareness within the higher education community of the need for a broader consideration 

of doctoral student populations and environments. The sample criterion of the research 

was limited to an investigation of experiences within online and face-to-face education 

doctoral programs. 
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I further acknowledged a belief that doctoral student experiences takes on 

different meanings for individuals and can be influenced by a number of factors. I have 

found this to be certain in my own developmental journey, and I believe that an important 

part of student development discovery lies in continual critical reflection, self-evaluation, 

and interpersonal/intrapersonal dialogue. 

My Role as the Researcher 

Webster and Mertova (2007) acknowledged researchers' essential relationships 

to critical event narrative inquiry, proposing that the connected experiences of a 

researcher to the subject increases verisimilitude or truthfulness of the study. Webster and 

Mertova explained: 

The research and reporting of stories and their events should resonate with the 

experience of the researcher. The reader experience resonating with the 

experience of the researcher is a significant aspect of narrative inquiry. The story 

sounds true because either it reminds the reader about something that has 

happened to him/her or it opens a new window to the reader. Sometimes this may 

generate new understandings by the reader, whereby, upon reading a story, they 

gain a new understanding of an experience, (p. 99) 

Bracketed within the acknowledgement and presentation of my personal connection to 

the study's topic, I, as the researcher, recognized the need to keep an acute awareness of 

my stated and evolving bias in order to authentically hear what the participants were 

saying about their own unique experiences. Although my personal experience gives me 
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insight into my research, my primary role as researcher is not to impose judgment on 

participants' experiences, but to recognize my role as a collector of narrative data, a 

reporter of retold participant stories, and a presenter of analyses of data through the 

theoretical lens of Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

Narrative inquiry, as a method of qualitative research, requires a relationship 

filled with trust and openness between participants and researcher. Participants' sense of 

emotional safety is a necessary condition for the authentic sharing of narratives, which 

convey meaning and revelation (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Webster & Mertova, 

2007). A mutual camaraderie of shared endeavors, both as doctoral students and as 

teachers, provided a bridge of empathy and understanding into the personal and 

emotional experiences expressed by participants. Evidence bound in participants' 

responses that communicated freedom of expression, comfort, and safety in the sharing of 

their stories with me were embedded and presented in the narratives. Although interviews 

began as conversations, I tried to reduce possible influences relating to my personal bias 

by honoring participants' experiences and reverting primarily to the role of listener. 

Conscience effort was given in allowing participants the time and space to reflect on their 

experiences and share their perspectives on integration of events of challenge, support, 

and areas of psychosocial development. Reviewing my own journal entries made after 

each interview and within the process of writing participants' narratives, I was afforded 

the opportunity to address my own reactions and perspectives relating to the recounted 

stories, and check for possible influences within my presentation and analysis of data. 
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Seminal to the research process was a continual return to the purpose of the research, 

which was to advance the understanding of the experiences being studied, while not 

imposing conclusions or judgments of participants' development. 

Summary 

The use of narrative in educational research requires a collaborative theory-

practice relationship that allows time for reflective experience to evolve within the 

inquiry process (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). According to Webster and Mertova 

(2007), critical event narrative inquiry applied to the design of this research study has 

been used as a qualitative methodology approach that provides for: 

The allowing of time and experience to work their way into the inquiry through 

telling and listening to stories and the creation of situations of trust, stories are 

told that enable narratives to reflect the experience and understanding of learning. 

(p.88) 

The purpose of this chapter was to provide a methodological rationale and research 

design description for my examination of the nature of events of challenge and support 

reflectively reported by four recent doctoral graduates who earned their degrees within 

online and face-to-face programs. This chapter outlined the critical event narrative 

inquiry framework, and its alignment with the proposed research study, and described 

the process of participant selection and sample criterion; participant demographics; data 

collection, reporting, analysis procedures; and my connection and role within the study. 
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To obtain the necessary data, participants' preinterview documents and interview 

transcripts were used to construct individual narratives of their reported doctoral student 

experiences. Narratives are presented in Chapter 4 as research study findings. The 

collective narratives are coded to identify program and participant alignment. Narrative 

line coding is also provided. The narratives are additionally used as a unit of analysis to 

address the research questions posed, and to examine the findings in Chapter 5. Evidence 

tables are provided in the appendices to link data to the research discussion and 

conclusions. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRESENTATION OF NARRATIVES 

"No need is more fundamentally human than our need to understand the meaning of our 

experience" (Mezirow, 1990, p.l). 

Organization of Data Analysis 

Narrative research consists of the retelling of a person's story, a process in which 

a researcher gathers a participant's stories, and then analyzes the story for key elements 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Webster & Mertova, 2007). The purpose of this research 

was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral student psychosocial development through a 

qualitative critical event narrative inquiry. The primary research goal was to engage, 

listen to, and narratively describe the developmental journeys of four recent education 

doctoral graduates who earned their degrees within online or face-to-face programs. 

Findings from participants' preinterview documents and open ended interview transcripts 

are reported in narrative form within this chapter. 

Webster and Mertova (2007) stressed that, ".. .results need to be described in a 

way that will allow a reader to revisit extracts of collected stories, to facilitate their own 

conclusions and understanding of the research data" (p. 109). Complete narratives are 

offered in Chapter 4 as findings as participants explored their doctoral student 

experiences. The collective presentation of participant narratives is used as a unit of 
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analysis in an application of the burrowing process, addressing the research questions 

posited for this critical event narrative inquiry, and to examine findings in Chapter 5. To 

identify participants' reported events of challenge, support, and psychosocial 

development, descriptive line coding was applied to each participant's retold narrative. 

The narratives represent the combined understanding between the researcher and 

participant of their doctoral student developmental experience. Providing complete coded 

narrative text written in descriptive story form depicts not only the participant's responses 

but also reflects the collaborative nature of the interactive and reflective exchange 

between the participant and researcher. Narrative line coding is used in Chapter 5 to 

support the production of collective and individual participant developmental profiles. A 

secondary purpose for using line coded narrative was to promote individual reader 

engagement in analysis of the doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience. 

Presentation of Descriptive Characteristics of Respondents 

Table 2, in Chapter 3, gives a summary of the basic demographics of the four 

study participants in regards to doctoral program model, age, gender, race, marital status, 

type of degree, and length of time to earn their degree. All four participants were 

employed full-time while working towards their degree. Demographic information was 

reported to reflect participant characteristics at the time of their enrollment in their 

doctoral programs. 
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Research Questions 

The research questions used to guide this investigation lend themselves to a 

qualitative approach. The guiding questions are: 

1. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report psychosocial 

development as experienced within an online or face-to-face doctoral program? 

2. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

challenge related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

3. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

support related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 

Participant Narratives 

Online Female Narrative 

OF1: Jasmine teaches middle school in an urban school district in the 

OF2: Southeastern region of the United States. She is also an adjunct professor for an 

OF3: online university. Jasmine was referred to the study by a mutual friend and 

OF4: coworker. At the time of our meeting, Jasmine had just earned her doctorate of 

OF5: philosophy (Ph.D.) in educational leadership and administration from an accredited 

OF6: online university. Jasmine was the first participant to be interviewed for the 

OF7: research study. We met at her house on a summer morning. During the two hour 

OF8: commute, I realized how nervous I was to begin the interview portion of the 
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0F9: research study. I wanted to establish a collaborative and trusting relationship with 

OF 10: each participant in order to secure authentic perceptions of their doctoral student 

OF11: experiences. However, I was leery of my ability to establish a relationship with 

OF 12: someone who I had never encountered. 

OF13: When I arrived at Jasmine's residence, she welcomed me into the dining 

OF14: room. I set out the Chickering and Reisser's (1993) Seven Vectors of College 

OF 15: Student Development (SVCSPD) chart, a tape recorder, and my preinterview 

OF 16: documents. Jasmine was very gracious, and before I could turn the tape recorder 

OF 17: on, I noticed that we were already sharing "war stories" concerning the intensity 

OF 18: and challenges associated with being a doctoral student. Although we were 

OF 19: strangers, there appeared to be an unspoken bond between Jasmine and I that 

OF20: stemmed from the shared experience of pursuing a Ph.D. 

OF21: After reviewing the consent form and purpose of the study with Jasmine, 

OF22: we examined her family history and educational journey. Jasmine shared that she 

OF23: has three older brothers. Although both of her parents graduated from college, she 

OF24: is the only one of her four siblings to earn a postsecondary degree. When asked if 

OF25: she felt that her academic accomplishments had altered any of her family 

OF26: relationships, Jasmine responded: 

OF27: My brothers did not get the same academic drive that I did. I don't think 

OF28: that my getting a college degree or even a Ph.D. has affected any of my 
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OF29: family relationships. My parents divorced when I was young. We then 

OF30: moved to the South, but I am the only person who stayed here. So, I don't 

OF31: live in the same state as any of my immediate family members. I'm the 

OF32: kind of person who sort of keeps to themselves. I have always been very 

OF33: independent and self-reliant. I even purchased my first home when I was 

OF34: just 18.1 think I felt that the higher my education level, the more self-

OF35: reliant I could be. As a kid, I wanted to join the Air Force so that I could be 

OF36: a fighter pilot. I actually went to a particular high school because it had a 

OF37: strong [Reserve Officers' Training Corps] program. But then I realized that 

OF38: because of my vision, I would never be able to fly. I have always loved 

OF39: math, so I decided to become a math teacher. I had all of these goals before 

OF40:1 finished high school. 

OF41: Jasmine shared that she worked her way through undergraduate school and 

OF42: earned a degree in education from a local state university. After graduation, she 

OF43: began teaching middle school. Jasmine was a full-time middle school math 

OF44: teacher, and while teaching, she earned a master's degree in math education from 

OF45: an accredited online university program. Upon the completion of her master's 

OF46: degree at age 33, Jasmine began working towards a Ph.D. in leadership and 

OF47: educational administration through another online university. When asked why 

OF48: she chose not to take a break between programs, and why she decided to change 

OF49: universities, Jasmine shared: 
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OF50: Originally, I wanted to get a Ph.D. in order to be a prime candidate for an 

OF51: administrative position. The state professional standards commission was 

OF52: in the process of changing the leadership requirements. In order to be 

OF53: grandfathered in, I had to finish all of my leadership certificate courses in 

OF54: one year. To do this, I knew that I would have to take an overload of 

OF55: classes. The university where I earned my master's degree from did not 

OF56: offer the necessary schedule. I knew that I had to continue teaching while I 

OF57: earned my certificate and Ph.D., so I started researching other programs 

OF58: and found out that a key person from the educational leadership 

OF59: department employed by another online university was going to be in town 

OF6O: for a seminar. I scheduled an appointment to meet with her. After I 

OF61: explained my circumstances, I asked if what I wanted to do was possible. 

OF62: She told me that it would be a lot of work but that technically it was 

OF63: doable. The program did not have an admission exam requirement, so I 

OF64: was able to register and begin classes immediately. 

OF65: Jasmine took three classes for three quarters and four classes for one 

OF66: additional quarter in order to obtain her leadership certificate. When asked to 

OF67: describe the program format, Jasmine explained that all of her classes were 

OF68: conducted online within a ten week quarter system. Weekly assignments were 

OF69: posted within an online course discussion board. They included text readings, 

OF7Q: asynchronous responses, and formal paper submissions. Jasmine contributed, 
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0F71: "Although the discussions were asynchronous, you were required to respond to 

OF72: other student's posts. But all of the class work took place in a virtual course room 

OF73: and we did not do any group work or projects." 

OF74: The course credits required for Jasmine's leadership certificate could be 

OF75: applied towards a Ph.D. in educational leadership, which allowed Jasmine to earn 

OF76: her doctorate in three years. Partial requirement for Jasmine's degree included 

OF77: participation in three colloquies which were to be scheduled within specific earned 

OF78: credit hour timeframes. The colloquies were structured sequentially to correspond 

OF79: to four Ph.D. program milestones. They were offered six to eight times a year in a 

OF8O: variety of locations across the country. During the colloquia, Jasmine participated 

OF81: in face-to-face workshops. 

OF82: Jasmine's first colloquium was offered near her home. She shared that 

OF83: students were placed in a cohort just for the initial seminar experience. The 

OF84: purpose of the first colloquium was to learn about different types of research 

OF85: methodologies. Jasmine expressed that the seminar activities were not particularly 

OF86: helpful. Nevertheless, she acknowledged that at the colloquium she met some 

OF87: individuals who also taught in her district, and who would later become a vital 

OF88: support system for Jasmine. Jasmine went onto explain how the formation of a 

OF89: support system was a unique experience for her. She shared that previously, in 

OF90: other academic endeavors and professional environments, she was not the type of 

OF91: person to develop a lot of relationships with students, professors, or faculty 
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OF92: members. Jasmine described how she was able to create an "informal community 

OF93: of learners" with fellow teachers that she met at the colloquium, and why these 

OF94: relationships became an essential source of support. Jasmine explained that during 

OF95: the opening reception, she ran into a teacher who she had taught with during 

OF96: summer school. The individual shared with Jasmine that there were other teachers 

OF97: from the county that were also going through the same online program. Jasmine 

OF98: shared, "I found out that they were ahead of me.. .so I got in touch with them in 

OF99: order to get advice about upcoming courses and reading assignments. This was 

OFIOO: really helpful...especially because I was going at such a fast pace." Jasmine 

OF 101: discovered that most of these fellow students were just taking one class a quarter 

OF 102: during the year, and two in the summer. She credited being able to know what to 

OF 103: read and study ahead for, during the three week class breaks, to be extremely 

OF 104: beneficial. Jasmine noted: 

OF 105: I'm not sure that I could have kept up with all of the assignments on top 

OF 106: of my teaching responsibilities had I not been able to work ahead. It was 

OF107: definitely valuable to have an idea of what to expect next. I really did not 

OF 108: have any trouble with the work; it was just the pace that was so 

OF 109: challenging. 

OF 110: In her preinterview questionnaire, Jasmine expressed that she also 

OF111: experienced challenges regarding the need to balance all the demands of her 

OF112: professional, personal, and academic responsibilities. Jasmine acknowledged that 
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0F113: time management was an issue, and she found this to be especially true in the 

OF114: beginning of her Ph.D. program. Jasmine further shared that this challenge was 

OF115: compounded due to the fact that she was assigned a new teaching position during 

OF116: her first year in the program. Jasmine expressed: 

OF 117:1 don't think that I could have done my teaching job and also attended 

OF118: classes at night. Not only did I have additional work teaching and taking 

OF119: classes, but I also had two small children and a husband at home. 

OF 120: Basically, I had my computer in my lap all the time. I quickly learned that 

OF121:1 had to take advantage of every second of every waking hour in order to 

OF 122: balance it all. I don't know when I could have read any of the text or 

OF 123: written papers if I had to also physically go to class. There are just so 

OF 124: many hours in a day and night. 

OF 125: In regards to workload, Jasmine said, "I have a feeling that even though 

OF 126: we did not go to class, there was actually probably more work required in the 

OF 127: online program in comparison to what might be expected at a traditional 

OF 128: university." Although Jasmine acknowledged that she had only participated in 

OF 129: online graduate classes, she offered the following reasoning for her statement, "I 

OF130: just felt like the pace of the learning went much quicker. You're not just sitting 

OF131: there talking in class all night, but at home working. There was a paper due every 

OF132: week along with discussion responses." Jasmine shared that as she moved 

OF 133: through the program, she began to recognize a significant change regarding her 
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OF 134: efficiency to complete assignments. Jasmine credited a growth in the area of self-

OF135: assuredness and the worth of her scholarship to be the defining transformation in 

OF136: her behavior. Jasmine shared that when she started the program, she constantly 

OF 137: felt the need to refer to the assignment rubrics in order to make sure that she was 

OF 138: completing the assignments correctly. However, with practice, Jasmine noted 

OF139: that she become more efficient and felt that the quality of her work improved. 

OF 140: Jasmine explained, "After a while it just became easier to get my thoughts down 

OF141: in writing. I was just... more comfortable with what was expected and 

OF142: realized.. .or maybe began to trust that I knew how best to get it all done." 

OF 143: When asked if Jasmine experienced difficulty in expressing her opinions 

OF 144: or communicating within the online environment, she stated that when she 

OF 145: started the program, she had been very conscious of how her responses to 

OF 146: discussion questions and to other student responses were being received. Jasmine 

OF 147: elaborated: 

OF 148:1 don't think that I felt that I couldn't speak up because I didn't know 

OF 149: them; I was more cognizant of the language and how what I was writing 

OF150: might be perceived.. .you know.. .what were they really thinking that I 

OF151: was trying to say. When someone's reading something you have written 

OF 152: and you are not there to explain yourself...it's hard cause... you don't 

OF 153: really know how it is being interpreted. I remember thinking that I had to 

OF154: be more conscious about that...especially in the beginning. I really did 
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OF155: not have.. .or at least I don't remember having a need to know anyone 

OF 156: personally in order to post or respond to a discussion question. I don't 

OF157: think that the lack of face-to-face communication was a challenge for me. 

OF 158:1 think it was more about just needing to meet the class requirements 

OF 159: rather than trying to make a connection or build a relationship with 

OF 160: anyone. 

OF161: In regards to challenges that triggered emotional or physical stress, 

OF 162: Jasmine stated that her increased levels of stress primarily related back to issues 

OF 163: associated with time limitations and the amount of work that she had to 

OF164: accomplish within a very demanding schedule. Jasmine commented that she 

OF 165: experienced enormous amounts of guilt because she felt that her children were 

OF 166: not getting the "best mommy" that they deserved. Despite her concerns, Jasmine 

OF 167: realized, "I just had to diligently adhere to a schedule and come to an 

OF 168: understanding that I was doing the best that I could." Jasmine recalled: "I 

OF 169: constantly worried about school, my job, and my family, but ultimately all I 

OF170: could do was rely on.. .1 guess my faith that if I did my best, everything else 

OF171: would get taken care of somehow." 

OF172: Jasmine explained that as she went through the Ph.D. program, she 

OF 173: became more comfortable with the concept that "...not everything had to be 

OF 174: approached in a right or wrong manner." Viewing the SVCSPD chart, Jasmine 

OF 175: said, "I think this goes to moving from dependency to autonomy. In the 
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OF176: beginning, I kept looking for what the professors thought was right. That's what 

OF177: school had always been about.. .what do they think is the right answer." Jasmine 

OF 178: credited some of the professors that she had early in the program with helping 

OF 179: her develop this broader understanding of knowledge and learning. Specifically, 

OF 180: Jasmine said that some of her professors would actually respond to her questions 

OF 181: with the question,"... well, is that what you experienced?" or "what you think?" 

OF 182: According to Jasmine, these exchanges assisted her in accepting the idea of 

OF 183: multiple, rather than absolute approaches to learning: 

OF184: It was hard in the beginning.. .no, more like frustrating. I wanted them to 

OF 185: just tell me if it was right or not. I still am not big on the whole "well 

OF186: what do you think" idea. It makes me uncomfortable, but I do think that I 

OF 187: stopped being so dependent on one way thinking about something. It's 

OF188: still hard. I teach math and math is more right and wrong. Maybe that's 

OF189: why I struggle with this.. .or it could just be my personality. 

OF 190: Jasmine elaborated on her perceptions regarding the nature of the challenge to 

OF 191: become more autonomous and the support offered by her professors that 

OF 192: influenced her movement towards self-directed learning. Jasmine explained: 

OF 193: Some of the professors were good and some were bad about this. I did 

OF 194: have some in the beginning that were very supportive. I remember one in 

OF 195: particular that really helped me move beyond questioning the correctness 

OF 196: of everything that I was turning in. In the beginning, I needed a lot of 
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OF 197: reassurance and kept asking if "this" is exactly what she wanted. The 

OF198: professor would let me know that I was on the right path and relieved 

OF 199: some of my insecurities by telling me that if there was an issue, she 

OF200: would just simply say "you can resubmit that." I think that having that 

OF201: support and positive feedback helped me to realize that I was capable and 

OF202: on the right track. I now see how this allowed me to trust my own instinct 

OF203: and abilities by removing the fear that a wrong move could not be 

OF204: corrected.. .1 guess I don't really mean corrected, but maybe reworked to 

OF205: address the question more clearly. Knowing that everything did not have 

OF206: to be perfect the first time or that there might not even be a 

OF207: perfect...helped build my confidence and decrease my anxiety regarding 

OF208: expectations. I'm not sure if the program was designed to be more 

OF209: supportive in the beginning or if I just had better professors during this 

OF210: time. During the writing and defense phase of my dissertation, I did not 

OF211: experience the same level of support or assistance. In fact, at times it 

OF212: almost felt like [the professors] were trying to make things more difficult 

OF213: and [my committee members] all had a definite idea of a right and wrong 

OF214: way for my dissertation to be done. Now that I think about it.. .1 actually 

OF215: may have gone backwards in this area because of what happened with my 

OF216: committee. 
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OF217: Jasmine noted, "Actually, I guess some of this deals with the developing 

OF218: of interpersonal relationships. But that is not my thing at all." When asked if she 

OF219: could explain what she meant by . .not my thing," Jasmine replied, "I just 

OF220: wonder if... maybe not developing in one area can interfere with another area 

OF221: that you are changing in. That's really interesting. I never thought about...like, I 

OF222: just thought that we were doing coursework and stuff." When asked if she could 

OF223: further elaborate on her development relating to interpersonal relationships 

OF224: experienced during her doctoral journey, specifically with professors or fellow 

OF225: Ph.D. classmates, Jasmine responded: 

OF226:1 really did not develop any relationships with professors or people in my 

OF227: online classes. But some of that could just be my personality. I'm not 

OF228: necessarily the type of person to develop a lot of relationships. I kind of 

OF229: just go through and do what I need to do. I don't usually feel the need or 

OF230: desire to pick up a lot of friends along the way. The only relationships 

OF231: that I think I developed were with the teachers from my county that were 

OF232: in the program. But I'm not sure how much of that was born out of 

OF233: necessity rather than a feeling that I actually wanted to pursue 

OF234: interpersonal connections. On my part, I think those relationships were 

OF235: based more on my need to develop a support system of other people who 

OF236: were going through a similar experience rather than wanting to establish 

OF237: ongoing connections. Realizing that communicating with them was 
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OF238: beneficial for me to get through the program was my main purpose in 

OF239: reaching out to them. But I think that if I had not known the first person 

OF240: that walked up to me at the colloquium, I would probably not have 

OF241: searched out people or developed any relationships with students in the 

OF242: program. 

OF243: When asked if she still keeps in touch with the teachers that became part of her 

OF244: support system, Jasmine replied, "No, not really. I saw one of them not too long 

OF245: ago but.. .no, the reason for talking to them was to simply find out stuff about the 

OF246: program." 

OF247: On her preinterview questionnaire, Jasmine reported that her greatest 

OF248: challenge was, .dealing with my committee members." When asked if she 

OF249: could describe this challenge, Jasmine explained that during their final course, 

OF250: students were required to develop a dissertation topic and work on their 

OF251: preproposal defense. According to Jasmine, professors were available for 

OF252: consultation online to help with the preapproval process, and she did seek out 

OF253: advice as to how to begin this process. However, before she could submit her 

OF254: proposal, Jasmine had to have a dissertation committee in place and pass a 

OF255: comprehensive exam. Jasmine described the process that she went through to 

OF256: assemble her committee: 

OF257: When I began shopping for my committee, I took into consideration who 

OF258:1 thought would "be the best fit" for my research study and who would be 
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OF259: easy to work with. My first choice for a committee chair was a professor 

OF260: that I had for one of my courses, but he was not approved due to a heavy 

OF261: workload. The university then sent me another name, and even though it 

OF262: was someone who I did not know.. .well I just sort of decided to just go 

OF263: with it. I guess I was thinking that I just wanted to move on. I had no idea 

OF264: how important a committee chair was. I think I just thought.. .even 

OF265: though I had those good professors early on that helped me to start not 

OF266: thinking in just right or wrong terms.. .at this point, I just wanted to know 

OF267: what to do so I could get it done. Again, I had no idea that.. .you know.. .1 

OF268: guess I was only looking at the doctorate like I did my other degrees. Just 

OF269: area one, the subject matter, or competency stuff. 

OF270: Jasmine went on to explain that she chose another committee member who she 

OF271: met at one of the colloquies. She stated, "[This committee member] was not in 

OF272: the leadership program so I did not have her for any courses. I thought she was 

OF273: really strong with research and I wanted someone who could get me through 

OF274: Chapter 4 and the research process." Jasmine shared that she never spoke with 

OF275: the professor in person about the possibility of being on Jasmine's committee. 

OF276: Rather, Jasmine sent her preproposal to the professor via e-mail, and then asked 

OF277: the professor if she would be on her committee. Jasmine selected her third 

OF278: committee member ".. .simply based on the fact that I sort of thought he would 
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OF279: be super easy to work with, would approve everything, and basically just not 

OF280: slow me down." 

OF281: At the end of her coursework, Jasmine explained that she was given three 

OF282: complex comprehensive exam questions that were designed to evaluate her 

OF283: ability to adequately use and cite literature references, and to produce scholarly 

OF284: writing. She was given four weeks to research and write her responses. Each 

OF285: question had multiple parts and an exam grading rubric was provided to assist 

OF286: students. Jasmine expressed that she did not experience any difficulty in 

OF287: completing her comprehensive exam. Upon completion of her coursework and 

OF288: comprehensive exam, Jasmine explained that she was enrolled in dissertation 

OF289: courses that she perceived to be designed to keep students enrolled in the online 

OF290: system. Jasmine said that other Ph.D. students who were at the same phase of the 

OF291: dissertation program were also enrolled in the courses. However, Jasmine noted 

OF292: that she rarely visited these course rooms except to fulfill financial aid 

OF293: requirements. She stated that students had to login at the beginning of each 

OF294: quarter, and that the courses would show up on their transcript although these 

OF295: classes were not graded. 

OF296: Jasmine described how her dissertation process was divided into four 

OF297: milestone artifacts that were to be posted online. Committee member approval 

OF298: was required for each reviewed submission in order for candidates to proceed to 

OF299: the next milestone. However, the timeframe for finishing the milestones was not 
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OF300: rigorous. Jasmine said that during this self-paced portion of the program, she had 

OF301: to stay diligently focused and personally motivated in order to keep up with the 

OF302: writing and move forward. Viewing the chart, Jasmine noted: 

OF303:1 guess that goes to the independence and self-regulation. I would think 

OF304: that being online...well, I really needed to be self-regulated and 

OF305: motivated. I know a lot of people who never finish online degrees 

OF306: because of this. I definitely had to work hard at this because you are 

OF307: basically on your own. There is no class to go to...no face to see who is 

OF308: not doing it. 

OF309: Jasmine expressed frustration with her committee chair's lack of timely 

OF310: feedback, as she recalled: 

OF311: This was the point in the program when I started to recognize how much 

OF312: the dissertation committee members' actions could negatively or 

OF313: positively impact a doctoral student's progress. I could be motivated all I 

OF314: wanted, but if they did not move with me.. .it makes it difficult because 

OF315: you make decisions, but then they come back and say they are wrong. 

OF316: That's what I was talking about earlier.. .just when I started to become 

OF317: "autonomous," they turned it around. 

OF318: Jasmine shared that she originally desired to examine the glass ceiling 

OF319: that women encovinter in their quest to become superintendents. Although she 

OF32Q: acknowledged being very interested in this area of educational administration 
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OF321: and leadership research, Jasmine stated that she soon realized that this type of 

OF322: study would require her to conduct interviews and obtain local school system 

OF323: approval. Jasmine concluded that the amount of paperwork and official requests 

OF324: for permission might slow down her progress, and thus she elected to conduct a 

OF325: study that used online data and Institutional Review Board (IRB) nonhuman 

OF326: subject exempt application status. Jasmine explained, "It all came down to an 

OF327: efficiency issue. I designed my research, a correlation study between Title I 

OF328: funds received by a district and the number of schools that make annual yearly 

OF329: progress (AYP). I just wanted data that could be collected quickly." Jasmine 

OF330: presently teaches in a Title I school and was actually surprised by the study 

OF331: results which provided evidence of a significant correlation between Title I funds 

OF332: and schools that make AYP under federal No Child Left Behind legislation. 

OF333: Currently, Jasmine has no plans for publishing any results from her study, as she 

OF334: shared, "I wasn't thinking that this is something I want to work on later. We 

OF335: never really looked at things online like that. It was.. .the dissertation.. .just to 

OF336: prove that we could do research." 

OF337: Although Jasmine selected a research topic and study design that she 

OF338: believed to be very efficient, she went on to describe how she encountered 

OF339: substantial challenges associated with her committee and her dissertation 

OF340: defense. Jasmine explained that the leadership and administration program and 

OF341: school of education dissertation templates were structured differently. Jasmine 
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OF342: chose to follow the leadership and administration outline, which according to her, 

OF343: included more detail. However, the committee member that was from outside the 

OF344: program rejected Jasmine's Chapter 4 and asked that it be restructured 

OF345: according to the school of education's requirements. At this point, Jasmine said 

OF346: that her second committee member and chair had already accepted all five 

OF347: chapters, and that her chair in particular totally disagreed with the dissenting 

OF348: member's recommendation for restructuring Chapter 4. Jasmine reported: 

OF349: [The dissenting committee member] said that she was too young and, 

OF350: therefore, she was not going to put her name on a dissertation that she did 

OF351: not feel was structured the way she thought it should be. So she refused to 

OF352: move on. I had all five chapters at that point, but she still refused to move 

OF353: forward. I tried to work it out using e-mail to communicate. After going 

OF354: back and forth and losing a quarter in the process, I realized that this was 

OF355: not working and that we all needed to discuss the issue on the phone. I 

OF356: took a half day off from work to conduct a conference call between my 

OF357: chair, the committee member, and myself. However, even after the call, 

OF358: they still could not agree. So I had to e-mail the department chair and 

OF359: explain the situation to her. It was ironic because this ended up being the 

OF360: person that I actually consulted with when I was initially considering the 

OF361: program. I think it helped that I was familiar with her and she agreed to 

OF362: contact both members. She talked to them by telephone, but everyone 
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OF363: involved still seemed confused. We finally had a conference call with 

OF364: everybody, including the department chair, and she explained to me that 

OF365: if I did not change Chapter 4 to comply with the member's request, 

OF366: they would need to start me off with a new committee member. At that 

OF367: point the department chair strongly suggested that I should just 'go ahead 

OF368: and change it,' and so I did. 

OF369: When asked if Jasmine considered the inability to meet with the members 

OF370: of her committee face-to-face, and that it possibly hindered the groups 

OF371: communication, she shared that while the communication might have been more 

OF372: efficient if they could have met face-to-face, she believed that the primary 

OF373: obstacle was sheer stubbornness on the parts of both her chair and the committee 

OF374: member. Jasmine stated, "I think the back-and-forth would still have 

OF375: happened...I'm not sure that there would have been a different outcome. But it 

OF376: was very frustrating and almost impossible to try to get everyone's opinions and 

OF377: suggestions recognized on a conference call." Jasmine went on to describe how 

OF378: she dealt with the roller-coaster of emotions that she experienced in conjunction 

OF379: with this interpersonal challenge. Jasmine said: 

OF380: The strange thing was that I was fine with changing the structure. I just 

OF381: wanted them to come to an understanding so that we could move on. But 

OF382: my mentor was the one that kept saying ".. .no, this is the way it should 

OF383: be and I don't want you to change it." She was new to the university and I 
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OF384: think that if she had been there for several years, the disagreement might 

OF385: not have escalated to the point that it did. I haven't really thought about it, 

OF386: but in retrospect I think there was some developmental growth that I 

OF387: experienced as a result of going through the struggle to try to get my 

OF388: point heard. I remember my husband telling me that when he heard me on 

OF389: the phone during our first conference call, he could tell that I was having 

OF390: a difficult time communicating. He knew that I understood exactly what 

OF391: my committee members wanted, and even though my mentor was 

OF392: agreeing to certain changes, I recognized that they would still not be what 

OF393: the other committee member wanted. At the point when my committee 

OF394: chair said, . .do this, and resubmit it," and I knew it was still going to be 

OF395: unacceptable to the other member, there was a part of me that wanted to 

OF396: say, "that's still not going to cut it," but I didn't. I would so take charge of 

OF397: the process and communication more.. .but at the time I thought that they 

OF398: were above me and I really did not have any power. I held it all in. ..the 

OF399: way I always do, but now I think I can see that I could have been more 

OF400: forceful without losing it.. .my emotions and all. 

OF401: Jasmine expressed that one of the reasons she felt that the unresolved 

OF402: differences between her committee members was difficult to navigate was due to 

OF403: the fact that, "part of me thought that maybe this is just how it is done." Jasmine 

OF4Q4: explained, "I thought, 'I'm the student and you're the professors.' I was just doing 
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OF405: what I was being told to do." When asked if she thought that she would handle 

OF406: the situation differently today, Jasmine replied: 

OF407: Yes, like I said, I think I would speak up earlier and more and make sure 

OF408: that we were all in agreement and as to what needed to be done. But when 

OF409: it happened, I don't think that I saw the situation as a moral or maybe the 

OF410: last area.. .an integrity issue. I remember just feeling like so much time 

OF411: had elapsed and I just wanted to move on. I promise you that any kind of 

OF412: self-development stuff was the last thing that I was thinking about.. .even 

OF413: though when I think about it now.. .you know I guess it was happening 

OF414: and I just did not know it. 

OF415: After Jasmine restructured Chapter 4 to comply with her committee 

OF416: member's request, she encountered another unexpected hurdle. Jasmine received 

OF417: an e-mail informing her that she needed to replace the third member of her 

OF418: committee. Jasmine was extremely disappointed but did not ever question the 

OF419: request. She described this individual as being very accommodating and easy to 

OF420: work with in comparison to her chair and the other committee member. She said: 

OF421: He would say change this or change that. But he approved all five 

OF422: chapters and then I got this e-mail from out of the blue that said I needed 

OF423: to replace him. I was not given any kind of reason as to why. He was an 

OF424: older gentleman and at the time I actually wondered if he had died. 
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OF425: When asked why she thought that she never questioned the necessity of the 

OF426: change or inquired as to an explanation for his removal from her committee, 

OF427: Jasmine responded, "I was so frustrated by this point that I remember thinking to 

OF428: just tell me what do I have to do next." Jasmine again looked at the chart, but did 

OF429: not refer to a particular developmental area. She shook her head and said: 

OF430: Now that we have been talking about this...I guess I said that a lot. But 

OF431: time was money and I just needed to get done. You had to pay for every 

OF432: quarter that you were still enrolled, and I knew that I would not get the 

OF433: pay raise at school until I finished. At this point, I think I had already 

OF434: realized that I was not going to probably go into administration or even 

OF435: stay maybe in the public school system. So at this point, like I said...let's 

OF436: just get on with it. That was my mind set. 

OF437: Jasmine received a replacement committee member, but since the 

OF438: individual was starting from scratch; the replacement put Jasmine further 

OF439: behind. She explained that the new member had been an English teacher, and 

OF440: "nitpicked on little things." He insisted that Jasmine's literature review had not 

OF441: been long enough, even though the other two members had approved all five 

OF442: chapters. Jasmine also stated that the member recommended that Jasmine hire an 

OF443: editor to correct numerous writing errors. Jasmine explained that the most 

OF444: frustrating part was, ".. .after the mess between my chair and committee 
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OF445: member.. .that once I rewrote Chapter 4 and all of my other three committee 

OF446: members had finally approved the entire document.. .1 have to deal with a new 

OF447: set of issues." When asked how she dealt with this new challenge, Jasmine 

OF448: responded: 

OF449: It was just extremely frustrating, especially because it happened only a 

OF450: couple of months before graduation. It seemed like the committee was 

OF451: great at telling me what was wrong but there was no support in terms of 

OF452: really helping move on or any kind of "we're in this together" stuff. I 

OF453: looked around for an editor but it was just way too expensive. 

OF454: Jasmine explained that she opted instead to parcel out sections of her dissertation 

OF455: to coworkers who were English teachers, and to a friend from church who was a 

OF456: retired newspaper editor. She felt as if the new committee member was simply 

OF457: trying to intimidate her. Jasmine noted, "It seemed like professors considered 

OF458: themselves to be true scholars.. .they were trying to make sure that we were at 

OF459: their level. It was almost like a form of nonphysical hazing before you could be 

OF460: allowed into the Ph.D. club." In regards to asking other individuals for help, 

OF461: Jasmine replied, "I think it was kind of just out of desperation. Like I said, it was 

OF462: right before graduation and I just had to do what I needed to do in order to get 

OF463: done." When asked how the new member's comments and criticisms of her 

OF464: writing made her feel, Jasmine remarked that if she had encountered this 

OF465: individual prior to her work being approved by her other committee 
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OF466: members, she might have questioned her writing competency. However, instead 

OF467: of feeling inadequate in her ability to write and edit, Jasmine said that she did not 

OF468: internalize the criticism, but rather just remembered being very angry and 

OF469: thought the comments were unjustly applied. When Jasmine was asked if she 

OF470: thought that she would continue a professional relationship with any of her 

OF471: committee members or other professors from the program, Jasmine replied, 

OF472: "Probably not." 

OF473: On her preinterview questionnaire, Jasmine indicated that her doctoral 

OF474: program did not require critical reflection. However, looking at the SVCSPD 

OF475: chart, Jasmine noted: 

OF476:1 think that in terms of the dissertation part of my program and now that 

OF477: we have talked about everything that I went through, I experienced a lot 

OF478: of growth in area three, moving through autonomy towards 

OF479: interdependence. I especially can see how I grew in my ability to be self-

OF480: directed, motivated, and in my capacity to problem-solve. Maybe I did 

OF481: not act on it in the end, but I definitely had to learn to problem solve 

OF482: outside the normal lines with people and different opinions. 

OF483: When asked if Jasmine could elaborate on the changes that she mentioned 

OF484: earlier, relating to her identity and purpose, as a result of negotiating through 

OF485: some of the challenges experienced during her doctoral experience, Jasmine 

OF486: replied: 
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OF487:1 think towards the end, I gained more confidence in that aspect.. .really 

OF488: starting to know who...no more about what I want to do and what the 

OF489: whole Ph.D. thing means to me. I wanted to get it because, like I said, I 

OF490: thought it would give me more stability and economic independence. I 

OF491: did not think...my husband would always tell people "my wife's working 

OF492: on her Ph.D." and I would ask him to please stop telling people because it 

OF493: made me feel uncomfortable. But then towards the end I started feeling a 

OF494: strong sense of accomplishment and I realized that it was something that I 

OF495: could be really proud of. 

OF496: Jasmine shared that she experienced this feeling of identity transformation, 

OF497: especially at her graduation. Jasmine explained that she took a couple of days off 

OF498: work in order to fly to the ceremony. Her immediate family and aunt and uncle 

OF499: also attended the out-of-state graduation service. Jasmine proudly reflected that 

OF500: her oldest daughter told her husband, when they were sitting in the audience, that 

OF501: . .she wanted to get a Ph.D. just like my mommy." Jasmine also noted that 

OF502: when she returned to school, some of her students began referring to her as 

OF503: doctor. She shared that she did not request this from the students, but would 

OF504: probably introduce herself in the new school year by the new title. "I guess in a 

OF505: way I do feel different and I don't think I thought I would. It was the hardest 

OF506: thing that I have ever done, and something.. .being called doctor.. .that I am 

OF5Q7: proud of." 
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OF508: In regards to how the experience influenced changes in her original 

OF509: purpose for earning a Ph.D. in leadership and administration, Jasmine shared, 

OF510: "although my purpose changed for getting a Ph.D., I don't think that it was just 

OF511: because of going through the program. It was other stuff in my life that changed 

OF512: too. Jasmine explained: 

OF513: So I went into this wanting to be a principal. But as I went through this 

OF514: process, I also started to adjunct teach online. I actually think now that I 

OF515: might prefer to teach online full-time rather than become an 

OF516: administrator. Part of it is that I realized that I just don't need the student 

OF517: teacher relationship in order to teach. I am very comfortable with the 

OF518: online format. But another part is the mommy thing. My children are six 

OF519: and nine. This last school year was difficult, because it has become harder 

OF520: to get any time off as a public school teacher. My children go to a school 

OF521: where a lot of the moms are stay-at-home moms. There are parents in 

OF522: their classrooms all the time and I don't get to do that. If I taught online, I 

OF523: would have that opportunity. My husband's schedule is a little more 

OF524: flexible so he makes all the plays and stuff, but I miss so much. I 

OF525: probably would have actually tried to teach online full-time this year but I 

OF526: graduated too late in the school year to make that decision. 

OF527: Jasmine went on to share how her husband supported her through the 

OF528: Ph.D. program. She described how she recognized the importance of this support 
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OF529: and its connection to her development regarding both the areas dealing with 

OF530: emotions and developing mature relationships. When asked if she could identify 

OF531: how she changed within these areas of development during the doctoral 

OF532: experience, Jasmine shared: 

OF533:1 would say realizing that I needed to be more reliant on my husband than 

OF534:1 would have ever thought that I would have needed to be. I think I went 

OF535: into it thinking that this is my thing and I can do it. I guess this goes back 

OF536: to my wanting to be self-reliant and independent. I think I have brought a 

OF537: lot from when I was a teenager into my adult life. I could not rely on my 

OF538: family then, and I.. .well maybe there is or was always this wall. I still 

OF539: have it with other people but.. .but the reality was that I did depend on my 

OF540: husband and not only did I need him, I think I now understand that it is 

OF541: okay for me to sometimes be dependent on him emotionally too. Not only 

OF542: to help out, but just to have someone to share with. I remember going in 

OF543: after a conference call and debriefing with him and letting off steam. I 

OF544: realize now how valuable it was having someone else to talk about my 

OF545: frustrations with. I am not sure why I realized this or all of a sudden felt 

OF546: this need. But it might be because definitely towards the end of the 

OF547: program there were so many challenges and issues to work through. It 

OF548: was one of the most stressful times of my life and having my husband's 

OF549: support was very important. I think I changed towards him because of 
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OF550: this, even though I really did not know that it had anything to do with or I 

OF551: guess maybe I did not think about how the whole thing might impact 

OF552: other areas of my life or change how I looked at things. 

Online Male Narrative 

OM1: Adam is an assistant professor at a research university in the 

OM2: Southeastern region of the United States. Adam earned a Ph.D. in education from a 

OM3: for profit online university. In order to maintain protocol consistency, I chose to 

OM4: make the eight hour drive to interview Adam at a public library, close to the 

OM5: university where he currently teaches. Adam greeted me in the lobby of the library 

OM6: where we were able to acquire a private study room to conduct our collaborative 

OM7: exploration of his doctoral student experiences. 

OM8: After setting up the SVCSPD chart and reviewing the purpose of the study, 

OM9: Adam began to elaborate on his initial purpose for pursuing a Ph.D. within an 

OMIO: online program model. Prior to beginning his doctorate, Adam received a 

OM11: bachelor's of science degree in exercise physiology and a master's of education 

OM12: degree with an emphasis in exercise science. Adam is married to an elementary 

OM13: school teacher and has two small children. 

OM14: When Adam began his doctoral journey, he was working as a clinical 

OM15: exercise physiologist at a cardiac rehabilitation center. Adam shared that his 

OM16: purpose for pursuing a doctorate was to teach college, and that his undergraduate 
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OM17: and graduate experiences influenced his decision to pursue a doctorate and 

OM18: teaching career in higher education: 

OM19: When I was finishing my undergraduate degree, I had a professor that 

OM20: went to another university and I ended up going there to get my master's 

OM21: degree. They gave me a graduate teaching assistant (TA) position, so I 

OM22: basically got the degree for free. I taught two classes, and that's what gave 

OM23: me my first teaching experience. I really loved teaching, but then I got a 

OM24: job as an exercise physiologist in a clinical setting where I worked at a 

OM25: cardiac rehabilitation center for eight years. The initial positive teaching 

OM26: experience that I got as a TA influenced my decision to get a doctorate. 

OM27: The job at the cardiac rehab center had become somewhat monotonous 

OM28: and it was also was limited mainly to lateral career movement. I wanted a 

OM29: position that had more opportunity for me to advance professionally, and 

OM30: would challenge me more. But what was really huge was my love for 

OM31: teaching. The challenge never ends with teaching. You have summers off 

OM32: but continue to advise students and work on research. The money is also a 

OM33: little better. But money aside, watching the students develop and getting 

OM34: to be a part of that is reward enough. I really enjoy watching them 

OM35: graduate and reflect on the challenges that they had as undergraduates. 

OM36: Adam considered different institutions where students physically attend, 

OM37: but he felt that the programs and requisite lifestyle changes were not conducive to 
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OM38: his circumstances. Adam specifically mentioned that maintaining his full-time 

OM39: work schedule at the cardiac rehabilitation center, his wife's teaching career, and 

OM40: the fact that he had two small children, were major factors in his doctorate 

OM41: program selection. Based on these parameters of his situation, Adam began 

OM42: researching online university options. He met with recruiters from a couple of 

OM43: different institutions before making his final choice. When asked why he chose a 

OM44: doctorate in general education versus exercise physiology, Adam stated: 

OM45: The university that I decided to go with did not offer anything to do with 

OM46: exercise physiology. However, the recruiter explained that I would be able 

OM47: to tailor my degree around something related to my field of interest and 

OM48: expertise. Too be honest with you, at the time, it was really the only 

OM49: workable option that I could see. 

OM50: When asked if he had any initial reservations regarding the online format, Adam 

OM51: shared: 

OM52: Oh yes! I worried about the credibility of the online credentials. Mainly, I 

OM53: was concerned that getting an online degree might put me at a 

OM54: disadvantage in terms of competing for a faculty position at a university 

OM55: against candidates who had a doctorate from a traditional university 

OM56: program. I definitely wondered if they would have an advantage over me 

OM57: because my Ph.D. was online. I also worried that a degree in general 

OM58: education rather than exercise physiology might negatively affect my 
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OM59: career opportunities. Another concern was the cost. The online program 

OM6O: was more expensive than a traditional degree would have been. 

OM61: Adam shared that the online program became even more expensive 

OM62: because, "I lost at least a year due to issues relating to my dissertation research 

OM63: and challenges with my committee." Adam completed all of his coursework in 

OM64: three and a half years, and earned his doctorate in six years. He was enrolled in 

OM65: the doctoral program continuously during this time, including summer quarters. 

OM66: On his preinterview questionnaire, Adam noted that he felt that the online classes 

OM67: were relatively easy and that he enjoyed the coursework phase of his program. 

OM68: He especially appreciated the fact that the program offered the flexibility to tailor 

OM69: his research and writing to reflect his topic of interest, exercise physiology. Adam 

OM70: explained that during his program, he was required to develop content mastery 

OM71: models (CMM). Each CMM was approximately 90 pages in length. 

OM72: According to the university's web-site, several of their Ph.D. programs are based 

OM73: on the CMM learning model. Each CMM is divided into the following three 

OM74: components: (a) breadth for building a foundation of theoretical knowledge and 

OM75: providing students with the opportunity to explore how the concepts, constructs, 

OM76: and principles are interrelated in a field and to demonstrate scholarly research and 

OM77: writing skills; (b) depth for fostering familiarization with significant research 

OM78: resources and methodologies in a chosen field; and (c) application for providing 

OM79: students with the opportunity to assess their field in regards to theory and 
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OM80: research, and to use the information that they collect to implement social change 

OM81: within their field of practice. 

OM82: Adam's coursework was conducted online. Students completed posted 

OM83: assignments, they submitted them to a drop box. An online class forum was 

OM84: available for students to ask questions and interact with fellow classmates. The 

OM85: university encouraged student discussion and required, at minimum, two 

OM86: responses per student. 

OM87: Adam was required to attend four residencies throughout his program. 

OM88: Residencies were offered several times during the year and were held in different 

OM89: locations across the country. According to the university's web-site, the purpose 

OM90: of the residency experience is to, "...enhance your development as a scholar, 

OM91: practitioner, and your ability to affect positive, social change." On his 

OM92: interview questionnaire, Adam acknowledged that the residencies were great 

OM93: learning experiences. Adam explained: 

OM94: The residencies are basically all day seminars that offer different sections 

OM95: for students to attend based on their program focus. For example, I went 

OM96: to the education seminars and met professors who were instructors in the 

OM97: education program. However, I only met one professor that I actually had 

OM98: for a class. None of my committee members were at any of the seminars 

OM99: that I went to. To this day, I have no idea what any of the committee 

OMIOO: members and any of my other professors actually look like. I think not 
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OMIOl: having a personal connection is definitely a downside to the online 

OM102: model. Some of the professors that I did meet were really terrific. I was 

OM103: able to talk to them and ask them questions and I would have to say that 

OM104: this helped get me through. Some of them knew my committee members 

OM105: and they said that I was in good hands. However, that did not turn out to 

OMIO6: be the case, at least not with my first committee. 

OM107: When asked if he ever met any of his fellow students at the residencies, Adam 

OMIO8: responded, "Yes, I did, but only a very few. During a four-year span I probably 

OM109: only met 15 total." 

OM110: Adam was not required to pass a comprehensive exam. Once his course 

OM111: work was completed, he immediately began developing his dissertation research 

OM112: study. At the beginning of the program, Adam was assigned a mentor. When 

OM113: Adam finished his coursework, his mentor became his dissertation 

OM114: committee chair. Although Adam had the option to select the other two 

OM115: members of his committee, he stated, "...at the time I did not have the 

OM116: confidence or autonomy to do it". Rather, Adam allowed his chair to choose the 

OM117: additional two committee members. 

OM118: Adam entered the program with a clear vision for his dissertation and felt 

OM119: strongly that it should be structured as a quantitative study. Adam's committee 

OM120: members disagreed with his decision, and requested that he include a qualitative 

OM121: piece in order to conduct a mixed methods study. Adam's committee also 
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OM122: stressed that he needed to focus his data analysis more within an education 

OM123: theoretical framework. Adam explained: 

OM124: My committee chair was really the one who kept stressing that this is an 

OM125: education Ph.D. and therefore it was necessary for me to tie my research 

OM126: into educational theory. This created a lot of back and forth between me 

OM127: and my committee members. I learned a lot about the different theorist 

OM128: like Dewey and Erikson, but trying to make it match my study was very 

OM129: difficult. Basically, I ended up putting together something that they 

OM130: wanted. I watched my original purpose for the study change and become 

OM131: more of what my committee wanted and less of what I really wanted to 

OM132: research. 

OM133: Adam estimated that the changes and the back and forth process for complying 

OM134: with his committee's requests required an additional year of work. After 

OM135: meeting the committee's expectations, Adam was given approval to send his 

OM136: proposal to an Institution Research Assessor (IRA). The university required 

OM137: that the first three dissertation chapters be IRA approved. Adam shared 

OM138: that this was a new gatekeeping position created by the university. When he 

OM139: began the program, the university required each Ph.D. candidate to have three 

OMHO: committee members. However, with the addition of the IRA, this requirement 

OM141: was reduced to two. Although Adam continued to have three members, he 

OM142: expressed: 
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OM143: In some ways I think just having two would have been much better 

OM144: because it is very difficult to take direction from three people and get 

OM145: them to all agree but... I think that's why they set up the IRA, because 

OM146: once the two committee members reach a consensus, the proposal is sent 

OM147: to the IRA who then decides if it is good enough to move forward with 

OM148: or if changes need to be made. I can see how this might prevent some of 

OM149: the back and forth that can go on within the online communication 

OM150: process. 

OM151: To Adam's dismay, the IRA rejected his proposal and in Adam's words, 

OM152: "...deemed it an absolute mess." Adam stated, 

OM153 :1 could not understand how all three of my committee members agreed 

OM154: that the proposal was ready for review, and yet the IRA was shocked 

OM155: that it wasn't more scholarly, that it lacked cohesiveness, and that they 

OM156: could not believe my chair and committee let it pass through to the IRA. 

OM157: At that point Adam was asked to go back and make substantial changes to his 

OM158: proposal and he started to question, "Just who was leading me and how I had 

OM159: been allowed to go down such a wrong path?" He further expressed: 

OMI6O: You can imagine how frustrated and confused I was with the IRA's 

OM161: response to my work. I had such high hopes at that point and had put so 

OM162: much time and effort into my first three chapters, only to be told that it's 

OM163: a mess. Some of the university professors designed step-by-step outlines 
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OM164: that students could follow for their proposal. These were very helpful. 

OM165: Some were very general, and others much more specific... I was able to 

OM166: follow the quantitative outline to a tee and produced a very strong 

OM167: research project in the beginning. However, when [the first committee] 

OM168: said let's add qualitative and do a mixed study, that is when I started to 

OM169: run into trouble. I think that is why the IRA said it was a mess. 

OM170: As Adam tried to move forward with making the revisions requested by 

OM171: the IRA, he encountered another unexpected challenge. He received a phone 

OM172: call from his chair who told Adam, "Things might be changing with us and the 

OM173: situation with your Ph.D." Adam then received an e-mail from his chair and one 

OM174: of his committee members that stated, "This is an official notice to inform you 

OM175: that we are dropping from your committee and will no longer be associated with 

OM176: either the university or your Ph.D." Adam was never provided with any 

OM177: information from the university or from the professors as to why this incident 

OM178: occurred. Adam explained, 

OM179:1 was not sure what the situation was. I did find out from other 

OMI8O: individuals associated with the university that maybe the two were 

OM181: married or seeing each other.. .but the bottom line was that both were 

OM182: either fired or chose to leave the institution and I had to figure out what 

OM183: this meant for me and what I needed to do next. 
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OM184: Adam's remaining committee member expressed his concern, stating 

OM185: that he was not exactly sure what he could do about the situation, given that he 

OM186: was just the third committee member. The committee member did extend that he 

OM187: was willing to continue serving as a committee member. The member suggested 

OM188: that Adam simply stay patient and wait until the university restructured his 

OM189: committee. Adam shared that by this point, he really did not have any other 

OM190: choice but to take the members advice and hope for the best. Adam contacted an 

OM191: academic advisor from the university to ascertain the procedures to obtain a 

OM192: replacement committee member and chair. The advisor explained the process, 

OM193: and directed Adam to complete and submit the necessary documentation in 

OM194: order to proceed with his dissertation. 

OM195: Although Adam was not granted an opportunity to select his new 

OM196: committee members, he expressed extreme gratitude for the two that were 

OM197: assigned to him. Adam explained how these professors supported his research 

OM198: efforts and fostered critical reflection. Adam showered these individuals with 

OM199: praise and credit, sharing, "I'm thankful to God that the university gave me the 

OM200: two professors that they did. They literally saved me and made it possible for me 

OM201: to revisit my original intention and make it work." 

OM202: When asked if the combination of these major challenges ever brought 

OM203: into question his resilience or even desire to continue in the program, Adam 

OM2Q4: answered: 



OM205: Yes... When the original committee dropped me, that seemed to be the 

OM206: point when I really began to question what I was doing and how this was 

OM207: all going to work out. I remember thinking, okay how much longer is 

OM208: this going to take.. .cause if this new committee comes in and we are 

OM209: going to restructure everything...? But I also remember thinking that 

OM210: maybe I could actually now explain why I thought the study should not 

OM211: be mixed. Everything just seemed to turn around at that point. The new 

OM212: committee members actually said the only way we are going to do this is 

OM213: if it is a quantitative study, which was my original vision. Obviously, I 

OM214: was very happy, but at the time just before I got the new committee I 

OM215: kept thinking, "How much more money am I willing to put out and 

OM216: borrow? What if I don't finish?" 

OM217: Adam elaborated as to why the answers to these questions had become 

OM218: even more significant in regards to his career and family. Three years into his 

OM219: Ph.D. program, Adam left his job at the rehabilitation center and relocated his 

OM220: family in order to accept an instructor position at a university. Adam's wife was 

OM221: able to obtain a public school teaching position near the university, and after two 

OM222: years, Adam was promoted to associate professor status. He was extremely 

OM223: pleased with the position and the associated lifestyle choices. However, the new 

OM224: position was contingent on Adam finishing his degree within the concurrent 

OM225: year. Adam shared: 
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OM226:1 had to manage a lot of emotions at that point surrounding all of these 

OM227: different issues and decisions. I had to stop and realize that I was not the 

OM228: only person in the equation. My wife, my family, and my career would 

OM229: all be affected by the choices that I made. I felt like the weight of the 

OM230: world was on me at times. 

OM231: When asked if he experienced any emotional challenges regarding the 

OM232: criticism of his work, specifically the IRA's rejection of his proposal, Adam 

OM233: responded, "Yes, it was difficult to take such harsh criticism of work that I had 

OM234: put so much into." Adam further explained, "I think the main thing with 

OM235: emotions was the frustration that came with being told it was ready, then the 

OM236: loss of my committee, and not being able to.. .have a voice in everything that 

OM237: was going on." During this particular time in his program, Adam shared that his 

OM238: wife was a major source of emotional support. In part, he credited the fact that 

OM239: since his wife was also in education, she was able "to take on the role of 

OM240: mentor." According to Adam, she offered invaluable advice and kept him 

OM241: positively focused. Adam reflected, "Sometimes she seemed to give me just that 

OM242: extra little nudge that I needed. She constantly said, 'you are going to be fine 

OM243: and get through this." 

OM244: Adam shared that his two new committee members were instrumental to 

OM245: his final success. He described their support, and not just from an academic 
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OM246: standpoint, but also in terms of their participation in helping to restore Adam's 

OM247: faith in his ability and determination to succeed. Adam expressed: 

OM248: Both members really encouraged me and I just could tell that I was in 

OM249: better hands. Their vision paralleled my vision, and they actually told me 

OM250: that I was going to be successful. It's not that I wasn't determined before 

OM251: they came on board. Actually, I think this whole thing was even more 

OM252: difficult to cope with because I had always been a very determined 

OM253: person and someone who finishes what they start. I just don't quit things. 

OM254:1 went into this knowing that there would be fallbacks and I did not 

OM255: expect it to happen overnight.. .but looking back I now think that I really 

OM256: did not understand everything that was happening and exactly what my 

OM257: role was. My new committee members helped me to not only move 

OM258: forward, but also pushed me to critically think about what I wanted my 

OM259: research to look like, what I needed to do to get there, and what had gone 

OM260: wrong during the first four and a half years. 

OM261: When asked about other means of support received during his doctoral 

OM262: student experience, Adam stated that throughout the six years, he relied heavily 

OM263: on the professional and emotional sustenance provided by his former 

OM264: undergraduate and graduate professors, and from colleagues that he works with. 

OM265: Adam shared: 
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OM266:1 really just had to create my own support system outside the online 

OM267: university community. Peers at the university where I teach, and other 

OM268: professors that I had in my masters and undergraduate programs were all 

OM269: very supportive and completely on board to see me finish. I would 

OM270: consult them whenever things went haywire, and they all said how very 

OM271: unfortunate my situation had become. They continued to let me know 

OM272: that they believed in me and pushed me to just keep pursuing the degree. 

OM273: Due to the career move that Adam made in the middle of his Ph.D. 

OM274: program, he acknowledged that he experienced concerns regarding the need to 

OM275: secure a new means for recruiting research participants. Adam explained: 

OM276: Because of my work with cardiac rehab patients when I first designed 

OM277: the research study, I had an excellent pool to pull from for my subjects. I 

OM278: was worried that I might not be able to access this group when I moved 

OM279: from the center to my new position at the university. I decided to see if a 

OM280: local rehab center near the university would allow me to conduct my 

OM281: research there. I was so relieved when I shared my study with the 

OM282: center's administration and found out that they were very receptive. 

OM283: They allowed me to come in and recruit participants at the center. I 

OM284: ended up with a really good Nresponse...a total of 40 participants, 

OM285: which was a lot. 

OM286: With support from his new committee, wife, colleagues, former 
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OM287: professors, and the ability to obtain a new pool of research participants, Adam 

OM288: was able to successfully move forward to complete and defend his dissertation. 

OM289: Concerning the final dissertation production and defense process, Adam shared: 

OM290:1 caught myself going back and revising and revising. I read something 

OM291: somewhere about how to approach the final defense as a working 

OM292: document that will continue to change. At some point, if you want to go 

OM293: back and publish from it you can then make additional revisions.. .but 

OM294: ultimately you have to just find a stopping point and defend. I also think 

OM295:1 learned a lot from the two required oral presentations, even though they 

OM296: were conducted via phone conferences. I was very surprised by this at 

OM297: first; I thought it would be teleconferencing or we would meet, but that 

OM298: was not the case. They were phone conference presentations. You dial 

OM299: into the conference and are basically interconnected to the members of 

OM300: the committee. It was a different experience compared to my master's or 

OM301: anything like that. It's something that you have to prepare for... really 

OM302: prepare for. 

OM303: When asked how he felt the process had influenced particular areas of 

OM304: his development, Adam referred to the Chickering and Reisser chart and 

OM305: expressed, "I think 60% of my development came from what I had to do outside 

OM3Q6: the academic arena in order to move forward." Adam further explained that he 
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OM307: realized, "I had to step up and be the one to run the show." However, he added 

OM308: as a caveat to his developmental awareness, "I didn't come in with this 

OM309: perspective; it is definitely something that I discovered after I had been in the 

OM310: program for some time." Adam shared that he now realizes that even though a 

OM311: substantial amount of his development occurred in the area of moving from 

OM312: dependency through autonomy, towards an appreciation for interdependency, he 

OM313: also felt that his academic competency increased as he went through the 

OM314: program. Adam explained: 

OM315: There were definitely subject and academic skill areas that I improved 

OM316: upon. Especially, an increase in my knowledge of theorist; even down to 

OM317: the simplicity of improvement in my writing skills...putting together 

OM318: thoughts and making it into scholarly writing material as opposed to just 

OM319: producing opinionated statements. I can look back and read documents 

OM320: created in my undergraduate and master's classes that are very 

OM321: opinionated. I didn't pull in other people's opinions or even really cite 

OM322: research. During my Ph.D., I really learned to question, "...where's the 

OM323: evidence for this?" or . .why is it that you can say this with any sort of 

OM324: certitude?"... now I can see that how I view research is on a whole new 

OM325: level than before. But this again did not happen overnight. I think this 

OM326: type of development takes time and repeated practice. 

OM327: When asked if Adam could reflect on any particular academic 
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OM328: experiences that influenced this evolving view of research and scholarly writing, 

OM329: Adam explained, 

OM330: A lot of it just came from having to constantly go back and review and 

OM331: revise my work. I had countless revisions in my dissertation writing. 

OM332: When I look back at some of my CMMs, which at the time I thought 

OM333: were fairly decent, I now think that some of them are just pitiful. It is 

OM334: nothing that I would submit to be published, and by no means a 

OM335: reflection of how I now approach research or how I write now. 

OM336: In regards to his satisfaction level with the online program model, Adam shared: 

OM337: Given a choice.. .1 would probably say that I would choose a different 

OM338: format; at the time it was my only choice because of family and work. I 

OM339: basically had to sacrifice a lot of extra time and money to go through the 

OM340: online Ph.D. One thing I was really proud of when I finished everything 

OM341: was just how much the quality and strength of my work 

OM342: advanced.. .between my original proposal to my final defense 

OM343: presentation. We had to do two presentations, a proposal and final 

OM344: defense. So the first one, I got numerous questions. My committee 

OM345: members were asking me all sorts of things, "Adam what about this...," 

OM346: by the defense, I had only one question. Overall, that was it. They said 

OM347: that I did wonderful job and had a thorough understanding of the 

OM348: material. That's my crown! I really wish that I had the opportunity to 
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OM349: meet my committee members. I am not sure that without these two 

OM350: individuals that I would have ever gotten through. They gave me a 

OM351: renewed sense of inspiration. They basically took me from a bad 

OM352: situation that I just could not find my own way through and they shined a 

OM353: light on it for me. They said, "You're not lost, we can finish this." One of 

OM354: my committee members actually stepped up and said, "[Adam], you're 

OM355: going to be successful!" They understood the situation that I came 

OM356: from...in fact they might even know what actually happened. They were 

OM357: very sincere in the beginning by saying, "...we are going to get you 

OM358: through this," which let me know that they were not going to quit. To be 

OM359: honest with you, I had some concerns and trust issues. When I first got 

OM360: the new committee, I kept thinking, "What happens if they quit or if they 

OM361: stop working for the university?" but just them saying that basically they 

OM362: believed in me and were not going to quit helped so much. I would never 

OM363: have thought that this would've happened to me in the first place. I 

OM364: remember wondering if it was easier for those first two individuals to 

OM365: leave me hanging, because they had never seen me. It was easy to e-mail 

OM366: me to say, "...we're leaving...you're on your own." 

OM367: By this point in the conversation, Adam appeared to be reviewing and 

OM368: reconstructing his doctoral experience and development with little need for 
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OM369: prompts. Continuing with his perception of the program and his development 

OM370: within the online environment, Adam shared: 

OM371: Even though it was an online program and there was little to virtually no 

OM372: face-to-face opportunities. ..because of everything that I went through 

OM373: with my committee members, I think I experienced a lot of growth in the 

OM374: area of developing mature interpersonal relationships. It was only after 

OM375: the first couple of years that I think I really started to experience changes 

OM376: in this area. I now see how it slowly began to take off and blossom. But 

OM377: it also kind of coincided with my moving from dependency through 

OM378: autonomy towards interdependence. It didn't really happen 

OM379: independently, it happened together. I really could see this towards the 

OM380: end, and now that you've exposed me to this model, it's easier to see 

OM381: where the development was, how it happened, and that a lot of it actually 

OM382: happened together... simultaneously. 

OM383: Adam further explained if the process had been easier, he might not have 

OM384: ..learned as much, if anything." To illustrate this reasoning, Adam shared his 

OM385: opinion relating to an anecdote about a colleague's hybrid Ph.D. experience: 

OM386: There was an instructor that came to the university where I teach who 

OM387: was earning her degree from a hybrid program. Her dissertation research 

OM388: work was not supposed to be original. Instead, they were asked to work 

OM389: on or extend research that someone else was already working on. It was 
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OM390: more about learning the process rather than creating original research. 

OM391: But for me, even though I could see that she did not have to struggle as 

OM392: much and was still going to get a diploma, I personally would not have 

OM393: chosen that route. Does it really affect anything in the end? I don't know. 

OM394: But I know that I definitely grew from having to go through all of the 

OM395: challenges that came with creating, completing, and presenting original 

OM396: research. 

OM397: Referring to the SVCSPD chart, Adam concluded: 

OM398:1 would say that in terms of development, my purpose and identity did 

OM399: not develop as much as compared to my growth in interpersonal 

OM400: relationships and autonomy. I think I had a strong sense of who I am and 

OM401: what I wanted to achieve when I began the program. I would say that 

OM402: integrity was probably third. Learning what academic integrity is and 

OM403: how important it is in research, if you slip in one area, you not only can 

OM404: hurt yourself but others, and compromise the process. Learning the 

OM405: correct research design process and protocol was very rewarding to me. I 

OM406: still have more to learn. I don't know everything. I'm still learning. But 

OM407: now I'm able to extend what I learned about academic integrity to not 

OM4Q8: only my own research, but also to my students. 



OM409: When asked if during his program Adam was required to formally reflect 

OM410: on his development, he responded, "Yes, at some points... but I would have to 

OM411: say not enough." Adam elaborated on his feelings regarding his critical 

OM412: reflection within the program: 

OM413: When challenged by certain professors to reflect on different aspects of 

OM414: my experience, I learned a tremendous amount in regards to everything 

OM415: that I went through in the process, and how I changed as a result of going 

OM416: through it. Unfortunately, the challenge to reflect came primarily at the 

OM417: end of my program when I got my new committee members. I am so 

OM418: sorry that I did not have them early on. Those two took me from a very 

OM419: sad situation where I really did not understand how everything happened 

OM420: and my role in it.. .but in just the year and a half that I had [ the new 

OM421: committee members], I learned twice as much as I did in the previous 

OM422: four and a half years. Not just about research design or how to put 

OM423: together everything into the dissertation format. I realized that because I 

OM424: did not have.. .just the awareness of how to take the lead in my own 

OM425: research study, I lost so much time and went through so much stress. It 

OM426: just helped so much to have these individuals tell me that they had faith 

OM427: in me and that I was going to be successful. I guess you could say that 

OM428: they challenged me, but also supported me through the process 
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OM429: of.. .personal discovery, and in general, a broader understanding of the 

OM430: whole process. I don't know what I would have done without them. 

OM431: When asked about his reflections regarding the program and his 

OM432: development since graduation, Adam shared: 

OM433:1 would have to say, since I just finished in May, this might actually be a 

OM434: better question a year from now; everything is still kind of fresh. But 

OM435: initially there was not a whole lot of reflection, because it didn't feel like 

OM436: it was over. 

OM437: Adam chose not to attend his graduation ceremony. He received his diploma in 

OM438: the mail and according to Adam, . .that is the moment that it finally felt real." 

OM439: He described just sitting and looking at the diploma; taking it all in and thinking 

OM440: about how much the piece of paper signified in regards to his years of sacrifice 

OM441: and his future. 

OM442: When asked if he had spent any additional time since receiving his 

OM443: diploma reflecting on how he had grown or changed from the experience, Adam 

OM444: stated: 

OM445: At this point, especially now that we are talking about it, I can see 

OM446: myself looking back and saying "Okay, I'm different than I was at that 

OM447: point," and being able to honestly say "maybe I could've done that 

OM448: differently." But I can now also accept that all of the challenges were 

OM449: part of the journey, and part of the process of my development. So even 
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OM450: as tough and long as it was, I can honestly say, "I am happy with it." I 

OM451: may have lost a year and a half and still owe money, but I don't look at it 

OM452: that way...I can't. I have to look at the precious present and move 

OM453: forward. 

Face-to-Face Female Narrative 

FF1: Amanda teaches at a suburban public high school in the Southeastern region 

FF2: of the United States. In this capacity, she serves as a school wide lead teacher and 

FF3: testing coordinator. Amanda earned her Ph.D. in educational leadership from a 

FF4: private university within a face-to-face program model. Amanda is the mother of 

FF5: two young children and married to an educator who is currently pursuing his Ph.D. 

FF6: from the same institution. Amanda was referred as a possible study participant by 

FF7: a member of the researcher's doctoral student cohort. The interview took 

FF8: place at the university library. 

FF9: Amanda described herself as being a highly driven, self-motivated 

FF10: individual. When asked what her original purpose was for obtaining a Ph.D. in 

FF11: educational leadership, Amanda smiled and said: 

FF12: It went way beyond just wanting to be a principal. I really did not have any 

FF13: limits on my professional goals at that time in my life. My thought 

FF14: was.. .that within 20 years I would be a superintendent or even a state 

FF15: superintendent. It's not that I had some high and lofty goals for what I 

FF16: could do in these positions; I just wanted to push through to see how far I 
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FF17: could actually get. I guess I was almost like a kleptomaniac but instead of 

FF18: stuff I wanted to attain, attain, attain... titles. Actually, this is the area that I 

FF19: think I have changed the most in. I wanted to get my Ph.D. in leadership 

FF20: because it was the next attainment and because I thought it would put me at 

FF21: the next level professionally. 

FF22: According to Amanda, she researched several doctoral programs prior to 

FF23: making her final selection. Amanda reported that research rankings, institutional 

FF24: reputation, location, and program structure were the four primary factors that 

FF25: influenced her consideration. Based on these criteria, Amanda selected a newly 

FF26: created face-to-face educational leadership doctoral cohort program model. 

FF27: Although all of Amanda's classes were held on campus, they were scheduled at 

FF28: night to accommodate working educators. Amanda noted that she was specifically 

FF29: attracted to the three year compressed coursework and dissertation structure. She 

FF30: explained that per this design, while students completed their coursework, they 

FF31: were also working on their dissertation research. Amanda completed the program 

FF32: within the prescribed three year timeframe and was also employed full-time during 

FF33: the entirety of her doctoral training as a public school teacher. 

FF34: Amanda earned a bachelor's degree in history and a master's degree and 

FF35: specialist degree in educational leadership all from a local state university. When 

FF36: asked if she remembered having any reservations regarding the accelerated pace of 

FF37: the compressed Ph.D. program, Amanda shared, "I actually was still working on 
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FF38: my specialist degree in educational leadership at the other university when I started 

FF39: my Ph.D." Amanda was 25 years old when she began working on her doctorate. 

FF40: She gave birth to her first child four days prior to beginning the program. Amanda 

FF41: added, "I've just got some kind of crazy drive inside me. I have basically lived my 

FF42: whole life on a fast track." Amanda said that she is not competitive with other 

FF43: people, but does feel a strong sense of internal competition. 

FF44: Despite Amanda's personal description of independent agency, in her 

FF45: preinterview questionnaire she shared that she initially struggled with the relational 

FF46: dynamics within the cohort. When asked specifically about the challenges 

FF47: associated with these feelings, Amanda explained that a majority of her cohort 

FF48: members were already in leadership roles and some held high level school district 

FF49: administration positions. She also noted that she was by far the youngest member 

FF50: of the cohort. Amanda said that in the beginning of her program, due in large part 

FF51: to misconceptions regarding experience, age, and professional titles, she often felt 

FF52: anxious and defensive. On Amanda's first night of class, she recalled, 

FF53:1 remember being so anxious and excited about beginning the program. I 

FF54: was the first person in class that night. Two gentlemen who came in right 

FF55: after me sat down close to me. They introduced themselves and asked what 

FF56:1 did. I told them that I was a teacher. Then I asked them if they were 

FF57: teachers. They both laughed, and one said that he was a principal and the 

FF58: other was an assistant principal. It embarrassed me by the way they 
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FF59: laughed. At that point, the anxiousness was replaced with anxiety and it 

FF60: kind of set the tone as to what I should expect from other cohort members. 

FF61: Amanda shared that originally she fought through these emotions by telling 

FF62: herself, "I'm not going to be that little girl who dropped out, not gonna happen." 

FF63: She shared that she felt very compelled in the beginning to get her point across in 

FF64: class in order to project a demeanor of academic parity. Amanda shared, "I 

FF65: assumed that if someone was in an administrative position, was older, and had 

FF66: more experience, that they knew more than me. I worked hard to show that I had 

FF67: what it took to be in the program." However, Amanda reported that within a 

FF68: relatively short period of time, she began to question some of her original 

FF69: assumptions regarding titles. Amanda shared how her experience as a doctoral 

FF70: student influenced changes in her beliefs and behaviors relating to identity and the 

FF71: development of mature relationships: 

FF72:1 hate to say it.. .wish there were some other way... but I realized fairly 

FF73: soon that [fellow cohort members] were no smarter or better than me. I was 

FF74: surprised that many of them actually started coming to me with questions... 

FF75: and they would call me on the phone and ask, "Amanda, can you explain 

FF76: this to me?" Then they would be like, "I've never thought about it that 

FF77: way." All of a sudden I was like.. .I'm must be missing something here. I 

FF78: thought, "If these individuals who are in such high jobs know so much 

FF79: more than me, then why are they asking me questions?" It just seemed like, 
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FF80: once the "titles" got dropped we became more like a family. I think that 

FF81: this allowed us to begin respecting each other as equals who were all 

FF82: working towards the same goal. It changed the whole dynamic of the 

FF83: cohort, and at least for me.. .changed how I view people for what they 

FF84: really can do or know, rather than judging them based on their title or 

FF85: position. Once I realized that I had the intellectual ability to stand on my 

FF86: own and did not need to be intimidated, I guess I was able to feel more 

FF87: equal...or...in some cases even very confident with what I was doing. I 

FF88: started to react less defensively and began bonding with them more. I guess 

FF89: originally my perception was.. .1 thought that they may have looked down 

FF90: on me to begin with... whether they did or not.. .it's what I thought. And 

FF91: even though I was confident, in a way I guess I thought that I had to 

FF92: somehow prove myself. But by the end...actually before the end, for the 

FF93: most part, it wasn't like that anymore. I think that I learned that a title does 

FF94: not necessarily make someone smarter or better than someone else. What 

FF95: matters is.. .can you get the work or job done. 

FF96: Amanda went on to explain that despite the fact that she had a newborn and 

FF97: delivered her second child ten days before beginning her second year, she 

FF98: considered her situation to actually be favorable in comparison to some of her 

FF99: fellow cohort members. Amanda reported that several classmates who had older 

FF100: children would often come to class exhausted and stressed. Amanda elaborated, 
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FF101: "They missed their kids' ball games, and this and that.. .and I was like pumped 

FFl 02: because I knew that I was going to get all of this done and out of the way while 

FFl03: my children were still babies." When asked if she ever questioned her decision to 

FFl04: have a second child while teaching and working on her doctorate, Amanda 

FFl05: passionately expressed, "No, absolutely not." She explained that her first 

FFl06: pregnancy was very difficult, and she did not want to waste any time or energy 

FFl 07: anticipating another difficult pregnancy. For Amanda, the anticipation of a 

FFl08: possible difficult pregnancy presented a greater challenge emotionally to her than 

FFl 09: the option of just going ahead and having the second child. Amanda shared: 

FFl 10:1 knew that if I was ever going to have another child.. .1 can't say, "Well, 

FFl 11: in a few years, I'll do it again and things will be better." That's not me. 

FFl 12: We are either going to have another child now or never... And the second 

FFl 13: child confirmed my fear because I had another difficult pregnancy, but I 

FFl 14: could deal with that better than the anticipation. 

FFl 15: Amanda reported experiencing some challenges associated with balancing 

FFl 16: her professional, personal, and academic responsibilities. Amanda laughed as she 

FFl 17: shared that she has a picture of her children with the caption, "They have been 

FFl 18: raised by wolves." Amanda went on to explain how extremely supportive her 

FFl 19: husband was during this time. She said, "He was amazing and he would do 

FF120: whatever needed to be done. We just work really well together." She 
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FF121: acknowledged, "There were so many times when I would be like, 'ok my nerves 

FF122: are a little crazy,' and he'd load the kids up to go to McDonald's, and I'd be, like, 

FF123: bye, I'll see y'all in a little while." However, Amanda expressed that there were 

FF124: also times when she really enjoyed the process: 

FF125: It's kind of strange, but it was something where when you do it for so 

FF126: long, it just becomes what you like to do or maybe just what you do. I 

FF127: found that I actually missed it when I was done. People would say, "you 

FF128: have to have a higher energy level," but really I think that you just do it. 

FF129: In some ways, I feel that I was just made for it. 

FF130: Amanda noted that she experienced little difficulty with the course work. 

FF131: She followed this statement with the comment that she just did what was put in 

FF132: front of her and kept on moving forward. Amanda shared, "I'm one of those 

FF133: people that wants to get an 'A,' but I'm not going to kill myself doing it. I don't 

FF134: need to read everything about a theory to understand the concept and be able to 

FF135: use it." Amanda laughed as she recalled feeling frustrated when some of her 

FF136: classes would run over the designated time period due to fellow cohort members. 

FF137: Amanda smiled and said, "Sometimes I thought, 'If you don't stop talking, I'm 

FF138: going to have to taser you.' I wasn't upset that they were talking, but if a class is 

FF139: supposed to be over at 8:00, at 8:01... I'm done." When asked if she noticed any 

FF140: changes in her attitude towards this "times up" mantra, Amanda said, "No, not 

FF141: really. I'm still like that. I definitely changed in other areas.. .but not this one. I'll 
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FF142: give you my full attention for an allotted period of time, but after that I'm done 

FF143: and ready to move on." 

FF144: Amanda followed this reflection with the description of a challenging 

FF145: experience associated with midprogram faculty transition. After her first year in 

FF146: the program, Amanda shared that one of her professors had to be dismissed by the 

FF147: university. According to Amanda, when the professor was dismissed, the cohort 

FF148: was provided with a replacement instructor. The institution also concluded that 

FF149: the original professor failed to provide adequate instruction, and therefore 

FF150: decided that a four week time period was needed to be added to the class in order 

FF151: to allow the replacement faculty member to reteach the material. When asked 

FF152: how she handled this challenge, Amanda said that even though reflectively she 

FF153: would not change a thing, at the time she remembers thinking that it was a big 

FF154: deal. Amanda communicated that she was initially upset with the turn of events. 

FF155: She noted that the additional class time was especially difficult to manage 

FF156: because her husband was also going to school, and therefore babysitting 

FF157: arrangements and their associated cost became an issue of contention. 

FF158: During this period of adjustment, Amanda shared that the department 

FF159: chair and other faculty members also left the program. She stated that initially, 

FF160: the unexpected transitions induced anxiety concerning committee member 

FF161: adjustments and the need to adapt to a new set of faculty expectations and 
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FF162: requirements. Amanda noted, "It made things a little crazy for a while and ended 

FF163: up putting us in a crunch situation, but the changes ended up being great. The 

FF164: replacement faculty members were some of the finest people I have ever met." 

FF165: Amanda further commented: 

FF166:1 think that who I ended up with and the leaders who came in were 

FF167: phenomenal...loved them to death. My thing is...and my thinking may be 

FF168: totally different from everybody else...but I am very happy to have been 

FF169: in the first cohort because I figured that, "Yeah...we may be guinea 

FF170: pigs.. .but you mess up and then we can mess up too. We're all just going 

FF171: through this new thing together." They were, like, "We're so sorry" and 

FF172: I'm, like, "No, I wouldn't trade it for anything." 

FF173: Amanda further shared that even though she was anxious about the faculty 

FF174: turnover and the related program changes, she now considers the experience to be 

FF175: ".. .part of the learning and growing process." Amanda shared, "Just because 

FF176: something changes or does not go... well, you know, how I think it is going to 

FF177: go.. .that does not necessarily mean that it won't turn out for the best in the long 

FF178: run." 

FF179: Amanda went on to explain that the new situation and faculty members 

FF180: ended up being a better fit for the cohort. She shared, "That's one of the biggest 

FF181: things that I've reflected on... things often just work out, but I had to go through 

FF182: the experience to understand that sometimes you need to let things be and see 
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FF183: what happens." When asked if the faculty transitions impacted her dissertation 

FF184: research study, Amanda said that due to the introduction of new faculty members, 

FF185: "A lot of the program had to be restructured, and that really pushed our cohort 

FF186: back." She noted that because of the magnitude of the program transitions, her 

FF187: cohort did not receive their final committee assignments and research approval 

FF188: until the middle of their third year. Amanda explained: 

FF189: Well, my first committee members left the university. Then I was 

FF190: assigned three committee members by the administrative faculty. 

FF191: Although I did not know two of the members of my committee at the 

FF192: time, because they were new staff members, I quickly met them and 

FF193: formed relationships. I remember meeting the chair of my committee in 

FF194: the restroom on one of the nights I was at school. I introduced myself in 

FF195: the restroom and told her how much I was looking forward to working 

FF196: with her. By that time in the dissertation process, I did not care that I did 

FF197: not know the members well. I just knew that I had to move forward with 

FF198: the dissertation or else it would be hard to finish in three years. 

FF199: In regards to the comprehensive exam process, Amanda shared that the 

FF200: exams were given a little less than one year before the cohort was due to 

FF201: graduate. It was structured as a summation of all of the classes that the cohort had 

FF202: taken in their Ph.D. program up to that point. In the process, all of the cohort 

FF203: members went to a computer lab in which they were asked to answer questions 
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FF204: regarding different educational concepts learned in their classes. Amanda stated, 

FF205: "When I first found out about the structure of the exams, I pillared over every 

FF206: document from every class thinking,'.. .oh no, what if this might be on the test." 

FF207: When that became too overwhelming, Amanda said that she changed her mind-

FF208: set in hopes that she knew the material. Amanda shared, "It was not that I wasn't 

FF209: nervous, but there was so much information, and it would have done me no good 

FF210: to try to learn everything again. I had faith that it was stored in my brain." 

FF211: Amanda went on to say that she attended a peer study group held at one of her 

FF212: fellow cohort member's house. 

FF213:1 decided after I left the study session, that the exam was going to be what 

FF214: it was... and in the end I felt that the approach worked because when I sat 

FF215: down for exams in the computer lab and began typing, all of the 

FF216: information I had learned in those classes began flowing from my head. I 

FF217: actually ran out of time on the exam because I had typed so much. When I 

FF218: finished, I was nervous that I had not completely finished, but I had given 

FF219: it my all. I am glad to say that I passed. 

FF220: Amanda shared that her dissertation research focused on the possible 

FF221: relationship between principals' perceptions of discipline and the discipline rates 

FF222: of African-American students in the administrators' schools. Amanda said, "I 

FF223: loved my topic, and once I found it, there was never really any question in my 

FF224: mind that it was going to be the focus of my research study." When asked how 
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FF225: she chose the topic, Amanda explained, "We read an article in one of our classes 

FF226: about the subject and that made me start to really think." Amanda described how 

FF227: certain events that took place within her teaching environment further clarified 

FF228: her research choices. Amanda shared that she witnessed some very disturbing 

FF229: incidents of disparity and inconsistency in the discipline policies and actions 

FF230: employed by certain administrators. According to Amanda, her academic and 

FF231: professional exposure to these inequitable discipline outcomes ".. .really made me 

FF232: start to think about how principal perceptions might correlate to minority 

FF233: discipline rates." 

FF234: According to Amanda, she submitted her dissertation in July and 

FF235: graduated in August. When asked to reflect specifically on challenges that she 

FF236: encountered relating to the dissertation process, Amanda shared: 

FF237:1 did okay with the writing. I would write at night, beginning around 

FF238: 11:00 p.m. until I went to bed. I tried to get editors but then I would catch 

FF239: their mistakes. So I got rid of all my editors and did it myself with help 

FF240: from my husband. He's a good writer. So between us, we did a better job 

FF241: than I ever would have done hiring somebody. 

FF242: Amanda shared that due to the faculty transitions, she did encounter some 

FF243: challenges relating to her statistical data. According to Amanda: 

FF244: Our cohort did not necessarily learn what we needed because our statistics 

FF245: teacher was one of the faculty members who was fired. I used a 
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FF246: questionnaire to collect data from 19 participants who were from different 

FF247: schools and counties... So there was just a lot to put together. Also, we 

FF248: were in a crunch because of the late start. We were actually told that we 

FF249: might need to hire someone to do our statistics, but I decided to just do 

FF250: what I needed to do to get it done. I asked a lot of questions and would 

FF251: drive all the way to the university to get answers. The new faculty 

FF252: members were just great, especially my chair and the program director. 

FF253: They gave me, as well as other cohort members, home telephone 

FF254: numbers, and really went out of the way to extend their helpfulness. They 

FF255: told me to call at any time of the day or night. I mean, who gets that kind 

FF256: of devotedness from professors, and especially ones that I just met? They 

FF257: will forever hold a special place in my heart. Even though my study was 

FF258: quantitative and I was able to get through it, I'm still not very statistics 

FF259: savvy. I guess this goes back to what I said.. .that I can figure things out 

FF260: that I need to, but that I don't have to necessarily know everything about 

FF261: it. 

FF262: On her preinterview questionnaire, Amanda reported that within the 

FF263: doctoral program, she was required to formally reflect on her development. When 

FF264: asked specifically if she could address how this was incorporated into her 

FF265: program or coursework, Amanda explained: 
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FF266: We did a lot with metacognition.. .that was the basis of a lot of our topics, 

FF267: especially toward the end of the program.. .the metacognition of 

FF268: development...as far as leadership theories and questioning who you are. 

FF269: It was not necessarily a whole class or course, but it was definitely 

FF270: defined in parts of different classes... .Probably the thing that we talked 

FF271: about the most was how we had changed from the get go in regards to our 

FF272: leadership style. I learned through the program that I wanted to be genuine 

FF273: and not political. I wanted to be the leader who helped the custodian pick 

FF274: up trash walking down the hall, who knew all of the students' names in 

FF275: the school I was working at, and that being a good leader was far more 

FF276: than a power issue, it was about being authentic and genuine— looking 

FF277: beyond the academics and into the people who I would be around. 

FF278: When asked if she felt that her dissertation research influenced these evolving 

FF279: leadership style beliefs and attitudes, Amanda responded, "No, it was far more 

FF280: about the journey of the program and far less about the outcome of the 

FF281: dissertation research for me." 

FF282: Amanda shared that one of the newly hired professors, in an effort to 

FF283: foster awareness of personal change over time, asked each cohort member to 

FF284: write a personally addressed letter that the member would then open when they 

FF285: finished the program. Amanda explained: 
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FF286: Of course, mine had nothing to do with school. I was, like, "I'm going to 

FF287: lose 100 pounds"... I didn't, but it was still neat to see. I said, "I'm gonna 

FF288: finish.. .you can do this, Amanda.. .you can finish this program.. .you can 

FF289: do very well at it." So... that was neat. I'm just not sure how much you 

FF290: can actually reflect on the experience right away. I think more of the 

FF291: reflective aspect for me personally came later. After I had some time to 

FF292: think about things and to start to see the reality of what I had done, and 

FF293: even to think about why I did it and how differently I started to feel about 

FF294: what I wanted to do. I think that I began looking at just how people intake 

FF295: things and then what I saw from that.. .this has a lot to do with how I 

FF296: changed. With hindsight after I got the degree.. .1 noticed that my views 

FF297: about teachers and administrators and especially people with titles began 

FF298: to change. The experience was what changed my thinking, but the change 

FF299: did not really happen until a little while after I finished. It's actually kind 

FF300: of strange to just think about everything that happened, and how different 

FF301:1 was...am now. 

FF302: Referring to the SVCSPD chart, Amanda noted, "Establishing 

FF303: identity...sense of self-acceptance...I always showed that on the outside...but 

FF304: one of.. .1 don't know if it's a flaw or trait is.. .I'm not going to let anybody think 

FF305: that I'm less than even though I may feel it." Amanda explained that she now 

FF306: recognizes that the more comfortable she became with the people in her cohort, 
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FF307: and as she began to understand that a person's title does not necessarily equate 

FF308: with their superiority, she started to . .really look at myself and other people 

FF309: differently." 

FF310: Returning to the chart, Amanda pointed to the area relating to developing 

FF311: purpose and stated, "That's one of my biggest points of change.. .but it also goes 

FF312: back to developing mature relationships." Amanda went on to explain, "I'm kind 

FF313: of in an odd place now...when I started I was like...'I'm going to be this...I'll be 

FF314: state superintendent.. .I'm shooting for the highest thing I can be,' but now I feel 

FF315: differently." When asked to elaborate specifically on how she thought her beliefs 

FF316: and behaviors had changed in these areas, Amanda said: 

FF317: Throughout the program and pretty much throughout my life.. .it's 

FF318: been...I'm going to go do this! There were always these things that I 

FF319: wanted to do. I don't know why, why it was like that, but it was. It goes 

FF320: back to what I said in the beginning, it was always about attainment. My 

FF321: parents had me when they were very young. I think that had a lot to do 

FF322: with it because they were, like, well.. .this is what you need to do. They 

FF323: finished school. They both went to college. I think a lot of that plays into 

FF324: this drive thing for me. 

FF325: Amanda explained that her father especially impressed upon both Amanda and 

FF326: her younger brother the need to excel. Amanda did not share this as a derogatory 

FF327: characteristic, but appeared to be simply sharing how she was giving past 
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FF328: experiences consideration in regards to her evolving developmental reflection. 

FF329: Amanda said: 

FF330: My brother is graduating from college this spring. However, most of my 

FF331: extended family, even though they are decently wealthy, very middle 

FF332: class, and don't struggle.. .they have done that through physical work and 

FF333: not necessarily academia. But I think that my brother and I are 

FF334: similar. ..because for my dad at least, there was no other way but that we 

FF335: would graduate from college and be successful. So that just became a way 

FF336: of life. When I think about it.. .1 think that it definitely played into my 

FF337: whole desire to succeed. Then, when I hit the program, it fueled that drive 

FF338: even more. I think other people just thought that I was very energetic and 

FF339: had a different viewpoint. But in the back of my mind.. .it was an awful 

FF340: thing to think, but I would be like ".. .One day, I'm going to be your 

FF341: boss." That was my mentality. When I finished the program. ..and this is 

FF342: where the big change came, I did not see things the same way. I still have 

FF343: the drive, but I think the purpose has changed and definitely how I look at 

FF344: titles has changed. 

FF345: Amanda further explained that although her perceptions regarding individuals and 

FF346: their titles began to evolve during her doctoral training, her drive to become an 

FF347: assistant principal (AP) and move up the administrative ranks remained strong 

FF348: throughout the program. She reported that while she was a doctoral student, she 
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FF349: submitted resumes for any AP position, giving little attention to her personal 

FF350: preferences for applying for a position or for the school environment that she 

FF351: might be best suited for. After graduation, despite her self-described outstanding 

FF352: resume and superior qualifications, Amanda explained that she was a little 

FF353: disappointed and surprised that an AP position did not immediately become 

FF354: available. She acknowledged that due to the down turn in the economy, she 

FF355: understood the realities of a depressed employment market. However, she also 

FF356: began recognizing and was disturbed by the "politics" that she observed in 

FF357: educational hiring practices. Amanda explained, "Seeing people who are best 

FF358: buddies with principals or superintendents get a job simply because of who they 

FF359: know rather than what they know opened my eyes and started to change how I 

FF360: viewed the people behind the titles." Amanda explained: 

FF361:1 realized that just because I earned a doctorate and now have the letters 

FF362: Ph.D. after my name.. .it didn't automatically advance my professional 

FF363: opportunities. It may.. .the doctorate.. .help someday.. .but it hasn't 

FF364: helped like I thought it would. I learned a lot in the program and it's nice 

FF365: to be called doctor, but I don't put nearly as much stock in it as I did when 

FF366:1 started the program. It doesn't make me think that just because someone 

FF367: is in an administrative position and has a doctorate that they necessarily 

FF368: got the job because of what they know or learned. I also think that it made 

FF369: me reevaluate how I view what I really want to do and why. That was 
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FF370: really big for me and something that I think some of my cohorts are still 

FF371: struggling with. 

FF372: Amanda stressed that this realization has not made her pessimistic. She expressed 

FF373: continued confidence in her ability to obtain an administrative position. However, 

FF374: Amanda explained that her view regarding the explicit value attached to an 

FF375: administrative position versus a teaching position has changed. Amanda shared: 

FF376:1 think some of the people in my cohort view the teacher or teacher 

FF377: position as being less than. Actually, maybe some of them did all along 

FF378: and wondered why I was still a teacher. I guess in a way, I did too. They 

FF379: will contact me now, and it's like "Have you gotten anything?" It's so 

FF380: awful.. .all these people... .go through the program saying, "I'm going to 

FF381: do this.. .I'm going to do that".. .but after the program, they are 

FF382: disappointed if the degree does not get them what they wanted. I guess in 

FF383: a way I was like that, but once I started to see who or why people were 

FF384: being hired, I realized that it does not always work out the way that you 

FF385: planned. There are so many issues, like the poor employment market and 

FF386: politics...and for me, probably my age, that factor into who gets an 

FF387: administrative position. I decided that I could either get upset or try to 

FF388: learn from it. ..All I thought about during the program, or at least not until 

FF389:1 got closer to the end was.. .1 will get this and then with the degree I will 

FF390: get this title and on and on. It's funny because part of what I learned about 
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FF391: developing mature relationships actually happened because I realized 

FF392: during the program, that just because someone has a title, that does not 

FF393: necessarily mean that they are smarter or.. .in a way better than say, a 

FF394: teacher. But when I was going through the program I still had the thought 

FF395: that I wanted to be an administrator because it is the.. .next step up. When 

FF396: it didn't work out that way I guess I thought that I could either choose to 

FF397: be bitter or choose to look at it differently. 

FF398: Amanda shared that at the end of the program and since graduation, she 

FF399: really started to think about her professional goals from a different perspective. 

FF400: These new revelations prompted her to take a closer look at the type of 

FF401: environment that she felt would be more conducive to her particular talents and 

FF402: personality. Amanda said that from these reflections she realized that she does 

FF403: not want to be a high school administrator and therefore decided to stop applying 

FF404: for secondary education AP positions. Amanda's exploration of her purpose 

FF405: within her evolving understanding of "people versus their titles," also prompted 

FF406: her to recognize: 

FF407: To me it's this big "ah ha," the whole epiphany. I now know that I don't 

FF408: want to just be an AP anywhere for the sake of having the title. I want to 

FF409: be an AP at an elementary school and I want to work for someone who I 

FF410: like and respect. Until I get that, I am fine where I am. Even if I could go 

FF411: to a high school as an AP and make more money.. .1 don't care. Because 



FF412: I've already attained the degree and I don't have the same need that I use 

FF413: to have to prove anything anymore. So now I'm going to wait until I get 

FF414: what I want. If I never get what I want, then I'm not going to care. It's 

FF415: really sort of freeing to think this way. 

FF416: Although Amanda was able to articulate this new perspective, she quickly noted 

FF417: that she did not feel that everyone in her cohort had come to the same 

FF418: conclusions. Amanda explained: 

FF419:1 found out that one member is moving across the world to teach. I think 

FF420: it's a big deal that some people still feel so much pressure professionally... 

FF421: to me, it's been a huge "ah ha." But now that we are talking about it, I 

FF422: see that just because people go through the same experience, they don't 

FF423: necessarily all learn the same things, or end up seeing things in the same 

FF424: way. It didn't change that part of me that has the drive. I actually feel like 

FF425:1 almost have to suppress it now; but I know that if I let it go then I'm 

FF426: going to get something that I don't want. I could have sent out 20 resumes 

FF427: for different AP positions, but that's not what I want. So I'm suppressing 

FF428: the part of me that says, ".. .go show them your pretty resume." The 

FF429: experience has taught me that I am more than just a resume and I no 

FF430: longer just simply want to get an administrative position in order to be 

FF431: able to say that I am an AP. It's interesting, now that we are talking 

FF432: about it like this, I don't think any of it had anything to do with the course 
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FF433: work. But now, I guess because of everything... from the people in my 

FF434: program, from the experiences in my program, from my experiences 

FF435: teaching, from the experience of having the degree... seeing how the 

FF436: politics play into it all.. .now because of that I know that I am okay with 

FF437: not settling for just anything in order to move up unless it is something 

FF438: that I think will work for me. I know that maybe I am not supposed to say 

FF439: it, but I did originally get the degree for the title and pay increase. Now 

FF440: what I find and I am sure that it's different for everybody, is that it is nice 

FF441: to be called doctor and I like my little name plate that sits on my 

FF442: desk...I'm not going to lie. But I don't need to go out and achieve 

FF443: something because.. .just for the sake of achievement anymore. Where I 

FF444: thought that substance was behind everybody who either had a title or the 

FF445: letters Ph.D. behind their name.. .in the end I realized that it wasn't. 

FF446: Amanda further shared that because of her previously held beliefs, she is 

FF447: now very mindful of situations that may foster similar assumptions about her 

FF448: based solely on her degree status. Amanda explained that she feels that having the 

FF449: Ph.D. title at times actually creates artificial barriers, especially in certain 

FF450: professional settings. Amanda shared the following story as an example, "I 

FF451: presented at a conference just this morning and I tried to make sure that people 

FF452: could relate to me. So I got up and said, 'Hey, I'm Amanda. Welcome, y'all.' 
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FF453: That's something that I wouldn't normally do." When asked specifically why she 

FF454: thought that the audience might have judged her negatively, Amanda said, 

FF455: Because I remember looking at people differently who had a Ph.D." Amanda 

FF456: added that before she began speaking, a gentleman sitting beside her at the 

FF457: conference said, "Well, you're too young to be a doctor." Amanda also noted that 

FF458: other individuals approached her and asked, "How did you get your doctorate?" 

FF459: Amanda said that she felt the title and the fact that she was younger than most 

FF460: doctors "could get in the way." Amanda went on to share: 

FF461:1 think people often understand what you say more when you're on their 

FF462: level. I really get this now but I don't think that I realized it completely 

FF463: during my program or even immediately after I graduated. If you truly 

FF464: want to get across to people, you have to be able to get past the title 

FF465: yourself, and let them know that you can relate to them.. .that what you 

FF466: have to say is important— but not because you have a Ph.D.— but because 

FF467: you know what you are talking about, not in an arrogant way, but in a way 

FF468: that says were all educators and no one is better than anyone else. That's 

FF469: what happened in our cohort.. .as soon as everyone stopped talking behind 

FF470: their titles and I stopped looking at them because of their titles, we were 

FF471: able to be ourselves and relate to each other and learn from each other. 

FF472: What I tell people now is look, "I'm no smarter than you are." I feel like I 

FF473: diffuse that quite a good bit, even with the kids that I teach. They will be, 
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FF474: like, 'What do you want me to call you?' I tell them that I really don't 

FF475: care what you call me, as long as it's not Amanda, we're okay. I guess 

FF476: that's the really interesting part.. .because I wanted the title so bad and 

FF477: now that I have it.. .I'm glad that I don't look at it or someone who has 

FF478: one the same way. 

Face-to-Face Male Narrative 

FM1: Lamont is an assistant middle school principal in a large Southeastern 

FM2: school district. Prior to working as an assistant principal, Lamont taught elementary 

FM3: school for six years and middle school for two and a half years. Amanda, the 

FM4: female face-to-face program model participant, offered Lamont's contact 

FM5: information as a possible referral for a male traditional program volunteer. Lamont 

FM6: and I exchanged e-mails and phone messages that resulted in his agreement to 

FM7: participate in the study. 

FM8:1 was surprised when Lamont offered to schedule our interview on the first 

FM9: day of school. As a former middle school teacher, I was very conscious of the 

FM10: inevitable chaos associated with the first day of school, and I could not imagine 

FM11: being able to carve out time for an interview on such a hectic day. However, as 

FM12: soon as I met Lamont in person, his suggestion made more sense. Although 

FM13: students, who had missed their bus, lined the lobby walls and parents were 
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FM14: crowding the front desk, Lamont sauntered down the hallway and greeted me with 

FM15: an easy-going smile and gracious attitude. He invited me to follow him back to his 

FM16: office, and along the way we stopped and spoke with several new teachers. 

FM17: Lamont's comments to the shell-shocked, young educators were light hearted and 

FM18: encouraging. It was difficult to picture him in a situation where he had ever been 

FM19: stressed out. 

FM20: When we reached Lamont's office, he immediately pulled out his 

FM21: dissertation. It was apparent that he was very proud of the final product, and that 

FM22: he considered the artifact to be the seminal representation and pinnacle product of 

FM23: his doctoral student experience. When asked if he was working on any 

FM24: publications associated with his dissertation, Lamont expressed extreme respect 

FM25: for his work, but did not report that he was particularly anxious to pursue 

FM26: additional academic scholarship at this point in his life. Rather, he noted that he 

FM27: was simply gratified with his accomplishment and the quality of the work that he 

FM28: had produced. 

FM29: Lamont and I sat at a small table in his office. As I began pulling out my 

FM30: research documents and tape recorder, he asked if it would be okay if he filled out 

FM31: a stack of behavior cards while we talked. This action appeared to suggest that 

FM32: Lamont was very comfortable with the concept of multitasking. Feeling guilty 

FM33: that I was taking up precious beginning of the year time, I told Lamont to feel free 

FM34: to work on whatever he needed to do. While I reviewed the consent form, 
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FM35: purpose, and theoretical framework for the study, Lamont nodded his head and 

FM36: made a few passing comments regarding my topic focus and methodology. 

FM37: My conversation with Lamont flowed very naturally and it quickly 

FM38: developed into a respectful dialogue regarding the difference between qualitative 

FM39: and quantitative studies. Lamont noted that in his opinion, "every doctoral 

FM40: student's experience would be unique." He pointed out that based on his own 

FM41: experience, "I just think that there are a lot of factors involved in doctoral student 

FM42: development, and that it would be difficult to make any conclusions based on 

FM43: individual experiences that could be indicative of the whole." 

FM44: Lamont shared that his purpose for obtaining a Ph.D. was to increase his 

FM45: opportunity for professional advancement as a principal. He said that he might 

FM46: someday consider a superintendent position and possibly even pursue a career in 

FM47: higher education. In researching educational leadership and administration 

FM48: doctoral programs, Lamont reviewed several alternatives. Lamont's alma mater, a 

FM49: large state university, had just stopped offering a Ph.D. in educational leadership. 

FM50: Lamont also considered another large state university program. However, after 

FM51: closer examination, he found the quality of the faculty to be deficient. Lamont 

FM52: shared very strong feelings regarding the value of practical knowledge that comes 

FM53: with actual experience as a principal or superintendent. The leadership faculty at 

FM54: the university in question did not have one member who had been either a 
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FM55: principal or superintendent. Lamont punctuated his aversion to getting a terminal 

FM56: degree under this type of mentorship, stating, "Talk about ivory tower, these 

FM57: people should not even be in the tower if they have not first been in the field. I 

FM58: could have gone through the program but it would have been basically worthless." 

FM59: Lamont's continued program search uncovered a program that he deemed to be 

FM60: reputable at a nearby private university. He noted that although the program was 

FM61: slightly more expensive, he was extremely impressed by the Ph.D. faculty's vitas. 

FM62: Those vitas included principal and superintendent experience, as well as notable 

FM63: scholarship and publication credentials. Lamont also found the accelerated three 

FM64: year program model to be a positive attribute to the program. 

FM65: While pursuing his doctorate, Lamont also worked full-time as a middle 

FM66: school assistant principal. Lamont attended classes in the evenings and on some 

FM67: Saturdays. All of his courses were conducted in face-to-face curriculum and 

FM68: instructional formats. Online student management systems were used to post 

FM69: information, as well as an electronic depository for end of course artifacts and 

FM70: assignment reflections. Lamont's program was designed to be a three-year cohort 

FM71: model. Students were expected to complete required coursework while 

FM72: simultaneously conducting their research study and producing their dissertations. 

FM73: Lamont shared that originally the cohort had 26 members and that 19 of them 

FM74: were conferred degrees within the designated three-year time span. Lamont 

FM75: further explained that he personally took an additional year to graduate, and as far 
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FM76: as he knew, none of the remaining six members of his cohort had completed the 

FM77: program. 

FM78: At this point in the conversation, Lamont's demeanor seemed to change 

FM79: slightly. His happy go lucky attitude slowly transformed into a more serious 

FM80: disposition as the discussion moved towards the specific challenges that Lamont 

FM81: faced as a doctoral student. Lamont shared, 

FM82: One thing that really killed me in particular, and made the process even 

FM83: harder was that at the same time I was working on my degree, I was also 

FM84: going through my county's required leadership academy. It was intense 

FM85: and very involved. 

FM86:1 asked Lamont if he had been required or advised to reflect on his development 

FM87: as a doctoral student. Lamont offered that specific learning assignment reflections 

FM88: were required. He described the process and nature of the reflection pieces to be 

FM89: redundant. He also inteijected that the software program used by the university 

FM90: was counterintuitive and not user friendly. Lamont said, "I'm not sure that they 

FM91: really.. .that is the reflection assignments really prompted any developmental 

FM92: reflection. ..at least not in the areas on the chart." 

FM93: Lamont turned his attention to the SVCSPD chart that was displayed on a 

FM94: table top easel. Looking at the chart, Lamont immediately said, "Oh. ..but I can 

FM95: tell you right away that I see a lot of development that took place." In reviewing 

FM96: the first area relating to competency development, Lamont acknowledged, "I 
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FM97: think I grew intellectually, but not just in learning more knowledge or subject 

FM98: matter... but actually in thinking more analytically." Lamont shared that he 

FM99: believed that his ability to think on a higher level and to synthesize information 

FMl 00: had increased dramatically as a result of moving through the doctoral program. 

FMl01: When specifically asked, "Can you recall any experiences that might have 

FMl02: prompted these changes?" Lamont replied, "Balancing family, professional, and 

FMl03: program obligations...most definitely." He continued to add that although he 

FMl04: struggled with balancing throughout the program,.there were some specific 

FMl05: times when it was really, really very difficult." 

FMl 06: Lamont's critical review of how different experiences possibly 

FMl 07: influenced areas of his development began to unfold in long streams of 

FM108: conscientiousness. There were times when he seemed to jump in and out of 

FMl 09: thought as he intertwined various dimensions of his doctoral student experiences 

FMl 10: and the challenges that he encountered, with what appeared to be new 

FMl 11: introspective observations. One of his initial accounts described a challenge that 

FMl 12: Lamont had to negotiate when faced with the realization that there were physical 

FMl 13: limitations as to how much he could get done within the parameters of the 

FMl 14: demands that were being placed on him personally, professionally, and 

FMl 15: academically. 

FMl 16: According to Lamont, out of the 26 members in his cohort, he was one of 

FMl 17: only five that did not have a specialist degree. Those members who had a 
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FM118: specialist degree were able to exempt anywhere from between three to five 

FM119: doctoral level classes. This meant that, unlike a majority of his fellow cohort 

FM120: members, Lamont had to always take a full load. He noted that he did not find 

FM121: the work to be especially difficult, but he simply became overwhelmed by the 

FM122: sheer volume of the course load. Lamont seemed especially bothered by this part 

FM123: of his story. As he shared a multitude of extenuating circumstances that he felt 

FM124: impeded his ability to keep up with the workload pace. Lamont expressed 

FM125: emotions connected to these challenges that he reported to be laden with 

FM126: "...internal and external conflict and guilt." 

FM127: Although Lamont felt that his work was often of exceptional caliber, and 

FM128: his assessment was supported by professor comments, he struggled to meet the 

FM129: prescribed course and program deadlines. Lamont expressed that producing 

FM130: quality work was an ingrained part of his character. He shared that his father had 

FM131: a doctorate degree, and Lamont acknowledge that consideration of his father's 

FM132: possible evaluations increased his convictions regarding the importance of 

FM133: submitting quality academic work. However in regards to his father's potential 

FM134: influence, Lamont was quick to note, "Regardless, the bottom line is., .was that I 

FM135: was simply not comfortable with turning in garbage." Conversely, Lamont also 

FM136: expressed a high level of guilt associated .with letting his professors down" 

FM137: when he was unable to turn in assignments on time or complete the entire course 

FM138: requirements. 
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FM139: Lamont described how the colliding of two different challenges that he 

FM140: had encountered during the summer of his second year prompted additional 

FM141: feelings of stress and strain. The demands of a three year accelerated cohort 

FM142: program required him to begin working on his dissertation simultaneously, while 

FM143: taking a full load of doctoral level classes. He was initially interested in looking 

FM144: at findings from new teacher insights of online assessment to see if there was 

FM145: predictive value in teacher success and the test results. Lamont shared that he put 

FM146: in hundreds of hours researching and reading over his topic. Although he was 

FM147: diligently working on his research, Lamont noted that there were very few 

FM148: opportunities for him to discuss his vision and initial findings with his advisor. A 

FM149: year later, Lamont realized that the necessary data required for his study would 

FM150: not be available for at least three years, and he was also notified that his advisor 

FM151: was leaving the university. Suddenly, Lamont was forced to find a new research 

FM152: topic, begin the process from scratch, while developing a relationship with a new 

FM153: committee chair. 

FM154: Lamont gave credit to his father and his new advisor for helping him 

FM155: select a workable topic and move forward with his research. Lamont's father 

FM156: recommended that he look at money issues related to education. Lamont began 

FM157: reviewing past studies and found one that he felt could be updated. Given his 

FM158: past experience with a topic that would not work in his allotted timeframe, 
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FM159: Lamont valued that the study was relevant, worthy, and "doable." According to 

FM160: Lamont: 

FM161: My new advisor gave me some of the best advice when he suggested that 

FM162:1 should schedule an appointment with an official in the state department 

FM163: in order to find out exactly what data sources were available, and the 

FM164: conditions for obtaining the information. I followed his suggestions 

FM165: and... well, the guidance was just invaluable. It was hard to have to go 

FM166: through the faculty transitions and start over again with a new 

FM167: person.. .but in the long run, I got so much more from this person. It 

FM168: wasn't that I could not do the research or...but I just needed some 

FM169: support and direction, especially in the beginning. 

FM170: During this time period in Lamont's doctoral program, he reported 

FM171: experiencing unexpected challenges relating to his professional career. Lamont 

FM172: was assigned to an assistant principal position at a school that had been on the 

FM173: needs improvement (NI) annual yearly progress (AYP) list for four years. 

FM174: Lamont was placed there as a member of a new administration team that was 

FM175: expected to turn the school around. Lamont was proud of his efforts during this 

FM176: time, and the fact that the team was able to complete their mission at the school 

FM177: three years in a row. Lamont added, "We really made a difference, but 

FM178: professionally it was just not a good fit. It was very difficult to have such 

FM179: pressing demands at work and to also be going through the doctoral program." 
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FM180: When given the opportunity, Lamont searched for a new position in the county 

FM181: and asked for advice and suggestions from several colleagues whose judgment in 

FM182: principal qualities he valued. Although the new placement was a better fit with 

FM183: Lamont's approach to leadership, acclamation to a new school environment and 

FM184: a new staff presented an additional learning curve for Lamont. He also 

FM185: inteijected that he felt compelled to give 100% in all of his professional efforts, 

FM186: especially given the fact that he was trying to establish a positive reputation in 

FM187: the district. Lamont emphasized that he never shrugged off any of his 

FM188: responsibilities as an assistant principal in order to sit in his office and work on 

FM189: his dissertation. 

FM190: Despite hurdles, Lamont encountered little difficulty with preparing for, 

FM191: and passing his comprehensive exams. He noted that he felt his diligence in 

FM192: regards to reading all of the assigned text had primed him for being successful 

FM193: with the two day six hour set of exams. Lamont explained that the professors 

FM194: created the assessment questions, and although these were not given to students 

FM195: prior to sitting for the test, the professors did emphasize specific statistical 

FM196: calculations that the perspective candidates should understand and be able to 

FM197: apply. Lamont explained that while some students formed study groups, he 

FM198: chose not to join in any of these sessions recalling: 
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FM199: Some people did groups, but I chose not to because it has been my 

FM200: experience that sometimes it just becomes a waste of time because it is 

FM201: too easy to get off track. However, I do appreciate that there are 

FM202: incidences where collaborative study efforts can be beneficial. A lone 

FM203: dog is not always the best thing to be, but in this instance I just did not 

FM204: think that it would be the most productive use of my time and effort. I 

FM205: ended up doing fine and I think that helped me understand.. .trust my 

FM206: instincts regarding what works for me. 

FM207: Lamont continued to work hard at making up incomplete assignments, 

FM208: taking full class loads, writing and defending his preproposal, and meeting the 

FM209: increased demands placed on him professionally. However, as the deadline drew 

FM210: nearer for Lamont and his cohorts to defend their dissertations, he realized that 

FM211: he simply was not ready. Lamont had to step back and take a hard look at his 

FM212: situation, coming face to face with the reality of his circumstances. Looking at 

FM213: the chart, Lamont said: 

FM214:1 think this really made me.. .1 don't know, like the whole problem 

FM215: solving area. I had to accept the reality of the situation and get past the 

FM216: emotional stuff in order to make it work for me and my family. 

FM217: As Lamont continued to share this portion of his story, he expressed how 

FM218: the compounding effect of each additional challenge had started to eat away at 

FM219: his usual "upbeat spirit and attitude." He shared that this became especially 
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FM220: evident in regards to the strain that the experience put on his family life. Lamont 

FM221: was a self-described man of strong convictions, core beliefs, and values. 

FM222: Although he was thankful that his wife was able to be a stay at home mother, 

FM223: Lamont acknowledged that he felt terribly guilty all the time, especially 

FM224: concerning the effect he felt his being in the program was having on his wife. 

FM225: It was by far the toughest years of our marriage. My wife had the kids all 

FM226: day and often all night while I worked... it was just so difficult. She 

FM227: would take the kids out of town to visit family in order to just get a break. 

FM228:1 would usually then stay here and work. My wife offered invaluable 

FM229: support during this time, but the reality of our situation often made her 

FM230: feel like a single mom and it just became overwhelming. Even when I 

FM231: was home, I was grumpy because I always felt that I had something 

FM232: hanging over me or due. When I did take time to go do something with 

FM233: the family, I was not able to be fully present. I had a very difficult time 

FM234: trying just to enjoy the moment because in the back of my mind, I knew 

FM235: that there was so much stuff that I needed to do. 

FM236: Lamont shook his head back and forth and slumped in his chair as he 

FM237: retold the stories of how he finally realized that not only were the myriad of 

FM238: obligations that he faced affecting his own emotional and physical wellbeing, but 

FM239: how the process was also negatively impacting his wife and children. Lamont 

FM240: shared how the choices made from these revelations lead to new behaviors 
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FM241: regarding his approach to finishing his degree. He accepted the fact that he 

FM242: needed to swallow some pride, discuss his situation honestly with his committee 

FM243: members, and explain that the three year timetable was just not doable for him. 

FM244: Lamont said: 

FM245:1 guess I just could not ignore all the emotional stuff that was attached to 

FM246: having too much on my plate at one time. Once I accepted this and 

FM247: figured out a workable plan, it began to get better.. .not necessarily 

FM248: easier, but more manageable. 

FM249: Lamont's facial expression began to relax as he described how 

FM250: supportive the Ph.D. faculty members were when he finally shared the 

FM251: complexity of his situation with them. He emphasized that their words were 

FM252: encouraging and instrumental to his being able to make the difficult, but 

FM253: very necessary choices regarding the completion of his dissertation, and that 

FM254: he needed to make to the timeframe. According to Lamont, their comments 

FM255: helped him to restore his own faith in his ability to persevere, and in his capacity 

FM256: to produce exceptional work. Lamont shared that the support helped him realize 

FM257: that adjustment does not mean failure, "It's sometimes just a matter of finding a 

FM258: different or better path to get where you need to go." Lamont expressed that he 

FM259: was especially awestruck by the positive phone calls that he received at home 

FM260: from his chair, who just kept encouraging him to "hang in there," and further 
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FM261: offered that he knew Lamont could get this done and that [his committee 

FM262: members] were not going to leave him in the process. 

FM263: With the assistance and encouragement of the faculty, Lamont began 

FM264: working under a revised plan that allowed him to slow down the pace for 

FM265: completing his dissertation. He shared that he instantly felt a sense of relief, but 

FM266: then faced the unforeseen challenge of having to produce a more self-determined 

FM267: sense of motivation. Lamont explained, "After I didn't graduate with my cohort, 

FM268: it was just like.. .at first it was a relief, but then it was like you have no 

FM269: motivation to get started because subconsciously you're thinking, 'what's the 

FM270: hurry?" Lamont laughed as he interjected, "The fact that I had to keep paying 

FM271: tuition actually helped move me along." 

FM272: Lamont's explained that the complexity of his research data, and 

FM273: technical aspects associated with the final production of a defendable 

FM274: dissertation presented him with unique challenges that he had to work through. 

FM275: Lamont noted that his methodologist was fantastic, but very thorough. He 

FM276: challenged Lamont's ability to provide accuracy evidence for his data. Lamont 

FM277: said that he met the challenge by becoming proficient in a form of forensic 

FM278: accounting. Lamont shared that working through this challenge increased his 

FM279: personal level of confidence, passion, and knowledge regarding his research and 

FM280: statistical analysis. As Lamont described the complicated funding measurements 

FM281: and findings, he acknowledged that the task was difficult, but that the process 
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FM282: made him feel more confident and assured in regards to taking ownership of his 

FM283: research. He went on to describe the transformational growth that accompanied 

FM284: his working through the research process: 

FM285: That was another one of those things that I had to go through... .1 had to 

FM286: go figure out how I could do this.. .because I realized that I had to use 

FM287: inflation adjustments and cost of living adjustments. I had to do all that. I 

FM288: mean, I looked at the way previous studies had been conducted, but they 

FM289: used some things that I really did not agree with. I thought it was very 

FM290: important that the results that I used were objective, reliable, and valid. 

FM291: This was all me and it was empowering.. .1 guess that is what I would 

FM292: call it, to know that I could create a new way of analyzing the research in 

FM293: order to create a more.. .well just valid research. 

FM294: Lamont encountered additional difficulty when he submitted his 

FM295: dissertation for review. Lamont noted that committee members suggested that he 

FM296: might want to consider hiring an editor. He shared that reflectively, this was one 

FM297: piece of advice that he strongly regrets not following. Lamont explained that he 

FM298: had been an English major as an undergraduate, and he felt confident in his 

FM299: writing capabilities. However, he was overwhelmed when one of his committee 

FM300: members found approximately 380 American Psychological Association (APA) 

FM301: errors in his submitted dissertation. Lamont continued to struggle with correcting 

FM302: what he described as, ..small in nature, but very tedious and time consuming 
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FM303: editing inaccuracies." He seemed especially distraught as he acknowledged the 

FM304: extra time spent, and additional tuition cost that accrued due to the decision to 

FM305: not procure editing assistance. Lamont said that getting an editor would be one 

FM306: of the strongest pieces of advice that he would give to any struggling Ph.D. 

FM307: student, especially those who are employed full-time while also trying to 

FM308: complete their degrees within compressed program models. 

FM309: It was difficult to piece together Lamont's exact timeline for fulfilling his 

FM310: degree requirements. Although he submitted and defended his study, and was 

FM311: allowed to "walk" one year post his original graduation date, Lamont noted that 

FM312: he was required to make further revisions to his dissertation by his committee 

FM313: after the graduation ceremony. Due to the revisions, he did not receive an 

FM314: immediate pay increase from his county, and thus only recently received his 

FM315: diploma and the final bound copy of his dissertation. Lamont was very proud of 

FM316: the final product, the dissertation, and acknowledge an increased appreciation as 

FM317: to the representative nature of his entire doctoral student experience that was 

FM318: bound within the leather coverings of his dissertation. 

FM319: When asked if he could reflect back to the actual day of his 

FM320: commencement, and his feelings regarding his original decision to pursue a 

FM321: Ph.D., Lamont shared, "I was and am absolutely glad that I chose to get the 

FM322: degree. I actually think over time I will have even a stronger sense.. .or maybe an 

FM323: increased appreciation for the accomplishment and the value of the degree." 
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FM324: Lamont further described the final outcome as being "...better than all the last 

FM325: days of school combined." He explained how surreal it was to actually live out 

FM326: the actual scene that he had used so often to visualize his way through all of the 

FM327: challenges. Lamont beamed as he recounted smiling for a picture with his dad, 

FM328: dressed in his regalia, and shaking the very proud hand of his supportive 

FM329: committee chair. 

FM330: When asked if prior to participating in this research study, Lamont had 

FM331: given much thought or consideration as to how his experiences as a doctoral 

FM332: student influenced new behavior patterns or changes in any of his predoctoral 

FM333: views or perceptions, Lamont responded, "To be honest with you...I have really 

FM334: not thought about it at all, and interestingly.. .1 have no idea why, but since 

FM335: completing the degree I've been watching an insane amount of inane television." 

FM336: Lamont smiled as he described some of the "ridiculous and mind numbing" 

FM337: shows that he has found himself watching. He shared that really the last things 

FM338: he wanted to think about was the last four years, the intensity of the program, or 

FM339: the experience. "I think cable is my escape... away from it all." In regards to 

FM340: the reflective process and the information that he shared during our interview, 

FM341: Lamont noted: 

FM342: Basically I'm an extravert, and I have to talk things through in order to 

FM343: think about them. Introverts process things internally and then spit out 

FM344: their conclusions. I think.. .1 guess I get now that I had to talk about my 



FM345: experiences in order to begin processing exactly what I went through, 

FM346: how I felt.. .feel about it now. I am sure that I will think about it even 

FM347: more after today. I know that I changed, and I can see.. .like I said...not 

FM348: just what I learned, but also working through things and figuring out how 

FM349: to handle it all, and what would work for me and my family.. .not 

FM350: necessarily based on what others thought or how it should be. But I also 

FM351: know that going through the experience left scars on my soul. 

FM352: Lamont said that he specifically learned how to "...put things together 

FM353: that are really complicated and dissimilar." Lamont commented that he has an 

FM354: increased understanding of and ability to . .take something discrete and make 

FM355: sense out of." Lamont pointed to the intellectual competency area on the chart, 

FM356: and seemed especially proud as he recalled one committee member's comments 

FM357: in particular that articulated just how much Lamont had developed in this area. 

FM358: Lamont explained that this individual said, "She had never seen someone grow 

FM359: as a much from when they first presented their research and their final 

FM360: presentation." According to Lamont, this committee member was especially 

FM361: impressed with his ability to ".. .narrow in on the so what of the study." 

FM362: Although Lamont appeared to appreciate the flattery, he was quick to also share 

FM363: that he felt he had also developed a deeper sense of self-motivation and self-

FM364: determination to engage in critical thinking and reasoning. Lamont elaborated by 

FM365: stating: 



FM366: As a doctoral student, I realized that I had to make tough choices, and 

FM367: that I had to take control and responsibility for my ability to solve 

FM368: problems at home and at work...it was ok to seek guidance and support 

FM369: from other individuals. I guess that goes to the valuing of 

FM370: interconnectedness. I had to learn how to balance my own interest with 

FM371: others, especially those of my wife and family. Procrastination only 

FM372: makes problems worse, and I think through the experience I have 

FM373: increased my ability to tackle challenges as they present themselves, seek 

FM374: informed advice, and then move forward with an informed decision that 

FM375: only I can really make. 

FM376: In regards to how Lamont possibly perceived that his new beliefs and 

FM377: behaviors had influenced his leadership skills and professional development, 

FM378: Lamont shared that he definitely felt more confident in his ability to be an 

FM379: effective principal. 

FM380:1 think as a result of working through the challenges and then emerging 

FM381: successfully through them, I've come to understand, or maybe at least 

FM382: better appreciate, that people are not set in stone, and that they have to be 

FM383: given an opportunity and the support to get it together for themselves. 

FM384: This realization does not just apply.. .1 guess I realize how this plays into 

FM385: how I interact and help teachers or people that I work with and accept 

FM386: that they need to be supported to find their own way or to grow. 
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Summary 

The presentation of data in Chapter 4 is comprised of narrative inquiry. Narrative 

inquiry includes the researcher gathering participants' stories and analyzing those stories 

for key elements (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Webster & Mertova, 2007). The data 

presented was a compilation of the participants recounting their doctoral experiences, and 

focused on what they deemed as important as guided by myself and the participants' 

answers from their preinterview questionnaire. The participants explored and concluded 

their own thoughts of their development based on the understanding of their reflections. 

Narratives were reviewed for accuracy and clarity of intent by each participant. 

Requested revisions were made and sent to participants for final approval. 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral 

student psychosocial development through a qualitative critical event narrative inquiry. 

The primary research goal was to engage, listen to, and narratively describe the 

developmental journeys of four recent education doctoral graduates who earned their 

degrees within online or face-to-face programs. The participants' preinterview documents 

and their open ended interview transcripts were reported in narrative form within this 

chapter. The collective presentation of participant narratives was used as a unit of 

analysis to address the research questions posited for this critical event narrative inquiry. 

Chapter 5 presents my findings on how recent doctoral recipients report 

experiencing psychosocial development. The four participant narratives presented in this 

chapter were used as the unit of analysis to address the three research questions in chapter 
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five. Chapter 5 will provide a summary of the study, conclusions derived from the 

collective findings, implications of this research for practice, and recommendations for 

further research. 



CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

The four participant narratives, presented as findings in Chapter 5, were used as a 

unit of analysis to generate additional findings and related themes of discovery. The 

themes that emerged from this analysis were framed by the three research questions. 

Chapter 5 presents the additional research findings derived from this analysis. The 

collective and individual participant response profiles informed four themes of discovery. 

The chapter begins with a summary of the study, followed by the presentation of the 

additional findings and themes of discovery. The themes of discovery are used to advance 

implications for practice, suggestions, and recommendations for future research. The 

chapter concludes with a summary of the research study findings, conclusions, and 

implications for practice and research. 

Summary of the Study 

Research findings from the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate (CID), a five year 

project designed to develop resolutions for transforming US doctoral programs, prompted 

Walker et al. (2008) to describe the doctoral student experience as a "...complex process 

of formation that includes not only the development of intellectual expertise but also the 

growth of the personality, character, and habits of heart and mind" (p.8). Gardner (2009) 
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added that rigor associated with tasks encountered during different phases of the doctoral 

student experience offer significant sources of new challenges and support that influence 

multiple dimensions of development. Despite these findings, little research exists 

regarding the holistic development of doctoral students. Specifically, no known research 

has been conducted to explore how recent doctoral recipients reflectively make meaning 

of their doctoral student experience in relation to changing perceptions of themselves, 

their relationships, or the future direction of their lives. 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral 

student psychosocial development through a qualitative critical event narrative inquiry. 

The primary research objective was to engage, listen to, and narratively describe the 

perceived psychosocial developmental journey of four recent education doctoral 

graduates who earned their degrees within an online or face-to-face program designed to 

meet the needs of working students. 

The secondary research objective was to use the collective narratives as a unit of 

data analysis to address the following three research questions: 

1. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report psychosocial 

development as experienced within an online or face-to-face doctoral program? 

2. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

challenge related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an 

online or face-to-face program? 
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3. How do recent education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of 

support related to their psychosocial development as experienced within an online 

or face-to-face program? 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) seven vectors of college student psychosocial 

development (SVCSPD) has been the primary model used by researchers to examine the 

. .major highways for journeying toward individuation—the discovery and refinement 

of one's unique way of being—and also communion with other individuals and groups" 

(Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p.35). The purpose of this study was not to impose my 

interpretations of participants' psychosocial development. Rather, Chickering and 

Reisser's SVCSPD was used as a theoretical guide to assist participants in the discovery 

and reporting of how they experienced psychosocial development as doctoral students. 

Findings and Conclusions 

This research study was designed to focus on how recent doctorate recipients 

make meaning of their doctoral student experiences and how they report experiencing 

psychosocial development related to events of challenge and support. The presentation of 

collaboratively constructed doctoral student experience narratives as findings in Chapter 

4 aligns with the study's constructivist conceptual framework by honoring the 

participants' personal exploration and construction of meaning of their experiences. 
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Evidence Codes and Tables 

Constraint was used in further analysis of the narratives to address the three 

research questions. Documentation for linking evidence from participant narratives to the 

additional findings is provided. Evidence codes were created to increase verisimilitude of 

the analysis. Codes for analysis were generated to uniformly identify participants' 

reported experiences of psychosocial development, events of challenge, events of 

support, and critical reflection. Codes for psychosocial development align with 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) seven vectors of college student psychosocial 

development model. 

Participants' preinterview questionnaire and doctoral student experience timeline 

activity responses were used to guide the interviews. All participant interviews began 

with an introduction to the SVCSPD model and theory. A large chart, describing the 

characteristics of each developmental vector was used to facilitate participant orientation 

to psychosocial development theory. The SVPCSD chart was displayed throughout the 

entirety of each interview and was used as a point of reference by participants and myself 

to promote self-discovery and psychosocial development awareness. Erikson (1959) and 

Sanford's (1966) theory of psychosocial development informed the codes for events of 

challenge and events of support. Each line of participant narrative was coded using the 

first initial of the participant's program model. 

The criteria for establishing codes, identifying participant responses as consistent 

with defined codes, and interpreting study findings based on this data, are subjective. 
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However, the provision of participant approved narratives in complete form, use of coded 

data as additional evidence of support, and the presentation of chain of evidence tables 

linked to the findings, are offered for the purpose of increasing trustworthiness of the 

research data, analysis and conclusions (see Appendix I). 

Conclusions derived from the additional findings are offered as themes of 

discovery rather than conclusive statements regarding doctoral student psychosocial 

development. I acknowledge that participant reports of psychosocial development 

identified narrowly within the context of Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD limit 

data analysis. Further, the presence of multiple variables is inherent in any exploratory 

study of doctoral student development. 

These collective issues have been documented as challenging barriers that impede 

doctoral student development research and make generalizations of theories difficult 

(Gardner, 2009; Golde & Walker, 2006). 

My findings present descriptions of the psychosocial development experience 

from the perspective of the four study participants. Unlike Chickering and Reisser (1993) 

and Gardner (2009) who externally applied developmental theory to student statements to 

identify experiences of development, I used an interview protocol that would allow 

participants to directly identify and report their developmental experience. This approach 

aligned with the study's constructivist theoretical conception and allowed for the 

provision of findings based on the combined participants' perceptions and my 

perceptions of their experience. 
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The specific method for presenting and coding the narratives as collaborative 

understandings was intentionally used to stimulate additional dialogue and to increase 

awareness regarding how doctoral students report experiencing psychosocial 

development. It is my intent that the additional findings motivate each individual reader 

to revisit the narratives and generate original questions related to their own evolving 

understandings of doctoral student psychosocial development. 

To produce additional findings, an analysis of the participant narratives was 

conducted using evidence codes to uniformly identify participants' reported experiences 

of psychosocial development, events of challenge, events of support, and critical 

reflection. Each line of participant narrative was coded using the first initial of the 

participant's program model: O for online, F for face-to-face. Following the program 

initial the letter F was used to indicate a female participant or M to identify a male 

participant. For example, line 32 of the online female participant's narrative was coded 

OF32. A chain of evidence table provides a link to the narrative line that supports the 

findings presented based on the identified codes of evidence (see Appendix I). Findings 

derived from the data analysis were used to construct collective and individual participant 

psychosocial development profiles. Collective participant profiles are presented in 

narrative form, followed by the associated table of evidence, and a graphic representation 

of reported development, events of challenge, events of support, and critical reflection. 

Following the presentation of collective participant profiles, individual participant 

developmental profiles are offered in narrative form and graphically illustrated. 
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Participants' Collective Psychosocial Development Responses 

All four participants reported experiencing psychosocial development within at 

least three different vectors. Adam, the online male participant, reported experiencing 

development within five of the seven vectors. Jasmine, the online female participant, 

reported experiencing development within four of the seven vectors. Both Lamont and 

Amanda, the face-to-face male and female participants, reported experiencing 

development in three of the seven vectors. 

None of the vectors were identified as areas of development by all four 

participants. However, at least three of the four participants reported experiencing 

development related to managing emotions, increased autonomy, and developing mature 

relationships. Both male participants reported experiencing development in the area of 

competence. Both female participants reported experiencing development in the area of 

purpose. Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, was the only subject who reported 

experiencing development in the area of identity. Adam, the online male, was the only 

participant to identify growth in the area of integrity. 

Participants' responses to when, why, and how they experienced development, 

within the different vectors varied, and did not produce a uniformed pattern of 

developmental progression. The online male and online female participants both reported 

experiencing development within the areas of managing emotions, increased autonomy, 

and developing mature relationships. However, the face-to-face female and male 

participants did not report experiencing development within any of the same vectors. One 
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possible explanation for this anomaly might be attributed to the fact that the face-to-face 

female participant was the only subject to have earned a specialist degree and therefore 

might have experienced development in these three areas prior to beginning her doctoral 

program. Another possible explanation might be attributed to the fact that at the time of 

the interview, the face-to-face female participant was two years post-graduation. The 

other three participants received degrees within less than a year of their interview. 

Therefore, differences in time between graduation and participation in the interview 

process might have influenced participant perceptions of how their doctoral student 

experience influenced their psychosocial development. 

Table 2 provides evidence linking participant narrative line codes associated with 

the reported areas of psychosocial development. A collective participant psychosocial 

development profile is presented in Figure 1 to graphically illustrate how participant . 

responses clustered around the vectors associated with development in the areas of 

managing emotions, increased autonomy, and developing mature relationships. 
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Table 2 

Psychosocial Development Chain of Evidence Table 

Code Narrative line code associated with psychosocial development evidence code 

Competence 

Emotions 

Autonomy 

Relationships 

Identity 

Purpose 

Integrity 

OF55Q 

OF 175 
OF550 

OF55Q 

OF513 

OM322 

OM226 

OM3Q8 

OM374 FF70 

FF70 

FF310 

FM96 
FM282 
FM355 

FM214 
FM245 

FM214 
FM363 

OM4Q2 

Note: OF= Online Female Participant; OM = Online Male Participant; FF = Face-to-face Female 
Participant, FM = Face-to-face Male Participant. 
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Figure 1. Collective participant psychosocial development profile. 

Participants' Collective Events of Challenge Responses 

To identify participant reported events of challenge, a uniform code of evidence 

definition was applied to the analysis each participant's narrative. The definition included 

emotional discomfort or internal dissonance associated with participant reported 

psychosocial development. The code definition aligns with Erikson's (1959) and 
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Sanford's (1966) theoretical description of psychosocial development events of 

challenge. 

Adam, the online male participant, reported one primary event of challenge that 

influenced four areas of psychosocial development. Adam identified communication 

issues with his first committee as being associated with his development in increased 

competence, increased autonomy, managing emotions, and developing mature 

relationships. Although Adam only identified one primary challenge, he reported its 

influential relationship to competence and autonomy development separately from 

development related to emotions and relationships. Adam did not report experiencing 

events of challenge during the first two years of his program. Rather, he reported that 

development across the areas was gradual and in some circumstances happened 

simultaneously. Adam reported development in the area of integrity, but did not identify 

an influential event of challenge. 

Jasmine, the online female participant, reported three primary events of challenge 

that influenced four areas of psychosocial development. Jasmine identified struggling 

with new understandings of epistemology associated with course work as a trigger for 

facilitating increased autonomy. Jasmine reported that the pace of the program created 

challenges associated with time management. She credited this event of challenge with 

the development of a new professional purpose. Jasmine reported that both of these 

challenges occurred during the beginning of her program. Jasmine identified 

communication issues with her committee as being associated with development in 
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managing emotions and developing mature relationships. Jasmine reported experiencing 

this challenge towards the end of her program. 

Similar to Jasmine, Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, identified the pace 

of the program as a trigger associated with the challenge of time management. However, 

unlike Jasmine, Lamont experienced time management challenges from the beginning 

through the middle of his doctoral student experience. Lamont credited experiencing 

development in increased competence with this event of challenge. Lamont also noted 

dissertation timeframe as a challenge that facilitated growth in the areas of managing 

emotions and increased autonomy. Lamont identified data analysis associated with his 

dissertation as a source of challenge that modified his view of himself in regards to 

competency. 

Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, identified two specific events of 

challenge that influenced psychosocial development. The first challenge was experienced 

on the first day of her doctoral experience and involved cohort relational dynamics. 

Amanda reported psychosocial development associated with developing mature 

relationships and identity which were influenced by her need to negotiate through this 

challenge. Amanda identified revisiting challenges associated with identity and 

development of purpose in relation to post graduate employment experiences. 

Table 3 provides evidence linking narrative line codes associated with events of 

challenge reported by participant's as being influential to their identified areas of 

psychosocial development. Figure 2 graphically illustrates each participant's identified 
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challenge, trigger event, program phase of occurrence, and the reported associated 

vectors of development. 

Table 3 

Events of Challenge Chain of Evidence Table 

Code Narrative line code that is associated with events of challenge evidence code 

Event of Challenge OF175 OMI6O FF45 FM102 
OF 169 OM234 FF313 FM124 
OF520 FF353 FM136 

FF356 FM214 
FF385 FM272 

Note: OF= Online Female Participant; OM = Online Male Participant; FF = Face-to-face Female 
Participant, FM = Face-to-face Male Participant. 
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Figure 2. Collective participants' events of challenge responses. 

Participants' Collective Events of Support Responses 

To identify participant reported events of support, a uniform code of evidence 

definition was applied to the analysis each participant's narrative. The definition included 

assistance identified by a participant as being constructive and associated with their 
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reported psychosocial development. The code definition aligns with Erikson's (1959) and 

Sanford's (1966) theoretical description of psychosocial development events of support. 

Three of the four participants reported professors who challenged them but also 

encouraged and offered reassurance as primary sources of support that positively 

influenced multiple areas of psychosocial development. Both online participants 

identified their spouses as sources of support that facilitated participant negotiation 

through events of challenge that promoted growth related to managing emotions, 

developing mature relationships, and increased autonomy. 

Amanda, the face-to-face female participant reported sources of support but did 

not relate the assistance to reported areas of psychosocial development. Similar to 

participants' reported events of challenge, events of support were experienced at different 

phases of the doctoral student experience and in response to individually perceived 

occurrences of disequilibrium. Both online participants reported the need to search out 

peers and colleagues as sources of support that transcended the doctorate granting 

institution offerings. However, Jasmine the female online participate identified needing to 

create a learning community associated with the challenge of pace at the beginning of her 

program. Jasmine did not report psychosocial development associated with this support 

source. Unlike Jasmine, Adam the online male participant identified needing to create a 

support system during the middle of his program comprised of former professors and 

colleagues associated with the challenges of working with his dissertation committee and 

through the process. Also dissimilar to Jasmine, Adam directly reported psychosocial 
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development within the areas of competence, autonomy, emotions, and relationships in 

relation to this form and source of support. 

Table 4 provides evidence linking narrative line codes associated with events of 

support reported by participant's as being influential to their identified areas of 

psychosocial development. Figure 3 graphically illustrates each participant's identified 

event of support, source of support, program phase of occurrence, and the reported 

associated vectors of development. 

Table 4 

Events of Support Chain of Evidence Table 

Code Narrative line code that is associated with events of support evidence code 

Event of Support OF88 OM257 FM161 
OF 196 OM238 FM250 
OF548 OM266 FM275 

OM357 

Note: OF= Online Female Participant; OM = Online Male Participant; FF = Face-to-face Female 
Participant, FM = Face-to-face Male Participant. 
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Figure 3. Collective participants' events of support responses. 

Participants' Collective Critical Reflection Responses 

To identify participant reported perceptions of critical reflection, uniform codes of 

evidence definitions were applied to the analysis of each participant's narrative. 

Specifically, three types of critical reflection responses were identified. The definitions 

include identification of participant responses that reflect: (a) increased developmental 
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awareness related to engagement in the interview exchange; (b) increased developmental 

awareness related to exposure of psychosocial development theory and vocabulary; (c) 

and increased developmental awareness related to an appreciation for consideration of the 

psychosocial developmental process in relation to their individual experience. The code 

definitions align with Mezirow's (1990) theoretical description of critical reflection. 

According to Mezirow, critical reflection is ex post facto reflection which looks back on 

prior learning and is focused on the presuppositions used as the basis for which problems 

were posed. 

All four participants' narratives provided evidence to support that all three types 

of critical reflection facilitated increased awareness regarding how they perceived the 

influential nature of their doctoral student experience in relation to psychosocial 

development. The frequency of responses was fairly consistent for all four participants 

within the categories of theoretical understanding and developmental process. However, 

the online male participant, Adam, and the face-to-face female participant, Amanda, 

reported fewer responses regarding the influential nature of the interview exchange. The 

online female participant, Jasmine, reported the most critical reflection responses across 

all three categories. Table 5 provides evidence linking narrative line codes associated 

with the nature of the critical reflection responses reported by participant's as being 

influential to their reported areas of psychosocial development in relation to their doctoral 

student experience. 
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Table 5 

Critical Reflection Chain of Evidence Table 

Code Narrative line code associated with nature of critical reflection evidence codes 

Interview Exchange OF214 
OF217 
OF221 
OF385 
OF430 
OF476 

Theoretical Understanding OF174 
OF215 
OF269 
OF303 
OF317 
OF410 
OF477 

Developmental Process OF175-189 
OF214 
OF219 
OF267 
OF314 
OF386 

395-400 
OF414 
OF433 

OM380 FF421 FM94 
OM445 FF431 FM333 

FM344 
FM346 

OM304 FF70 FM92-96 
OM3HO FF140 FM213-216 
OM374 FF302 FM245 
OM377 FF310-312 FM355 

OM397-408 FF391 FM363 
FF404 FM370 

OM305-310 FF85-FF95 FM41 
OM325 FF141-143 FM96-100 

OM371-382 FF174 FM245-248 
OM446 FF213-219 FM257 
OM416 FF259-279 FM342-351 

OM433-436 FF289-301 FM370-375 
OM445-453 FF304-309 FM380-386 

FF432-438 

Note: OF= Online Female Participant; OM = Online Male Participant; FF = Face-to-face 
Female Participant, FM = Face-to-face Male Participant. 
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Individual Participant Psychosocial Developmental Journey Profiles 

The same analysis procedure applied to participants' narratives to generate 

collective participant development, events of challenge and support, and critical 

reflection profiles was used to create individual participant psychosocial development 

profiles. The profiles are presented in narrative form, followed by a graphic 

representation of the interrelated nature of reported psychosocial development, events of 

challenge, and events of support. 

Online Female Psychosocial Developmental Journey Profile 

Jasmine, the online female participant, reported experiencing psychosocial 

development within four of the seven vectors and in the following order of reported 

occurrence: (a) vector three, moving from dependency towards autonomy; (b) vector six, 

developing purpose; (c) vector two, managing emotions; (d) and vector four, developing 

mature interpersonal relationships. 

Jasmine reported experiencing development in vector three, moving from 

dependency towards autonomy in relation to challenges that she encountered in adjusting 

to a new approach to learning associated with the doctoral program coursework. She 

identified disequilibrium in the forms of discomfort, frustration, and anxiety related to 

coursework expectations and emerging understanding of epistemology. Jasmine 

specifically noted that she struggled with differentiation of past academic experiences 

and acceptance of new understandings related to how she views herself and her role as a 

learner and producer of knowledge. She explained: 
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I think this goes to moving from dependency to autonomy. In the beginning, I 

kept looking for what the professors thought was right. That's what school had 

always been about...what do they think is the right answer...it was hard in the 

beginning.. .no, more like frustrating. I wanted them to just tell me if it was right 

or not. I still am not big on the whole "well what do you think" idea. It makes me 

uncomfortable, but I do think that I stopped being so dependent in one way 

thinking about something. (OF175-OF177) 

Jasmine identified her professors as a source of support, noting specifically how they 

challenged her to become less dependent and to broaden her conception of knowledge, 

but also supported her discovery by providing reassuring feedback. Jasmine shared: 

In the beginning, I needed a lot of reassurance and kept asking if "this" is exactly 

what [my professor] wanted. The professor would let me know that I was on the 

right path and relieved some of my insecurities by telling me that if there was an 

issue, she would just simply say "you can resubmit that." I think that having that 

support and positive feedback helped me to realize that I was capable and one the 

right track. I know see how this allowed me to trust my own instincts and abilities 

by removing the fear that a wrong move could not be corrected. Knowing that 

everything did not have to be perfect the first time or that there might not even be 

a perfect. ..helped build my confidence and decrease my anxiety regarding 

expectations. (OF196-OF2Q8) 
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Although Jasmine reported experiencing development related to moving from 

dependency towards autonomy, during the interview she also extended her critical 

reflection of the experience to questioning additional developmental assumptions. 

Jasmine noted on her preinterview questionnaire that her doctoral program did not 

require formal critical reflection. Prior to the interview, Jasmine had not made the 

connection between her professors' questions and the critical reflection process. 

Jasmine's engagement in authentic critical reflection appeared to be facilitated by the 

interview exchange and included increased consideration regarding psychosocial 

developmental theory as it specifically related to an increased awareness of her unique 

developmental journey. Jasmine shared: 

During the writing and defense phase of my dissertation, I did not experience the 

same level of support or assistance. In fact, at times it almost felt like [the 

professors] were trying to make things more difficult and [my committee 

members] all had a definite idea of a right and wrong way for my dissertation to 

be done. Now that I think about it.. .1 actually may have gone backwards in this 

area because of what happened with my committee. Actually, I guess some of this 

deals with the developing of interpersonal relationships. But that is not my thing 

at all... I just wonder if... maybe not developing in one area can interfere with 

another area that you are changing in. That's really interesting. I never thought 

about... like, I just thought that we were doing coursework and stuff. (OF210-

OF222) 
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Jasmine reported experiencing development in vector six, developing purpose, in 

relation to challenges associated with the pace of her program. These challenges were not 

directly related to the online format of Jasmine's program. Rather, she explained that the 

accelerated pace was necessary due to changes in the state leadership certification 

requirements. Jasmine identified disequilibrium in the form of guilt and worry related to 

time management and the pace of her program. Specifically, Jasmine described 

struggling to balance professional, personal, and academic obligations as a working 

doctoral student and the parent of young children. Jasmine shared that she felt that her 

children were not getting the "best mommy" that they deserved. She further explained, "I 

constantly worried about school, my job, and my family" (OF 169). Jasmine identified the 

creation of an informal learning community made up of colleagues who were peers in the 

same online doctoral program, but further along in the process. Jasmine reported that 

being able to consult with these individuals, to obtain upcoming assignment information, 

as a valuable source of support. However, Jasmine did not identify this event of support 

as being influential to her development of purpose. 

Jasmine reported the challenge related to pace and time management in the 

beginning of her interview. However, she did not report differentiation related to her 

original purpose for obtaining her doctorate degree with new perspectives regarding her 

professional future until the end of the interview. Further, Jasmine reported the 

developmental connection only to the disequilibrium associated with conflicting parental 

and professional challenges that she encountered throughout her program. Although 
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Jasmine reported that she struggled to build the necessary "informal learning community" 

relationships, she did not identify development associated with this challenge (OFSIO). 

Rather, Jasmine reported experiencing development in her professional purpose with 

external influences outside the doctoral student experience. She explained, "as I went 

through this process, I also started to adjunct teach online.. .1 realized that I just don't 

need the student teacher relationship in order to teach.. .but another part is the mommy 

thing" (OF513-OF518). 

Jasmine reported experiencing development in: (a) vector two, managing 

emotions; (b) vector three, autonomy; and (c) vector four, developing mature 

interpersonal relationships in regards to challenges associated with working and 

communicating with her dissertation committee and chair. Jasmine identified 

disequilibrium in the form of frustration and stress related to these challenges. 

Although Jasmine acknowledged that communication may have been more 

efficient within a face-to-face program environment, she did not identify the online 

model as the primary obstacle. Rather, Jasmine noted, "I think the back-and-forth would 

still have happened.. .I'm not sure that there would have been a different outcome. But it 

was very frustrating and almost impossible to try to get everyone's opinions and 

suggestions recognized on a conference call" (OF374-OF377). Specifically, Jasmine 

described experiencing differentiation with assumptions regarding her role in the 

dissertation process and past behaviors relating to managing her emotions. She noted 
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development in both of these areas as she reflected on the event of challenge and 

described new understandings related to how she now views herself. Jasmine explained: 

I would so take charge of the process and communication more.. .but at the time I 

thought they were above me and I really did not have any power. I held it all 

in.. .the way I always do, but now I think I can see that I could have been more 

forceful without losing it...my emotions and all. (OF396-OF400) 

Jasmine described experiencing differentiation with past experiences regarding her ability 

to form interpersonal relationships and her emerging acceptance of the need to 

emotionally connect with her spouse. Jasmine reflected on the emotional support that she 

received from her husband during what she identified as, ".. .one of the most stressful 

times of my life" (OF548). Jasmine further noted that her husband became a sounding 

board for her frustrations, assisted her in reflecting on the challenges associated with her 

committee, and influenced her ability to communicate and take control of the situation. 

Jasmine reported new awareness associated with the increased critical reflection that 

occurred during the interview in relation to the three areas of development associated 

with the reported challenge. Jasmine shared: 

I think I changed towards [my husband] because of this, even though I really did 

not know that it had anything to do with, or I guess maybe I did not think about 

how the whole thing might impact other areas of my life or change how I looked 

at things. (OF55Q-OF552) 
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Jasmine's reported doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience depicts a 

complex process that is uniquely related to how she perceived and responded to events of 

challenge and support. Further analysis of her narrative offers additional findings related 

to a new developmental awareness influenced by engagement in authentic critical 

reflection and exposure to psychosocial development theory. Figure 4 graphically 

represents Jasmine's psychosocial development profile. 
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Figure 4. Online female psychosocial development profile. Bolded items represent the 
headings of each event. Italicized items represent the source of the event. Punctuation 
marks represent disequilibrium. Arrows represent continuous development. 
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Online Male Psychosocial Developmental Journey Profile 

Adam, the online male participant, reported experiencing psychosocial 

development within four of the seven vectors and in the following order of occurrence : 

(a) vector one, competence; (b) vector three, moving from dependency towards 

autonomy; (c) vector two, managing emotions; (d) vector four, developing mature 

interpersonal relationships; and (e) vector seven, developing integrity. 

Adam reported experiencing development in vector three, moving from 

dependency through autonomy, towards an appreciation for interdependency in relation 

to challenges associated with working and communicating with his dissertation 

committee and chair. Adam identified disequilibrium in the form of frustration and stress 

related to these challenges. He specifically noted a new awareness regarding his 

developmental progression associated with an increase in critical reflection that occurred 

during the interview in relation to this challenge. Referring to the SVCSPD chart, Adam 

expressed, "I think 60% of my development came from what I had to do outside the 

academic arena in order to move forward" (OM305-OM306). Adam further reported how 

he experienced development in vector three as he explained that he realized, "I had to 

step up and be the one to run the show.. .1 didn't come in with this perspective; it is 

definitely something that I discovered after I had been in the program for some time" 

(OM308-OM310). 

Adam also noted that he experienced development in vector one, developing 

competence. He described: 
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I really learned to question,.where's the evidence for this?" or "why is it that 

you can say this with any sort of certitude?".. .now I can see that how I view 

research is on a whole new level than before. But this again did not happen 

overnight. I think this type of development takes time and repeated practice. 

(OM322-OM326) 

Adam reported experiencing development in vector seven, integrity, but did not identify a 

particular challenge or feelings of disequilibrium associated with this area of 

development. He reported growth in developing interpersonal relationships and managing 

emotions related to challenges that he encountered with his first committee. Specifically, 

Adam noted difficulties with understanding his role in directing the dissertation process 

and struggled to articulate and move forward research agenda. This is also the challenge 

that Adam associated with his developmental progression through dependency towards 

being more autonomy. 

Adam reported that his wife, former professors, and colleagues were sources of 

continued support throughout his doctoral student experience. However, he specifically 

noted that his new committee members were the primary source of support for assisting 

him in his development within all four areas identified. In describing the type of support 

offered by his new committee, and how the assistance influenced his developmental 

growth, Adam shared, "When challenged by certain professors to reflect on different 

aspects of my experience, I learned a tremendous amount in regards to everything I went 

through in the process, and how I changed as a result of going through it" (OM413-
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OM416). He reported that his development was enhanced by the challenges associated 

with creating, completing, and presenting original research. 

Adam continued to describe how his new committee provided a balance of 

challenge and support, and how this facilitated his development. Adam explained: 

Those two [new committee members] took me from a very sad situation where I 

really did not understand how everything happened and my role in it.. .1 realized 

that because I did not have.. .just the awareness of how to take the lead in my own 

research study, I lost so much time and when through so much stress. It just 

helped so much to have these individual tell me that they had faith in me and that 

I was going to be successful. I guess you could say that they challenged me, but 

also supported me through the process of...personal discovery, and in general, a 

broader understanding of the whole process. I don't know what I would have done 

without them. (OM418-OM430) 

Adam further offered that although his new committee members encouraged him to 

critically reflect on his experience in relation to his developmental transformation, he 

acknowledged that the opportunity would have been helpful and appreciated earlier in his 

program. Earlier, in the interview, Adam mentioned learning about Erikson and his 

theory of development. However, his knowledge of psychosocial development theory, 

especially as it related to his own personal development as a doctoral student, was not 

part of his program. In regards to his critical reflection on the experience since 

graduation, Adam shared that since he had just graduated, he had not given it much 
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thought. He noted that possibly a hiatus of time between graduation and reflection might 

be required. Adam expressed that he would not have chosen the online program format, 

however his ability to engage in reflection and grow subsequent to receiving new 

committee members, suggest that the program model did not necessarily negatively 

influence his development or opportunities to experience differentiation and new 

understandings. 

Adam's repeated references to the SVCSPD chart and references to our 

conversation associated with increased developmental awareness offers evidence that the 

interview promoted his engagement in authentic critical reflection and broadened 

consideration of psychosocial development. Adam expressed: 

At this point, especially now that we are talking about it, I can see myself looking 

back and saying, "Okay, I'm different than I was at that point," and being able to 

honestly say "maybe I could've done that differently." But I can now also accept 

that all of the challenges were part of the journey, and part of the process of my 

development. So even as tough and long as it was, I can honestly say, "I am 

happy with it." I may have lost a year and a half and still owe money, but I don't 

look at it that way.. .1 can't. I have to look at the precious present and move 

forward. (OM445-OM453) 

Adam's reported doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience depicts 

a complex process that is uniquely related to how he perceived and responded to events 

of challenge and support. Further analysis of his narrative offers additional findings 
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related to new developmental awareness influenced by engagement in authentic critical 

reflection and exposure to psychosocial development theory. Figure 5 graphically 

represents Adam's psychosocial development profile. 
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Figure 5. Online male psychosocial development profile. Bolded items represent the 
headings of each event. Italicized items represent the source of the event. Punctuation 
marks represent disequilibrium. Arrows represent continuous development. 
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Face-to-Face Female Psychosocial Developmental Journey Profile 

Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, reported experiencing psychosocial 

development within three of the seven vectors: (a) vector four, developing mature 

interpersonal relationships; (b) vector five, developing identity; and (c) vector six, 

developing purpose. 

Amanda reported experiencing development in vector four, developing mature 

interpersonal relationships and vector five, developing identity in relation to challenges 

associated with doctoral cohort relational dynamics. Amanda identified disequilibrium in 

the form of anxiety, defensiveness, and embarrassment related to her initial interaction 

with cohort members who were older and held administrative positions. She noted 

specifically that she struggled with differentiation of assumptions regarding age, 

professional titles, and acceptance of new understandings related to how she viewed 

herself as a competent doctoral student. These struggles influenced new perceptions and 

behavior in how Amanda related to cohort members. She explained: 

I remember being so anxious and excited about beginning the program. I was the 

first person in class that night. Two gentlemen who came in right after me sat 

down close to me. They introduced themselves and asked what I did. I told them 

that I was a teacher. Then I asked them if they were teachers. They both laughed, 

and one said that he was a principal and the other was an assistant principal. It 

embarrassed me by the way that they laughed. At that point, the anxiousness was 
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replaced with anxiety and it kind of set the tone as to what I should expect from 

other cohort members. (FF53-FF60) 

Amanda did not identify a source of support or assistance directly related to the 

challenge or her developmental growth. Rather, Amanda reported that within a relatively 

short period of time, she began to question some of her original assumptions regarding 

titles. She shared, "I assumed that if someone was in an administrative position, was 

older, and had more experience, that they knew more than me" (FF64-FF66). Amanda 

continued to describe her transformation and self-discovery: 

Once I realized that I had the intellectual ability to stand on my own and did not 

need to be intimidated, I guess I was able to feel more equal., .or...in some cases 

even very confident with what I was doing. I started to react less defensively and 

began bonding with [cohort members] more.. .1 think that I learned that a title 

does not necessarily make someone smarter or better than someone else. (FF85-

FF95) 

Amanda reported experiencing other challenges associated with balancing professional, 

personal, and academic responsibilities, midprogram faculty transitions, and preparing for 

her comprehensive exams. Amanda did not identify disequilibrium associated with 

balancing multiple demands. However, she did report anxiety related to the faculty 

transitions and feeling overwhelmed with the amount of information to review for the 

exams. Although Amanda reflected on both experiences and identified new perspectives 

in relation to working through the challenges, she did not directly identify areas of 
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developmental growth associated with either challenge. Amanda acknowledged 

appreciation for support offered to her by both her spouse and the new faculty members, 

but did not identify them as being related to her developmental growth. 

Referring to the SVCSPD chart, Amanda revisited the area of identity and 

described how her growth in this area as a doctoral student influenced her postgraduation 

development in area six, developing purpose. Amanda also noted the interrelationship 

between her evolving postgraduation development and her original development related 

to developing mature relationships. Amanda described disequilibrium as feeling that she 

was in an "odd place" in relation to her working through postgraduation challenges 

associated with employment and her identity transition into the role of Ph.D. She 

explained, "that's one of my biggest points of change.. .but it also goes back to 

developing mature relationships.. .I'm kind of in an odd place now... when I started I was 

like.. .I'm going to be this.. .I'll be state superintendent.. .but now I feel differently" 

(FF311-FF315). 

Amanda began making connections between assumptions made based on past 

experiences and how these conflicted with her emerging understandings of herself, how 

she views relationships, and her future professional decisions. Amanda reported that her 

development in this area did not happen immediately after graduation. She identified 

feeling disappointed with the challenge of finding an assistant principal (AP) position, 

and disturbed by the "politics" that she observed in educational hiring practices. Amanda 

shared that she recognized these emotions and decided to reevaluate her professional 
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purpose in light of her new developmental awareness regarding identity and professional 

relationships, rather than "give in" to the negative feelings associated with the new 

challenge. Amanda reported, "To me it's this big 'ah ha'.. .the whole epiphany. I now 

know that I don't want to just be an AP anywhere for the sake of having the title.. .I'm 

going to wait until I get what I want" (FF407-FF413). Amanda continued to describe her 

developmental awakening and expressed how the transformation helped to relieve her 

feelings of disequilibrium. She explained, "if I never get what I want, then I'm not going 

to care. It's really sort of freeing to think this way" (FF413-FF415). Again, Amanda did 

not identify a specific source of support or assistance that facilitated her development. 

In regards to critical reflection, Amanda reported that her program did include 

critical reflection activities. One of the professors had doctoral candidates write future 

letters to themselves. Although she found this to be a "cute" exercise, she expressed that 

they were not given a theoretical purpose or direction regarding doctoral student 

development, and that her letter was primarily a personal list of things she wanted to 

change physically about herself. Amanda also shared that incorporated into her courses 

was the theory of metacognition. She explained that the theory was discussed in regards 

to how they were experiencing changes relating to leadership and administrative styles. 

She acknowledged that these exercises and discussions helped her form new conceptions 

of effective leadership and recognition of how she perceives the role of an administrator. 
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In response to her engagement in authentic critical reflection and increased 

awareness of psychosocial development related to her participation in the study and 

interview process, Amanda noted: 

It's interesting, now that we are talking about it like this, I don't think that any of 

it had anything to do with the coursework. But now, I guess because of 

everything...from the people in my program, from the experiences in my 

program, from my experiences teaching, from the experience of having the 

degree.. .seeing how the politics play into it all.. .now because of that I know that 

I am okay with not settling for just anything in order to move up unless it is 

something that I think will work for me. (FF431-FF433) 

Amanda's reflection of her entire experience seemed to come full circle as she noted, "I 

guess that's the really interesting part.. .because I wanted the title so bad and now that I 

have it...I'm glad that I don't look at it or someone who has one the same way" (FF475-

FF478). 

Amanda's reported doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience 

depicts a complex process that is uniquely related to how she perceived and responded to 

events of challenge and support. Further analysis of her narrative offers additional 

findings related to new developmental awareness influenced by engagement in authentic 

critical reflection and exposure to psychosocial development theory. Figure 6 graphically 

represents Amanda's psychosocial developmental journey profile. 
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Figure 6. Face-to-face female psychosocial development profile. Bolded items represent 
the headings of each event. Italicized items represent the source of the event. Punctuation 
marks represent disequilibrium. Arrows represent continuous development. 
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Face-to-Face Male Psychosocial Developmental Journey Profile 

Lamont, the online male participant, reported experiencing psychosocial 

development within three of the seven vectors: (a) vector one, competence; (b) vector 

two, managing emotions; and (c) vector three, moving from dependency towards 

autonomy. 

Lamont reported experiencing development in vector one, competency, in 

response to challenges associated with balancing family, professional, and program 

obligations. He identified disequilibrium associated with struggling to balance these 

demands throughout the program. Lamont specifically noted that he did not find the work 

to be especially difficult, but he simply became overwhelmed by the sheer volume of the 

course load. Lamont explained, . .there were some specific times when it was really, 

really very difficult" (FM104-FM105). Lamont reported that one of the reasons he 

struggled to keep up with the coursework demands was due to the fact that unlike most of 

his cohort members, he did not have a specialist degree, and therefore had to take a full 

load of courses each semester. Lamont noted that while working on his degree, he also 

had to complete a leadership academy for his county. He associated working through 

these challenges with developmental growth in his ability to think more analytically, 

sharing that his capabilities to think on a higher level and synthesize information had 

increased dramatically as a result of moving through the doctoral program. Lamont did 

not report an event of support specifically related to this area of development. 
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Lamont also noted that he experienced development in vector three, moving from 

dependency towards autonomy and interdependence, and vector two, managing emotions. 

Lamont identified disequilibrium in the form of feeling high levels of guilt associated 

.. with letting his professors down" (FM136) when he was unable to turn in assignments 

on time or complete all course requirements. Lamont also expressed feeling guilty in 

regards to the strain that the experience placed on his family life, and in particular, the 

negative effect he felt his being in the program was having on his wife. 

Lamont reported that the effect of compounding interrelated challenges associated 

with the compressed three year time frame of his program, lack of support in regards to 

the availability of his first advisor, increased professional demands, having to change his 

research focus, and recognition of the emotional toll of these compounding factors, 

created differentiation of past perceptions and new understandings. Specifically, Lamont 

reported that as the deadline drew nearer for his defense, he realized that he simply was 

not ready to defend. Lamont had to step back and take a hard look at his situation, thus 

coming face to face with the reality of his circumstances. In regards to how this 

experience influenced his psychosocial development, Lamont explained: 

I think this really made me increase.. .1 don't know, like the whole problem 

solving area. I had to accept the reality of the situation and get past the emotional 

stuff in order to make it work for me and my family. (FM214-217) 

Lamont followed this statement with additional reflection on how the experience 

impacted his development. Lamont shared: 
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I guess I just could not ignore all the emotional stuff that was attached to having 

too much on my plate at one time. Once I accepted this and figured out a 

workable plan, it began to get better.. .not necessarily easier, but more 

manageable. (FM245-FM249) 

Lamont reported that the support he received from his new chair and committee 

members was instrumental in his ability to make the difficult, but necessary choices 

regarding the completion of his dissertation. Specifically, Lamont noted feeling 

encouraged and reassured by the support offered in the form of positive phone calls and 

comments. Lamont shared that the support helped him realize that adjustment does not 

mean failure, "it's sometimes just a matter of finding a different or better path to get 

where you need to go" (FM257-FM258). Lamont further reported that his methodologist 

gave support by challenging him to provide accuracy evidence for his research data. 

Lamont shared that working through this challenge increased his personal level of 

confidence, passion, and knowledge regarding his research and statistical analysis. 

Lamont did not report experiencing disequilibrium related to this challenge. 

In regards to critical reflection, Lamont shared that his program included specific 

learning assignment reflections. He described the process and nature of the reflection 

pieces as being redundant. Lamont said, "I'm not sure that they really.. .that is the 

reflection assignments really prompted any developmental reflection.. .at least not in the 

areas on the chart" (FM90-FM92). Immediately following this statement, Lamont turned 

his attention to the SVCSPD chart and said, "oh.. .but I can tell you right away that I see 
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a lot of development that took place" (FM94-FM95). Although Lamont acknowledged 

that he was not familiar with psychosocial development theory, after a brief introduction 

to Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD model, he began describing his doctoral 

student experience using psychosocial development terminology. Towards the end of the 

interview, Lamont shared that since graduation he had not reflected on his experience, He 

explained, "to be honest with you.. .1 have really not thought about it at all, and 

interestingly.. .1 have no idea why" (FM333-FM334). Lamont's repeated references to 

the SVCSPD chart, use of psychosocial development terminology, and references to our 

conversation associated with increased developmental awareness offers evidence that the 

interview promoted his engagement in authentic critical reflection and broadened his 

consideration of how he experienced psychosocial development as a doctoral student. 

Lamont expressed: 

Basically I'm an extravert, and I have to talk things through in order to think 

about them...I think.. .1 guess I get now that I had to talk about my experiences in 

order to begin processing exactly what I went through, how I felt.. .fell about it 

now. I am sure that I will think about it even more after today. I know that I 

changed, and I can see...like I said.. .not just what I learned, but also working 

through things and figuring out how to handle it all, and what would work for me 

and my family.. .not necessarily based on what others thought or how it should be. 

But I also know that going through the experience left scars on my soul. (FM342-

FM351) 
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Lamont's reported doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience depicts a 

complex process that is uniquely related to how he perceived and responded to events of 

challenge and support. Further analysis of his narrative offers additional findings related 

to new developmental awareness influenced by engagement in authentic critical 

reflection and exposure to psychosocial development theory. Figure 7 graphically 

represents Lamont's psychosocial developmental journey profile. 
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Figure 7. Face-to-face male psychosocial development profile. Bolded items 
represent the headings of each event. Italicized items represent the source of the 
event. Punctuation marks represent disequilibrium. Arrows represent continuous 
development. 
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Participant Psychosocial Development Profile Summary 

My findings present descriptions of the psychosocial development experience 

from the perspective of the four study participants. The findings were presented 

narratively and graphically as collective and individual participant psychosocial 

developmental journey profiles. The findings were derived from additional analysis of 

participants' complete narratives as presented in Chapter 4. Using Webster and Mertova's 

(2007) critical event narrative data analysis approach, conclusions drawn from the 

findings produced four themes of discovery. The themes are presented in the following 

subsections of Chapter 5 within a discussion of related developmental research and 

theory. 

Themes of Discovery 

Participants' unique views of psychosocial development and how it applied to 

their experiences as doctoral students was narratively and graphically presented. Drawing 

from the four participant's collective and individual developmental journey profiles, four 

primary themes of discovery emerged: Psychosocial Development Perceptions, Events of 

Challenge Perceptions, Events of Support Perceptions, and Critical Reflection 

Perceptions. The themes are presented and discussed in conceptual sequential order, 

beginning with the most general discovery. 

The first theme of discovery, Psychosocial Development Perceptions, emerged 

from the participants' uniquely reported views of how their doctoral student experiences 

influenced different areas of psychosocial development. The second theme of discovery, 
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Events of Challenge Perceptions, emerged from the participants' reported views of how 

events of challenge experienced as doctoral students uniquely influenced different areas 

of psychosocial development. The third theme of discovery, Events of Support 

Perceptions,, emerged from the participants' reported views of how events of support 

experienced as doctoral student uniquely influenced different areas of psychosocial 

development. The final theme of discovery, Critical Reflection Perceptions, emerged 

from the participants' reported views of how engagement in authentic critical reflection 

and awareness of psychosocial development theory influenced increased recognition and 

consideration of developmental growth directly related to their doctoral student 

experiences. Specific evidence derived from the findings that support the four primary 

themes of discovery are presented within a discussion of related development literature. 

Psychosocial Development Perceptions 

" ...now I see that just because people go through the same experience, they don't 

necessarily all learn the same things, or end up seeing things in the same way. " 

(Amanda, FF421) 

The quote offered by Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, illuminates the 

essence of the first primary theme of discovery; Psychosocial Development Perceptions. 

The first theme of discovery addresses the first research question: How do recent 

education doctoral recipients reflectively report psychosocial development as experienced 

within an online or face-to-face doctoral program? All four participants reported 

experiencing new developmental awareness of themselves in relation to their doctoral 
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student experience in at least three specific vectors as identified in Chickering and 

Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD model. According to Gardner (2009), doctoral education 

research primarily focuses on students' socialization and cognitive development, but fails 

to consider additional development possibilities. Gardner proposes a lack of further 

consideration is due in part to a common assumption regarding doctoral students held by 

higher education faculty that the "...student is completely self-aware and entirely 

developed upon entering graduate school" (p.4). Gardner contends that the doctoral 

student experience ".. .influences much more than one's professional preparation; it also 

entails the development of the whole self' (p.7). My findings from this study confirm 

Gardner's theory that doctoral students do experience multidimensional development. 

Specifically, participants reported psychosocial development clustered within the areas of 

managing emotions, moving from dependency towards autonomy, and developing mature 

relationships. These findings suggest that the doctoral student experience requires 

increased independence and a paradigm shift in previously understood academic roles 

and behaviors. One possible explanation for increased reported development within the 

three vectors that require increased self-authorship rather than then the vectors at the 

extremes of Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD model may be, "inherent in the 

more independent nature of doctoral education and the amount of ambiguity that students 

ace as Ph.D. students compared with their undergraduate or graduate experiences" 

(Gardner, 2009, p.55). All four participants reported emotional disequilibrium associated 

with the transition into new academic roles. The participants identified student-faculty 
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relationships and academic expectations that were different from pervious experiences as 

major sources of ambiguity that required psychosocial development on their part in 

relation to managing emotions, become autonomous decision makers, and developing 

mature relationships. The narratives, collective and individual developmental profiles 

indicate that as doctoral students the participants had to adapt to thinking for themselves 

and become self-directed and motivated. This type of psychosocial development is 

congruent with Perry's cognitive-structural development scheme (1968). Gardner (2009) 

stated that primary development associated with cognitive and epistemological 

perception changes occur as doctoral students encounter experiences that challenge their 

understanding of research and knowledge that requires resolution of differences in their 

roles. Gardner contends that development in areas associated with greater independence 

and transition from knowledge consumers to knowledge producers occurs during the 

second phase, integration, of the doctoral student program. 

Gardner (2009) offers a three-phase model of doctoral student development as 

progressive stages that doctoral students transition through as they encounter uncharted 

roles and academic expectations. Gardner identifies the three distinct phases of the 

doctoral student developmental experience: entry, integration, and candidacy. Although 

Gardner acknowledges differences in doctoral student development, the three-phase 

model depicts and describes a prescriptive sequence of developmental progression. My 

findings from this study question a doctoral student development model based on a 
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theoretical assumption that patterns of development can be established and used to 

predict student transitional stages. 

The findings from this study suggest that particular events that induce feelings of 

disequilibrium and questioning of previous assumptions and identified psychosocial 

development are distinctively perceived and experienced by each individual student at 

different intervals of their program. Further, the resolution process and subsequently 

identified developmental process was fairly immediate for some and more gradual for 

others. For example, Amanda, the face-to-face participant, experienced disequilibrium 

associated with cohort relational dynamics at the beginning of her program. Adam, the 

online male participant, reported experiencing disequilibrium associated with committee 

relational dynamics during the middle phase of his program. Jasmine, the online 

participant, reported experiencing disequilibrium with having to form relationships with a 

community of learners, but did not associate this experience with psychosocial 

development. Rather, Jasmine identified development in this area towards the end of her 

program as she accepted a new understanding of her relationship with her spouse in 

response to the stress of the entire program. Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, 

struggled with autonomy and emotions from the beginning of his experience but did not 

negotiate resolution until the middle of his program. 

Although the four participants in this study all received doctorates in the field of 

education, were participating in programs that accommodated working educators, and 

were all married with children, the descriptions of their experiences portray the 
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uniqueness of their individual psychosocial developmental journey. The findings offer 

new insights that suggest doctoral student development is not only a complex process, but 

one that parallels the unique structure of the doctorate degree itself. The findings suggests 

that the very nature of the doctoral student experience, which requires a repositioning of 

the learner's role from being a consumer of knowledge to a producer of knowledge and 

assimilation into the self-directed independent research process, makes it difficult to 

predict or make assumptions regarding doctoral student development phases. 

These findings align with Walker et al.'s (2008) description of the doctoral 

student experience as a . .complex process of formation that includes not only the 

development of intellectual expertise but also the growth of the personality, character, 

and habits of heart and mind" (p.8). The collective and individual participants' 

psychosocial development profiles, illustrate the complexity and the uniqueness of the 

doctoral student developmental experience. The psychosocial development evidence 

table offers support for the first theme of discovery and brings into question the method 

used by Gardner (2009) to establish a prescribed three-phase model of doctoral student 

development. 

Without clarification regarding the four participants' perceptions of their 

experience and resulting changes in psychosocial development, an externally applied 

doctoral student development model would lead to inaccurate and misleading 

conclusions. The findings indicate that psychosocial development is individually 

interpreted and identified through each doctoral student's unique perceptual lens. Further, 
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the findings bring into question the statement analysis approach used by Gardner (2009) 

to inform a three-phase doctoral student development model. The participants' narratives 

and psychosocial development profiles suggests that statement analysis based solely on 

researcher interpretation may limit, or in some cases even distort the accurate reporting of 

how doctoral students experience psychosocial development. 

The first theme of discovery, Psychosocial Development Perceptions; suggest that 

the unique nature and structure of the doctoral degree itself provides students with 

opportunities for increased psychosocial development that may not have been 

encountered during previous academic experiences. Although doctoral students may enter 

programs having been exposed to academic challenges, new experiences that require 

advanced levels of psychosocial development uniquely influence developmental 

readiness conditions that are informed by individual student's perceptions. Therefore, 

models of doctoral student development should not be viewed solely as prescriptive or 

predictive theory. Additional consideration for differences in participants' reported 

experiences of psychosocial development relating specifically to individual perceptions 

of events of challenge, support, and developmental readiness are examined in the second 

and third themes of discovery. 

Events of Challenge Perceptions 

" I had to accept the reality of the situation and get past the emotional stuff to 

make it work for me and my family" 

(Lamont, FM209). 
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The above quote offered by Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, speaks to 

the second primary theme of discovery; Events of Challenge Perceptions. The second 

theme of discovery specifically addresses the second research question: How do recent 

education doctoral recipients reflectively report events of challenge related to their 

psychosocial development as experienced within an online or face-to-face program? 

Findings from the collective and individual narrative analysis and developmental 

profiles that examine participants' reported perceptions of the influential nature of events 

of challenge provide additional insight and understanding to the nature of doctoral 

student self-discovery. The findings suggest that doctoral students perceive similar 

experiences of challenge differently, and developmental transformation thus lies in each 

individual's recognition of events of challenge as opportunities for growth rather than 

barriers to success. 

For example, Jasmine, the online female participant's developmental profile, 

illustrates the perceptual influence of events of challenge as they relate to changing views 

of herself, others, and the future direction of her life. On her preinterview doctoral 

student timeline, Jasmine noted a challenge related to the pace of her doctoral 

coursework. Jasmine's initial identification of a challenge associated with coursework 

suggests that her negotiation through this event might influence development in vector 

one, competency. However, during the interview, Jasmine described a very different 

perception of the challenge and offered a more informative description of how she 

personally interpreted the psychosocial developmental nature of the experience. 
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Jasmine explained that in previous academic endeavors and professional 

environments, she was not the type of person to develop a great deal of relationships with 

students, professors, or faculty members. However, due to the event of challenge 

regarding the coursework pace, she found it necessary and beneficial to create an 

"informal community of learners" with fellow teachers that were further along in the 

same online doctoral program (OF86-OFIO9). Applying Gardner's (2009) approach to 

events of challenge statement analysis to Jasmine's explanation of the challenge would 

indicate that Jasmine's negotiation through the challenge influenced psychosocial 

development in vector four, developing mature interpersonal relationships of Chickering 

and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD model. However, as Jasmine continues to describe her 

interpretation of the experience a very different understanding of her unique 

developmental perception as it relates to the reported event of challenge emerges. 

Jasmine acknowledged that the event of challenge related to course work pace 

and her response to the challenge were indicative of interpersonal relationship 

development; but she shared that she did not perceive experiencing transformation or 

growth in this particular area. Jasmine explained, ".. .actually, I guess some of this deals 

with the developing of interpersonal relationships. But that is not my thing at all" 

(OF217-OF218). Although later in the interview, Jasmine does report experiencing 

psychosocial development in vector four, developing mature interpersonal relationships, 

she credits this transformation to the recognition and acceptance of a broader more 

inclusive emotional relationship with her spouse. Jasmine identifies the challenges 
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associated with the stress of the program as the catalyst for the change, and does not 

perceive the creation of an "informal learning community" that required her to stretch 

beyond her personal comfort zone as being developmentally influential. 

Applying Sanford's (1962) theory of readiness to the research findings provides 

further understanding of and possible explanation for the differences in participants' 

reported experiences of psychosocial development. Sanford (1962) stressed the 

importance of student readiness as an influential factor of development. Sanford 

described developmental readiness as internal and relational to students' differentiation of 

prior experiences and integration of new understandings. Sanford explained, .certain 

kinds of responses cannot be made unless certain states or conditions have been built up 

in the person" (p. 25). Jasmine acknowledged that as a doctoral student she was not ready 

to experience relational development in response to all events of challenge but did report 

relational development in regards to acceptance of emotions, appropriate expression, and 

developing a more mature interpersonal relationship with her husband in response to 

negotiating through the stress experienced with her committee members. Jasmine 

explained: 

I think I have brought a lot from when I was a teenager into my adult life. I could 

not rely on my family then, and I... well maybe there is or was always this wall. I 

still have it with other people but.. .but the reality was that I did depend on my 

husband and not only did I need him, I think I now understand that it is okay for 

me to sometimes be dependent on him emotionally too. (OF536-OF541) 
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Although Jasmine's reported account of her experience illustrates the difficulty in 

assessing doctoral student developmental readiness, Erikson's (1959) reference to the 

epigenetic principle as the point when an individual's readiness and external pressures 

precipitate the emergence of psychosocial growth provides further understanding 

regarding the unique perceptual influence of the doctoral student developmental journey 

in relation to individual doctoral student developmental readiness. 

Each of the four participants' developmental profiles includes descriptions of 

disequilibrium that they felt at the crossroads of differentiation of prior experiences and 

integration of new understandings brought about by new challenges encountered as 

doctoral students. Examining the narrative descriptions relating to participants' reported 

epigenetic points may shed light on the individual nature of doctoral student 

developmental readiness and how it influences doctoral student perceptions of events of 

challenge in regards to psychosocial development. The following two examples are 

provided as evidence of this finding and to further illustrate the possible theoretical 

connection between developmental readiness, perceptions of events of challenge, and the 

distinctive doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience. 

Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, described how the compounding effect 

of challenges encountered as a working doctoral student began to deteriorate his usual 

"upbeat spirit and attitude" (FM218). Lamont described how not being ready to defend 

his dissertation facilitated his differentiation of past experiences and the integration of 

new understandings in regards to how he views himself and his ability to solve problems. 
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Lamont explained, "I think this really made me increase.. .1 don't know, like the whole 

problem solving area. I had to accept the reality of the situation and get past the 

emotional stuff to make it work for me and my family" (FM209-FM217). He shared how 

the choices made from these revelations lead to new behaviors regarding his approach to 

finishing his degree. Lamont stated that he accepted the fact that he needed to swallow 

his pride, discuss his situation honestly with his committee members, and explain that the 

three year timetable was just not doable for him (FM241-FM243). 

Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, shared a very different doctoral 

student experience of differentiation and integration of new understandings in relation to 

her developing identity brought about by her initial and evolving perceptions of cohort 

relational challenges. Amanda explained: 

...once I realized that I had the intellectual ability to stand on my own and did 

not need to be intimidated, I guess I was able to feel more equal.. .or in some 

cases even very confident with what I was doing. I started to react less 

defensively and began bonding with [cohort members] more. (FF85-FF90) 

Although Amanda and Lamont were both going through the same face-to-face doctoral 

cohort program, were both working as full time educators, and had family obligations 

that included the care of small children, their reported psychosocial developmental 

experiences were reported very differently. 

Amanda did not perceive the challenges associated with the compressed cohort 

timeline in the same manner as Lamont. Similarly, Lamont did not report experiencing 
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disequilibrium associated with cohort relational dynamics. One possible reason for these 

differences may be that Lamont's and Amanda's prior academic, professional, and 

personal experiences created differences in their developmental readiness, and thus 

influenced different responses to the same experiences. Given that doctoral students enter 

their programs with increased past opportunities for experiencing development, new 

challenges may elicit a wider range of differences in how they perceive disequilibrium, 

thus triggering a uniquely distinct internal process of differentiation and integration 

resulting in personalized psychosocial developmental perceptions. 

Without additional data, it is difficult to make further conclusions regarding the 

differences in the participants' developmental readiness. Sanford (1962) noted that 

readiness is an internal state and therefore difficult to externally assess degree of 

developmental readiness. However, the participants' reporting of very different views of 

events and distinctly individual descriptions of developmental transformation challenge 

Gardner's (2009) theory that doctoral student development can be categorized by events 

of challenge that fall within prescribed phases of experience. Rather, the findings support 

Sanford's (1962) theory of developmental readiness as a more appropriate lens for 

exploring differences in doctoral students' individual paths of self-discovery. Additional 

consideration for differences in participants' reported experiences of psychosocial 

development relating specifically to individual perceptions of events of challenge and 

scaffolding of events of support to create an optimal balance for growth, are examined in 

the third theme of discovery. 
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Events of Support Perceptions 

"If the process had been easier, I might not have learned as much, if anything. " 

(Adam, OM383) 

The above quote offered by Adam, the online male participant, speaks to the third 

primary theme of discovery; Events of Support Perceptions. The third theme of discovery 

advances the concept that support offered to doctoral students should not be advanced for 

the purpose of making the experience easier by removing events of challenge, as these 

efforts might actually negate opportunities for developmental growth. Support should 

encourage self-discovery by equipping doctoral students with the knowledge and skills 

needed to work through events of challenge and to provide reassuring guidance through 

the developmental process. Careful consideration should be given regarding the intent of 

doctoral student support that is provided to assist students in the navigation of new 

experiences that challenge how they view themselves, their relationships, or the future 

direction of their lives. 

The findings from this research study related to the third theme of discovery align 

with Sanford's (1966) theory of challenge and support, and extend the understanding of 

what constitutes optimal balance between the two developmental factors. The findings 

suggest that to achieve optimal balance, support should be provided as a means for 

scaffolding doctoral students through a paradigm shift in their perception of events of 

challenge. Sanford (1968) warned that if a student is over supported, then development 

may be stagnated. However, Sanford proposed that a student who is presented with too 
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severe a challenge may retreat back towards a more familiar and safe understanding. 

Differences in participants' reporting of events of challenge and support related to 

experiences of psychosocial development suggest that achieving the optimal balance first 

requires knowledge of individual perceptions of challenge as proposed in the second 

theme of discovery. Secondly, the findings suggest that events of support should provide 

a safe environment for students to experience and negotiate through events of challenge. 

The findings provide evidence that doctoral students may be hesitant or unable to 

acknowledge the source of their disequilibrium, associating negative feelings or 

discomfort with failure. Adam, Lamont, and Jasmine all reported experiencing difficulty 

with initially understanding unfamiliar challenges associated with the increased need for 

doctoral student autonomy. Further, they noted that past positive academic experiences 

challenged their understanding of why they were struggling as doctoral students. In 

response to the challenges he faced relating to his first committee and an inability to 

advance his research vision, Adam specifically noted: 

I think this whole thing was even more difficult to cope with because I had 

always been a very determined person and someone who finishes what they start. 

I just don't quit things. I went into this knowing that there would be fallbacks and 

I did not expect it to happen overnight.. .but looking back I now think that I really 

did not understand everything that was happening and exactly what my role was. 

(OM251-OM257). 
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Adam's description of how he struggled with differentiation and integration of past 

academic success and new unfamiliar feelings of inadequacy is indicative of the 

developmental negotiation process described by Sanford (1966). Within his reported 

refection of the experience, Adam identified the epigenetic point (Erikson, 1959) when 

his individual's readiness and external pressures precipitated the emergence of 

psychosocial growth. Adam explained: 

When the original committee dropped me, that seemed to be the point when I 

really began to question what I was doing and how this was all going to work out. 

I remember thinking, okay how much longer is this going to take.. .cause if this 

new committee comes in and we are going to restructure everything...? But I also 

remember thinking that maybe I could actually now explain why I thought the 

study should not be mixed. Everything just seemed to turn around at that point. 

(OM205-OM211) 

Adam's reported experience exemplifies the process of acceptance and the ability to 

move forward within a new perceptual understanding of the event of challenge. However, 

Adam provides additional narrative information that illustrates how his new committee 

offered support in the form of challenging Adam to critically reflect on the challenges 

encountered and provided reassurance to scaffold Adam's discovery and initial 

progression through the developmental process. 

Lamont describes a very different challenge related to his unique experience of 

differentiation and integration of past academic success and new unfamiliar feelings of 
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inadequacy indicative of the developmental negotiation process. Lamont noted fighting 

emotional feelings of guilt and pride but eventually was forced to recognize the reality of 

his current situation and make decisions based on new understandings of individual paths 

to success. Lamont described support in the form of reassurance in his ability to chart his 

own course and direction. 

Jasmine, also describes development in the area of autonomy, reporting how she 

struggled with differentiation and integration of past academic expectations and 

uncomfortable feelings associated with acclimation to new multiple approaches to 

learning. Similar to Adam and Lamont, Jasmine reported that support offered by 

professors that encouraged her to negotiate through the process and provided reassurance 

positively influenced her developmental progression. However, unlike Adam and 

Lamont, Jasmine reported that when the support was no longer available she experienced 

developmental regression. Jasmine's developmental profile supports Sanford's (1968) 

theory that if a student is over supported, then development may be stagnated, but a 

student who is presented with too severe a challenge may retreat back towards a more 

familiar and safe understanding. In Jasmine's case, the scaffolding of support was 

inefficient for her successful developmental negotiation. 

None of the participants reported development related to events of support that 

negated events of challenge. Rather, positive support challenged the participants to reflect 

on the source of their disequilibrium and provided a safe environment that included 

reassurance of their capabilities to move forward through the differentiation process. 
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The findings revealed that participants' who were encouraged to challenge their 

thinking and views of themselves in relation to events of challenge perceived 

developmental growth associated with the negotiation of the challenge. Although the 

findings align with Sanford's (1968) theory of challenge and support, it counters 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) and Gardner's (2009) stated purpose for exploring the 

nature of events of challenge and support relating to college student psychosocial 

development. Chickering and Reisser (1993), as well as Gardner (2009), recognized 

development as being a product of moving through events of challenge, however they 

extend the purpose for understanding the challenges students face as a means for tailoring 

events of support that mediate experiences of challenge. 

The findings of this study offer evidence to suggest that assistance in the form of 

support that removes events of challenge may impede developmental opportunities by 

limiting the need for doctoral students to explore internalized feelings of disequilibrium 

associated with increased levels of developmental readiness. Support that mediates or 

removes challenges may inadvertently deny doctoral students access to higher level 

psychosocial developmental skills that prepare them for postdoctorate personal, 

professional, and academic transitions and subsequent growth. 

Gardner (2009) proposed that rigors associated with tasks encountered during 

specific phases of the doctoral student experience offer significant sources of new 

challenges and support that influence multiple dimensions of development. As noted in 

the first theme of discovery, findings from this study confirm Gardner's theory, but 
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further advance consideration that each doctoral student's developmental experience is 

unique and therefore generalizations regarding implementation of policy's or programs 

that make the process easier might actually negatively impact development. 

The findings question the assumption that all events of challenge and support are 

created equal. Similar to individual perceptions of development, unique doctoral student 

perceptions of events of challenge and support appear to be important factors related to 

the transformative process. The research findings revealed that the four participants, 

regardless of program model, reported experiencing development related to events of 

challenge and support uniquely, and at different phases of their programs. Reported 

experiences of development did not necessarily, as Gardner (2009) suggests, coincide 

with initial engagement with the challenge, nor did development automatically occur 

simply in response to participants encountering events of challenge. 

The collective and individual participant psychosocial development profiles 

provide evidence that, except for Adam's reported development in vector seven, 

developing integrity, all four participants reported experiences of psychosocial 

development directly related to a participant identified event of challenge. However, 

events of challenge and support that were identified as related to psychosocial 

development varied by individual participants, and differentiation and integration 

occurred during different phases of the doctoral student experience, within and between 

program model environments. 
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For example, Jasmine, the online female participant, reported experiencing 

challenges and support related to conflicting epistemology. However, Jasmine also 

expressed that she did not experience difficulty with the coursework. Jasmine noted, "I 

really did not have any trouble with the work; it was just the pace that was so 

challenging" (OF107). Closer examination of Jasmine's developmental profile and her 

related narrative response to the events of challenge and support reveals that she holds 

two separate perceptions of one reported event of challenge. The support that she 

identified as facilitating her development directly targeted her perceptual challenge 

relating to conflicting past academic experiences and new expectations regarding the 

construction of knowledge. The evidence from this finding exemplifies the importance of 

looking beyond the initial identification of doctoral students reported events of challenge 

and support to examine development within the reported perceptions of the experience, 

and the student's locale of disequilibrium in response to the event. 

Although participants identified events of challenge and support as being related 

to their development, as with the case of Jasmine, the connection was not always obvious 

without additional narrative explanation. For example, Jasmine reported that exchanges 

with professors challenged her to become a more autonomous learner, and were offered 

within positive professor feedback and reassurance.to assist Jasmine through the 

associated feelings of disequilibrium. Jasmine credited this support with facilitating her 

development in this area. 
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An additional example of incongruent participant perceptions of the influential 

nature of events of challenge and support is offered in Lamont, the face-to-face male 

participant's development profile and narrative. He identified the first vector, developing 

competency, as an area of reported development. Lamont shared, "I think I grew 

intellectually, but not just in learning more knowledge or subject matter.. .but actually in 

thinking more analytically" (FM95). Lamont continuously expressed that he believed his 

ability to think on a higher level and to synthesize information had increased dramatically 

as a result of moving through the doctoral program. However, when asked if he recalled 

any experiences that might have prompted this transformational growth, Lamont 

responded, "...balancing family, professional, and program obligations...most definitely" 

(FM102). Lamont added that although he struggled with balancing increasing demands 

throughout the program, "...there were some specific times when it was really, really 

very difficult" (FM103). Lamont's description of his experience is authentic in its 

presentation of an experience that created disequilibrium, the identification of a specific 

area of psychosocial development, and the changes that he experienced. 

The findings also provided evidence that participants experienced multiple areas 

of development, as well as multiple feelings of disequilibrium related to one reported 

event of challenge and source of support. Three of the four participants identified an 

event of support directly related to their reported experience of psychosocial 

development. However, further analysis of events of support and how participants' 

viewed connections to their development provided evidence that perceptions were 
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individually unique in regards to the influential nature of the assistance needed to resolve 

events of challenge. 

Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, reported experiencing psychosocial 

development in vector three, movement towards autonomy. He described that 

development in this area was experienced as a result of having to .accept the reality of 

[not being reading to defend with his cohort] and get past the emotional stuff in order to 

make it work for me and my family" (FM214). Lamont identified that the support he 

received from faculty members in the form of words of encouragement regarding his 

decision to postpone his defense were instrumental to his ability to make the difficult, but 

necessary choices regarding the completion of his dissertation. Specifically, Lamont 

reported that the experience increased his problem solving abilities, and noted that the 

support he received from his professors helped him realize that adjustment did not mean 

failure, "It's sometimes just a matter of finding a different or better path to get where you 

need to go" (FM256). Lamont's narrative describes an event of support that came after he 

independently made the decision and shared his decision with his committee members. 

This finding further supports that participant perceived psychosocial development 

may or may not be related to the apparent nature of the identified event of challenge and 

support. This finding establishes credibility of discovery theme one and two that assert 

psychosocial development and events of challenge do not follow prescriptive phases. 

Therefore, inaccurate assumptions of how doctoral students experience events of 

challenge and support may promote inappropriate responses by members of the higher 
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education community that in turn hinder rather than facilitate doctoral student 

psychosocial development. 

Adam, the online male participant, credited his "new" committee members with 

supporting his development by promoting his critical reflection of the process, his 

personal struggle to take charge of his own research, and his developing communication 

and problem solving abilities. Adam articulated the delicate balance between events of 

challenge and support and how recognition of events of challenge as opportunities for 

growth facilitated his development. Adam explained: 

When challenged by certain professors to reflect on different aspects of my 

experience, I learned a tremendous amount in regards to everything that I went 

through in the process, and how I changed as a result of going through it.. .Not 

just about research design or how to put together everything into the dissertation 

format.. .1 realized that because I did not have.. .just the awareness of how to take 

the lead in my own research study, I lost so much time and went through so much 

stress. It just helped so much to have these individuals tell me that they had faith 

in me and that I was going to be successful. I guess you could say that they 

challenged me, but also supported me through the process of personal discovery, 

and in general, a broader understanding of the whole process. (OM307-OM425) 

Although uniquely experienced, both Adam and Lamont reported that they valued an 

event of support that did not necessarily assist them directly with a challenge, but rather 

supported their ability to feel safe in making autonomous decisions. The narratives and 
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participant profiles provide evidence that events of support that encouraged discovery by 

offering reassurance and positive feedback for students to move beyond their personal 

"comfort zones" of academic understandings facilitate developmental growth. 

In the case of Amanda, the face-to-face female participant, an event of support 

was not offered as being influential for an event of challenge resolution and psychosocial 

development in area four, developing mature relationships. Amanda expressed that she 

felt anxious and defensive in response to relational dynamics experienced early on in her 

program with her fellow student cohort members. Amanda further elaborated that within 

a relatively short period of time, she began to question some of her original assumptions 

regarding titles in response to this event of challenge. 

According to Amanda, "once I realized that I had the intellectual ability to stand 

on my own and did not need to be intimidated, I guess I was able to feel more equal.. .or 

in some cases even very confident with what I was doing" (FF85). Although Amanda 

acknowledged that she recognized that an increase in her academic competency changed 

and was a factor in her development, she identified vector four, developing mature 

interpersonal relationships, and vector five, establishing identity, as areas of psychosocial 

development related to the experience. Again, without further explanation, only 

assumptions can be made as to why Amanda perceived this particular experience as a 

challenge, and identified the specific areas of development relating to relationships and 

identity, but not relating to vector one, intellectual competency in response to moving 

through the challenge. Additionally, it is difficult to theorize why Amanda did not 
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directly connect an event of support to her negotiating through reported events of 

challenge associated with experiences of psychosocial development. 

One possible explanation might be the fact that unlike the other three participants, 

Amanda had graduate experience at the specialist degree level prior to becoming a 

doctoral student. The difference in participant perceptions of psychosocial development 

related to events of challenge and support may thus be a product of differences in prior 

experience opportunities that facilitated a paradigm shift in the independent production 

and evaluation of knowledge. The power shift with respect to the source of knowledge 

from faculty member to self has been documented a part of the college student's self-

concept and moral development (Baxter Magolda, 2004; Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, 

& Tarule, 1986; Kohlberg, 1975; Perry, 1968). According to Clark (1987), faculty 

relationships over time strongly influence a student's learning and success in graduate 

school and their future profession. Austin (2002) noted that the socialization process is 

the means by which students learn from faculty relationships about expectations of the 

field and discipline. 

The third theme of discovery supports that the uniqueness of the doctoral student 

experience and individual perceptions influence how events of challenge and support are 

interpreted. Prior socialization experiences coupled with differences in developmental 

readiness subsequently become factors related to psychosocial developmental 

transformation. Therefore careful consideration should be given to providing support that 

is productive and beneficial in assisting doctoral students in their self-discovery, and in 
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their ability to recognize opportunities for growth within events of challenge. The final 

theme of discovery, Critical Reflection Perceptions, explores participant statements 

relating to how exposure to psychosocial development theory and opportunities for 

authentic critical reflection further influence awareness of events of challenge as sources 

of support and facilitate doctoral student psychosocial development. 

Critical Reflection Perceptions 

"Ijust wonder if...or maybe cannot developing in one area interfere with another area 

that you are changing in. That's really interesting. I never thought about...like, I just 

thought that we were doing coursework and stuff. " 

(Jasmine, (DF220-OF222) 

The above quote offered by Jasmine, the online female participant, speaks to the 

fourth primary theme of discovery. The final theme of discovery, Critical Reflection 

Perceptions, proposes that equipping doctoral students with the knowledge and skills 

needed to work through events of challenge should include opportunities for engagement 

in authentic critical reflection that is informed within the context of personally applied 

psychosocial development theory. Participant insights offered within the narratives and 

collective psychosocial development profiles, suggest that perceptions of doctoral student 

psychosocial development may be positively influenced by engagement in authentic 

critical reflection that is informed within the context of psychosocial development theory. 

Three of the four participants reported on their preinterview questionnaire that 

their doctoral programs included critical reflection. Jasmine, the online female 
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participant, reported that her program did not include critical reflection. Participant 

narratives provided evidence suggesting that critical reflection alone does not necessarily 

facilitate psychosocial development. Rather, the findings point to the recognition that 

how critical reflection is informed, perceived, and supported, however may influence 

authentic engagement in the reflective process, and thus facilitate doctoral student 

psychosocial development. 

Adam, the online male participant's, reporting of how his professor's 

encouragement to critically reflect on his unique experience, and how his participation in 

the process influenced the outcome of his experience, is an that supports the fourth theme 

of discovery. Further evidence from participant narratives suggest that all critical 

reflection may not be equal, and that a lack of knowledge regarding psychosocial 

development theory in relation to personal transformative student growth may hinder 

recognition or engagement in the developmental process. 

Lamont and Amanda's sharing of their experiences with assigned critical 

reflection activities provide insight to the possibility that the perceived relevance of 

critical reflection may influence doctoral students' authentic engagement with the 

process. Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, reported that although specific 

learning assignment reflections were required, the process and nature of the reflection 

pieces were redundant and unproductive. He further shared, "I'm not sure that they 

really., .that is the reflection assignments really prompted any developmental 

reflection. ..at least not in the areas on the chart" (FM90-FM92). Amanda, the face-to-
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face female participant, reported two specific formal critical reflection events 

experienced within her doctoral program. One of her professors, in an effort to foster 

awareness of personal change over time, asked each cohort member to write a personally 

addressed letter that the member would then open when they finished the program. 

Amanda reported that the experience was "neat," but also noted, "I'm just not sure how 

much you can actually reflect on the experience right away. I think more of the reflective 

aspect for me personally came later" (FF289-FF291). Amanda laughed as she described 

the content of her letter, which had little if anything to do with personal developmental 

awareness. 

Amanda described a second experience related to critical reflection embedded in 

her doctoral student coursework. She explained, ".. .metacognition of development.. .as 

far as leadership theories and questioning who you are... was defined in parts of different 

classes" (FF267-FF270). Amanda acknowledged that this experience influenced 

changing perceptions regarding her leadership style. Although a connection was not made 

by Amanda, she identified experiencing postgraduation psychosocial development in 

vector six, relating to a change in professional purpose, and credits multiple events 

including the doctoral student experience, as an influential factor. Amanda shared: 

The experience has taught me that I am more than just a resume and I no longer 

just simply want to get an administrative position in order to be able to say that I 

am an [assistant principal]. It's interesting, because when I really think about it, I 
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don't think that any of this had anything to do with the coursework. (FF428-

FF433) 

The experiences described by Amanda highlight the possibility that assigned critical 

reflection, although positively perceived, may still be limited by a lack of student 

knowledge relating to multiple theories of development, including psychosocial 

development. 

Amanda's story raises the possibility that doctoral student development may be 

influenced by engagement in ongoing authentic critical reflection that is informed by 

psychosocial development theory. Evidence from Amanda's narrative account suggests 

that by providing doctoral students with the knowledge and skills necessary to conduct 

postgraduation critical reflection extend opportunities for continual developmental 

consideration. Chickering and Reisser (1993) reference Mezirow's (1990) adult 

development research regarding the skill of reflection and its significance to the 

psychosocial developmental process (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). 

According to Mezirow (1990), "perhaps even more central to adult learning than 

elaborating established meaning schemes is the process of reflecting back on prior 

learning to determine whether what we have learned is justified under present 

circumstances" (p. 1). Authentic critical reflection triggers transformation of values, 

ideals, and feelings, thus influencing new conceptualizations in regards to how people 

view themselves and others (Mezirow, 1990). Mezirow applied his theory of critical 
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reflection to adult learning theory, stating that critical reflection and transformative 

learning are interconnected to psychosocial student development theory. 

Jasmine's developmental journey profile provides additional findings in the form 

of supportive evidence regarding the influential nature, of development theory informed 

authentic critical reflection. Jasmine reported experiencing psychosocial development in: 

vector two, managing emotions; vector three, autonomy; vector four, developing mature 

relationships; and vector six, purpose. However, Jasmine reported that her doctoral 

program did not include critical reflection. Although Jasmine reported that she benefited 

from exchanges with professors who challenged and supported her development 

regarding epistemology during the early phase of her program, she did not acknowledge 

an awareness of engagement in critical reflection at the time. Although these exchanges 

could be considered an important form of authentic critical reflection, Jasmine was 

unaware of the nature of the experiences, and was not extended the tools to further 

engage in critical reflection throughout her program. Jasmine's lack of critical reflection 

opportunities, and acknowledgement that she was not familiar with, or exposed to 

development theory during her doctoral program, is informing when viewed through her 

complete narrative and developmental profile. 

Jasmine reported making connections to changes in the way that she views 

herself, others, and relationships during the interview, and stated that she had not 

previously given consideration to the issues. Jasmine's narrative suggests that simple 

exposure to psychosocial development theory and the opportunity to engage in authentic 
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critical reflections of her experience as it relates to the theory, expanded the consideration 

of her doctoral student experience and its purpose. Jasmine explained: 

I think I changed towards [my husband] because of this, even though I really did 

not know that it had anything to do with or I guess maybe I did not think about 

how the whole thing might impact other areas of my life or change how I looked 

at things. (OF549-OF551) 

Jasmine's reported experience provides evidence to the beneficial nature of authentic 

critical reflection opportunities that provide practice with the process during the doctoral 

student experience, and to postgraduation opportunities that may extend and bridge the 

experiences to new challenges and transforming views. 

Lamont, the face-to-face male participant, reported similar conclusions regarding 

the unique nature of the doctoral student experience (FM39) and the need for verbal 

critical reflection exchange. Although Lamont reported experiencing growth related to 

support offered by his professors, he expressed a new awareness during his interview, of 

the need to verbally engage in critical reflection to process development that was related 

to the entirety of his doctoral student experience. Lamont's response adds evidence to the 

possibility that the provision of critical reflection skill sets and psychosocial development 

theory personally applied knowledge may facilitate postgraduation opportunities for 

psychosocial development related to the doctoral student experience. Lamont explained: 

Basically I'm an extravert, and I have to talk things through in order to think 

about them.. .1 guess I get now that I had to talk about my experiences in order to 
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begin processing exactly what I went through, how I felt.. .feel about it now. 

(FM342-FM345) 

Lamont's response was informative since he previously noted the ineffectiveness of 

"assigned" written critical reflection activities embedded within his doctoral program 

curriculum. Lamont's comments may provide insight into the need for increased 

understanding of psychosocial developmental theory to facilitate authentic and informed 

doctoral student critical reflections. 

Although all of the participants earned their doctorate degrees in education, none 

of them reported having prior knowledge of psychosocial development theory. The 

participants did not use language associated with development, other than Amanda, who 

reported awareness and experience with metacognition theory, in their preinterview 

questionnaire or doctoral student experience timeline exercise responses. However, 

participant narratives and participant developmental profiles provide evidence to support 

that exposure to psychosocial development theory during the interview introduction, and 

the opportunity afforded by the interview to engage in authentic, informed critical 

reflection of their experiences, influenced new developmental awareness and 

consideration for the process by all four participants. 

Increased reflection of psychosocial development related to the doctoral student 

experience, and the interview exchanges, were evidenced for participant statements that 

directly acknowledged the connection. Participant statements described how the 

opportunity to engage in authentic critical reflection that is informed within the context of 
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psychosocial development theory may support and influence how postgraduation 

doctorates process and make meaning of their developmental experiences. Jasmine's 

statement also demonstrates that the doctoral student experience offers unique 

opportunities for development that may have not been encountered within the 

undergraduate and graduate academic experience. Adam's statement regarding his 

recognition that 60% of his development came from what he had to do outside the 

academic arena provides evidence that the independent nature of the doctoral student 

experience requires development beyond cognitive and socialization. Doctoral students 

who have been successful in previous academic arenas may therefore struggle with new 

challenges that influence their developmental readiness across multiple developmental 

vectors. Support that provides students with critical reflection skill sets, knowledge of 

personally applied psychosocial development theory, opportunities to engage in authentic 

critical reflection, and reassurance that provides scaffolding for the student to negotiate 

through events of challenge positively influence doctoral student transformative growth. 

Implications for Practice and Future Research 

Due to the exploratory nature of this research and lack of doctoral student 

experience scholarship, implications for practice are presented with acknowledgement 

that substantial subsequent doctoral student psychosocial development research is vital to 

the appropriate implementation of suggestions. Therefore, implications for future 

research precede suggestions for practice. The research findings generate several areas 
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for future scholarship. The following suggestions are offered to advance understanding 

directly related to the findings and conclusions. 

The first three themes of discovery suggest that doctoral student psychosocial 

development is uniquely experienced, and informed by individual perceptions that may 

be influenced by differences in doctoral student developmental readiness. To advance the 

understanding of the themes, future research should be conducted to explore doctoral 

student perceptions of development and how differences in doctoral student past 

experiences influence developmental readiness and how students' perceive the 

psychosocial developmental process. Research consideration should be given to doctoral 

students' unique understandings of development, and how this development influences 

their behavior and transformative thought throughout the experience. The consideration 

should include exploration relating to how doctoral student perceptions of development 

influence views relating to the students' approach to events of challenge and support. 

Further research may include exploration regarding how doctoral student perceptions of 

development are formed. 

Additional research may warrant an examination of how doctoral students' 

perceptions of development influence engagement and purpose derived from experiences 

that challenge concepts of epistemology and theoretical philosophy of teaching and 

learning. Several questions relating to how doctoral students' past experiences, age, 

gender, personal learning styles, management, and coping skills influence perceptions of 

development emerged within participant narratives. Research directed towards increased 
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understanding of these factors is recommended. Research consideration of how members 

of the higher educational community perceive the above developmental element and their 

role in facilitating doctoral student psychosocial development also warrant additional 

scholarship. 

All four themes of discovery suggest that events of challenge do not automatically 

result in doctoral student psychosocial development. Rather, development lies in the 

recognition of events of challenge as opportunities for transformative growth. The 

findings associated with this evidence merit supplementary research relating to how 

doctoral students recognize and identify events of challenge and support. The findings 

suggest that events of support positively influence doctoral student recognition of events 

of challenge as opportunities for growth. Further research is recommended that advances 

understanding of how scaffolding of support influences doctoral student development and 

how exchanges between students, faculty, and possibly postgraduate students may 

influence doctoral student psychosocial development. 

To address questions raised in this research study specifically related to the fourth 

theme of discovery, Critical Reflection Perceptions, scholarship should include 

exploration of how doctoral students engage in the critical reflection process and the 

potential for influencing new understandings of themselves, relationships, and the future 

direction of their lives. Research consideration should include investigations regarding 

how different critical reflection opportunities are perceived by doctoral students, and how 

the student perceptions influence future behavior and thinking. Research that examines 
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the influential nature of increased exposure to psychosocial development theory in 

regards to changing perceptions of development is primary to grounded theory presented 

within this study's conclusions. 

Specific research, that includes longitudinal studies of how participation in verbal 

and nonverbal critical reflection activities would also add to the understanding of the 

doctoral student self-discovery process. These research recommendations are not 

considered to be independent of each other. Rather, research studies that include multiple 

components of the suggestions and examinations of the interrelated influential nature are 

recommended. 

Further research is also recommended that extends narrative data collection 

related to the online and face-to-face doctoral student experience across multiple 

disciplines, and institutional environments. The research findings from this study were 

limited to postgraduation "snap-shots" of the doctoral student development experience. 

To increase understanding of the findings, longitudinal studies that replicate the critical 

event narrative inquiry design of this study are recommended to explore how doctoral 

students report experiencing psychosocial development at different stages of their 

developmental journey. The studies should include comparative research of doctoral 

student production of developmental profiles throughout the course of their experiences 

and how students use the profiles to assist them in making meaning of their 

developmental experiences. 
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Implications for practice based on the research findings of this study are limited 

due to the exploratory nature of the study and limited participant sample. The findings 

suggest that the doctoral student psychosocial developmental experience, perceptions of 

development, and engagement with events of challenge and support, are unique to each 

individual, and therefore difficult to translate into recommended practice. Primary 

recommendations for practice generated by this study call for the higher education 

community to give increased consideration to the holistic needs of doctoral students, 

which includes psychosocial development. The research provides additional support for 

Gardner's (2009) work that contends the doctoral students experience offers increased 

opportunities for development. However, a one size fits all theoretical model of doctoral 

student development should not be generally assumed or applied. Rather, efforts to 

facilitate doctoral student psychosocial development must first begin with consideration 

and recognition of each individual experience and allow for a wide range of student 

responses. The findings suggest that the process of transformation is unpredictable, 

interrelated, and may require students to struggle through new challenges that provoke 

intense disequilibrium and differences in developmental readiness. 

Specifically, recommendations for practice include: increasing faculty awareness 

as to the uniqueness of each doctoral student journey; increasing faculty awareness of 

psychosocial development and adult learning theory as it relates to faculty interactions 

with doctoral students and informs their philosophy of teaching and learning; 

professional development and program evaluations consideration that includes how 
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faculties facilitate authentic critical reflection and support practices that are perceived by 

students as being relative, beneficial, and individually tailored; reevaluation of program 

mission statements that include consideration of psychosocial development outcomes; 

and alignment consideration of assessments with development theory and emergent 

research. 

The findings and conclusions also support introducing psychosocial development 

theory, personal application of the theory, and critical reflection skill sets to doctoral 

students at the beginning of their program. A variety of opportunities, rather than 

prescribed assignments for doctoral students to engage in critical reflection within 

nonthreating environments should be encouraged. Opportunities might include the use of 

participant doctoral student narratives and profiles to stimulate conversation and dialogue 

between students and faculty. The use of doctoral student graduates as speakers or focus 

group facilitators could also increase engagement and consideration of the developmental 

process as it extends beyond the doctoral student experience. 

Summary 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the phenomenon of doctoral 

student development through the lens of psychosocial development theory. The primary 

research objective was to engage, listen to, and narratively describe the developmental 

journeys of four recent education doctoral graduates who earned their degrees within an 

online or face-to-face program. Constructivists' theory provided the conceptual basis for 

the reporting and analyses of collected data. Findings were presented in the form of 
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complete participant narratives that retold the reflective interpretations of how 

participants experienced psychosocial development and related events of challenge and 

support. Additional findings were also reported as individual and collective participant 

psychosocial developmental journey profiles. 

Four primary themes of discovery emerged from the collective and individual 

narrative analysis. The findings suggest that doctoral student psychosocial development 

is uniquely experienced and dependent on individual student perceptions. Doctoral 

students do not follow prescriptive patterns of development. Perceptions may be 

influenced by differences in how doctoral students experience developmental readiness in 

response to new challenges that require them to become self-directed learners, engage in 

new academic roles, and become producers rather than consumers of knowledge. 

Development lies in the recognition and interpretation of events of challenges as 

opportunities for transformative growth. Events of support that assist doctoral students in 

the process of recognition and authentic critical reflection of events of challenge promote 

developmental awareness and self-discovery. 

The findings increase understanding of how the dynamics of events of challenge 

and support influence the doctoral student experience. Findings from this study are 

offered to assist the higher education community in designing programs that promote and 

facilitate doctoral student psychosocial development through increased opportunities for 

authentic critical reflection within theoretically informed and relationally applied 

curriculum and instruction. 
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A CRITICAL EVENT NARRITIVE INQUIRY OF THE ONLINE AND FACE-TO-
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EXPERIENCE 
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"MERCER 
JL V JLu N  I  V  E  R  S  I T  Y  

Tift College of Education 

INFORMED CONSENT 

A CRITICAL EVENT NARRATIVE INQUIRY OF THE ONLINE. HYBRID AND FACE-TO-
FACE EDUCATION DOCTORATE PSYCHOSOCIAL STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 

EXPERIENCE 

You are being asked to participate in a qualitative research study. Before you give your consent to volunteer, it is 

important that you read the following information and ask as many questions as necessary to be sure you understand 

what you will be asked to do. 

Investigators 
Primary Investigator: 
Kimberly Tessmer 678.520.4336 410 Hammersmith Drive, Suwanee, GA 30024 

Purpose of the Research The objective of this study is so collaboratively examine doctoral student psychosocial 

development through the perceived experiences of challenge as reported by Education doctoraic graduates who 
participated in either an online, hybrid or face-to-face program. 

The research data, generated from this critical event narrative study, is designed to answer the following questions: 

How do Education doctorate's reported events of challenge and support as experienced during their doctoral 
training? What is the comparative nature of the reported events of challenge and support is as examined within and 
between an online, hybrid, and face-to-facc program environment? What are the psychosocial and programmatic 
characteristics of Education doctorate's reported critical events of challenge and support as experienced during their 
doctoral training? What is the comparative nature of the psychosocial and programmatic characteristics of the 

reported critical events as examined within and between an online, hybrid, and face-to-face program environment 

experience? How do Education doctorates perceive changes in their personal psychosocial development experienced 
during their doctoral student training experience? 

Procedures 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a pro-interview data questionnaire and a 
doctoral student experience timeline exercise. Completion of the pre-intervicw documents will take approximately 

thirty minutes. Participants will also participate in two semi-structured, open-ended interviews. Both interviews will 

be audio taped and transcribed by the researcher. The first interview will take approximately sixty minutes. The 

researcher will use the pre-interview documentation and initial interview transcripts to construct a narrative 

description of participant's doctoral student experience, focusing on participant's perceptions of the developmental 
nature and programmatic nature of a challenging experience encountered during the participant's doctoral training. 

Narrative sketches will be sent to participants for review. The researcher will conduct a second interview to (a) 
further clarify participant's perceptions of the reported experience of challenge and developmental influence, and (b) 
obtain participant approval of narrative description and de-idcntification of participant information. Second 
interviews will take approximately thirty minutes. Participants will be sem a copy of all revised documents and 

asked to provide written approval of content prior to any data being used in a formal presentation of study findings. 

Potential Risks or Discomforts 
There are no foreseeable risks to you associated with this study. 

- :: r. 
Potential Benefits of the Research i ^ ~ £ 
Though not a primary purpose of this research, studies have shown evidence of extended developmental growth f £ ; . ; 
associated with active engagement in critical reflection. Therefore, participation in this study may give participants - ? ? j 
an opportunity to leant more about themselves and to reflect on their doctoral student experience. 

Confidentiality and Data Storage 
The primary investigator will be the only person to have access to your name as a participant of this study. 
Confidentiality and privacy of your interviews and all documentation produced during the study will be established. 
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maintained, and protected through the use of a participant chosen pseudonym. Any other information that 

specifically identifies the participant will not be included on any transcripts or collected data. Data from the research 

may be used, with the de-identification and content approval of participants, with the narrative presentation and any 

quotations that might be included in the final research report. All data collected and audio tapes will be stored under 

lock and key at a secure location for three years after completion of this study and at the end of thai time will be 

destroyed and properly disposed of per the institutions guidelines. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a participant you may refuse to participate at any time 

before the interview. To withdraw from the study please contact the primary interviewer or advisor. 

Questions about the Research 
This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University's 1RB, If you believe there is any infringement 
upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the Chair, at (47S) 301-4101. 

If you have any questions about the research, please speak with the primary investigator, Kimberly Tessmer 

(67S.520.4336) at 410 Hammersmith Dr. Suwanee, GA 30024 or the advisor, Dr. Karen Swanson (67S.547.639S) at 
Mercer University, 3001 Mercer University Drive, Atlanta GA 30341. 

Audio or Video Taping 
Audio taping will be used and the primary investigator will transcribe all tapes verbatim. You may request that the 
audio recorder be turned off at any point during the interv iew. 

You have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to your satisfaction. 
Your signature below indicates your voluntary agreement to participate in this research study, to use your 
de-identified and prcapproved interview information and study documentation in the dissertation report and 
future, should parts of the study be published in a professional journal, book, or at a professional conference. 

Signature of Research Participant Date 

Participant Name (Please Print) Date 

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 

'*'UI ' /!>|i 

"'V^A»W 



APPENDIX B 

PREINTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

Thank you so much for agreeing to share with me your personal "story" as an 

education doctoral student and to participate in this qualitative research study to 

collaboratively explore the nature of events of challenge and support that influenced 

perceptual changes in your psychosocial development. The following is a brief 

questionnaire that will assist me with producing an interview protocol individually 

designed to explore your unique experience. After completing the questionnaire, please 

return it to me in the self-addressed, postage paid envelope provided. Upon receipt of 

your questionnaire, I will contact you by phone or email to establish a time and location, 

at your convenience, to schedule your interview. Again, thank you so much for your 

willingness to participate in this study. It is my hope that findings from this work will 

increase scholarship and understanding of the underexplored doctoral student 

psychosocial developmental experience. 

What is the specific type and concentration of your doctorate degree? 

Type Ph.D. Ed.D. Specific Concentration 

Date you entered your doctoral program: Month Year 

Date you completed your doctoral program: Month Year 
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Did you complete your program uninterrupted or did you take time off during the 

process? If the later, please briefly explain? 

Was the primary model for your doctorate program: 

Online Hybrid Face-to-Face 

Briefly explain your reasons for choosing this institution and program 

model? 

Prior to earning your doctorate, what degrees (level and type) had you earned and 

from what institutions and programs did you earn each 

degree? 

Were you employed either part time or full-time while pursuing your degree? If 

yes, please briefly describe your employment situation during this 

time. 
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Please briefly explain your original purpose for pursuing a doctorate? Did this 

purpose change during your doctoral experience? 

What was your relationship status during your doctorate experience: 

Married Partnered Single 

What was your family status during your doctorate experience: Children 

number and age No Children 

Did your relationship or family status change during your doctoral experience? If 

so, please briefly explain. 



APPENDIX C 

DOCTORAL STUDENT EXPERIENCE TIMELINE EXERCISE 

This activity invites you to reflect on your experience as a doctoral student. To complete 

the activity please follow these guidelines: (a) At the bottom of the timeline please fill in 

the date (month/year) that you began your doctorate program, (b) In the left hand column 

of the chart make a scale in ascending order marking year increments of your complete 

doctoral student experience, (c) Reflect on your experience, specifically focusing on the 

events of challenge, (d) Briefly report, within the corresponding date interval, the three 

experiences of challenge that you perceive to have been the most significant, (e) In the 

right hand column, jot down in brief terms, how you feel the experience influenced or 

impacted your beliefs, views, thinking or behavior. This column is labeled "ah ha" 

moments, because developmental theory is concerned with understanding not only the 

nature of events of challenge but also how the process of working through experiences of 

challenge facilitate new understandings or feelings of "ah ha, now I get it, prompt you to 

reevaluate perceptions or prior understandings, and influence changes in views, belief, 

thinking or behavior. 
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Ascending annual Events of Challenge "Ah Ha" Moments 

intervals of doctoral Often manifest in internal New realizations of changes 

student experience. feelings of disharmony in understanding, beliefs, 

when a new experience thinking and behavior, 

challenges our prior patterns of behavior, 

understanding, beliefs, thinking influenced by 

thinking and behavior negotiation of tasks 

associated with events of 

challenge. 

Graduation Date 

(m/yr) 

Admission Date 

(m/vr) 



APPENDIX D 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL PILOT STUDY I 

Thank you so much for agreeing to share with me your personal "story" of development 

as an education doctoral student and to participate in this qualitative research study of the 

nature of those experiences that influenced changes in your perceptions of thinking, 

feeling, or interpreting the world. 

Our discussion today has been scheduled for approximately one hour and will be guided 

by a collection of semistructured interview questions. The complete discussion will be 

audio taped and transcribed verbatim for the purpose of collecting data. This data will 

then be used to inform an initial analysis as to the nature of the events experienced during 

your doctoral training program. 

1. Describe for me your most significant learning experience during this first year as 

a doctoral student. 

2. What were your initial assumptions concerning the doctoral cohort, curriculum 

and instruction program? 

3. What were your expectations of instructors? (as a student, teacher, and through 

professional development, or course studies). 

4. What have been the greatest challenges that you have encountered this first year 

as a doctoral student? (as a student, teacher, peer and in your personal life) 
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5. What is your preferred method of learning? How have the class designs that you 

have encountered this year aligned with your preference in this area? 

6. How has the process affected your professional teaching experience? 

7. What would you share with a student who is entering the program? 

8. How do you feel that you are perceived by your peers in the program? 

9. How do you perceive the completion of the program to affect your personal and 

professional growth? 

10. What are some additional issues, concerns, comments or questions concerning the 

program that you would like to share and that I have not addressed in this 

interview? 

Possible Probes or Comments: 

1. Could you tell me more about that? 

2. Would you elaborate further on that? 

3. What would you change (or keep the same)? 



APPENDIX E 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL PILOT STUDY II 

Thank you so much for agreeing to share with me your personal "story" of development 

as an education doctoral student and to participate in this qualitative research study of the 

nature of those experiences that influenced changes in your perceptions of thinking, 

feeling, or interpreting the world. 

Our discussion today has been scheduled for approximately one hour and will be 

guided by a collection of semistructured interview questions. The complete discussion 

will be audio taped and transcribed verbatim for the purpose of collecting data. This data 

will then be used to inform an initial analysis as to the nature of the events experienced 

during your doctoral training program. Initial criteria for deeming an event within your 

story as critical will be based on the following: Did the event promote a change in your 

perceptions regarding ways of thinking, feeling, or interpreting the world? 

The purpose of our dialogue today is to capture your perceptions of the events 

experienced within your doctoral training program that prompted you to challenge ways 

of thinking, feeling, or interpreting the world. The questions will ask you to recall and 

describe the nature of the specific events/experiences that prompted you to challenge 

prior understandings, thinking, beliefs or behavior. 

Vector 6 (Developing Purpose) 
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1. Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

question your purpose for pursuing a doctorate degree? 

Vector 5 (Establishing Identity) 

2. Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

question how you view yourself? 

Vector 4 (Developing mature interpersonal relationships) 

3. Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

question your relationships with other people? 

Vector 3 (Moving toward autonomy toward interdependence) 

4. (a) Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

challenge your need or sources for approval or reassurance? (b) Can you recall 

any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to question how you 

approach or solve problems? (c) Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral 

student that prompted you to question your concepts of self-sufficiency 

(autonomy) and interdependence? 

Vector 2 (Managing Emotions) 

5. The doctoral experience is notorious for producing stressful situations and strong 

emotions. Can you recall any specific experiences as a doctoral student that 

prompted you to challenge how you manage stress and emotions? 

Vector 1 (Developing Competence) 
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6. (a) Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

challenge in your intellectual competence? (b) Can you recall any experiences as 

a doctoral student that prompted you to challenge your skills competence? 

(b) Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted 

you to challenged how your communication and cooperation skills? 

Vector 7 (Developing Integrity) 

7. Can you recall any experiences as a doctoral student that prompted you to 

challenge your core values and beliefs as to assumptions of what is right and 

wrong, true and false, good and bad, important and unimportant? 



APPENDIX F 

CRITICAL EVENT NARRATIVE INQUIRY APPROACH ALIGNMENT TABLE 

Tools Criteria Structure Negotiations/Risks 
Pre-interview questionnaire; 

Doctoral Experience Timeline^ 

Exercise 

Economy. Collecting of events 

enables economic use of 

doctoral student experience 

data 

Time: Participants produce 

chronological timeline of 

events 

Value: promotes participant 

critical reflection 

Semi-structured, open interview 

process informed through ^ 

participant pre-interview 

documents 

Authenticity. First person 

account of experience including program 

establishes authentic validation environment are collected 

of context 

Place: Descriptions of events Collegiality. Shared 

participant/ researcher 

experience 

Coded and Indexed Interview 

Transcripts 

Access: Detailed indexing and Time: Provides sequenced 

coding of events creates audit time coding of events 

trail of data 

Smoothing-. Coding and 

indexing provides 

objectivity to avoid 

smoothing 

Individual Participant Narrative 

Sketches 

Verisimilitude: Establishes Events: Positions events 

authenticity and truthfulness of within the experience 

data 

Value: story provides 

human-centered critical 

event reporting 

Participant review of narrative 

with additional feedback 

Access: Provides participant 

interpretation of researchers 

account of experience 

Place : provides for 

clarification of critical event 

descriptions 

Collaboration: participant 

interpretation and analysis 

honored 
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Revised Narratives reviewed for 

approval 

Familiarity: Provides 

opportunity for narrative to be 

revised after a time of 

interpersonal distancing; 

provides increased 

trustworthiness of data 

Events: Provides for revised Risks: Participants are given 

positioning of events within a final approval of content 

collaborative examination of and de-identification of 

the experience and sensitive information 

interpretation 

Evidence Tables -Links findings Transferability: Confirmation Place: Clarified alignment of Results: Categorizing of 

based on thematic coding directly of critical event identification 

to participant narrative line 

reference 

increases interpretation 

events with research 

questions focus; allows 

relational interpretation 

events as "like" and" other" 

to identify strength of 

themes 

Presentation of complete narrative Verisimilitude: Allows events 

reported as findings for analysis-^ to be viewed comparatively 

Place: views events in 

relation to program 

with other cases of like events environment 

Smoothing: Use of tables 

avoids tendency to imply 

positive or negative 

interpretations 



APPENDIX G 

INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 

Introduction 

I used the following topical guide to introduce the study to participants and begin 

building a collaborative bridge between myself and participants. 

1. Summarize purpose of the research and briefly share how my doctoral student 

experience prompted an interest in examining doctoral student development. 

a. Primary interest is to collect the stories of their doctoral student 

experience and to collaboratively examine specifically the influential 

nature of events of challenge and support encountered (Economy; 

Time; Collegiality; Value; Collaboration) 

b. Stress that there are no right or wrong answers. {Place) 

c. The focus of analysis will not be an imposed interpretation of the 

participant's experience. Rather, my role as the researcher is to simply 

facilitate participant critical reflection and report the findings in a 

collaboratively agreed upon complete participant narrative. 

d. Narratives will highlight aspects of the participant's developmental 

journey relating to the nature of their experiences of challenge and 

support as reflectively shared by the participant. Themes of cross case 
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e. events and their influential nature on psychosocial development will 

be identified and reported using "like" and similar characteristic 

analysis. I will use this data to address the study's particular questions 

within a discussion and presentation of conclusions. 

f. Stress to participants... "the objective of the researcher is not to 

impose judgments regarding their development, views, beliefs or 

behavior. Rather it is to simply examine their perceived psychosocial 

development experience as doctoral students." 

2. Review consent form (previously signed by participant prior to completing 

preinterview documentation). Address research protocol, timeline and 

participant ethical assurances. Confirm willingness to participate in study. 

a. Confidentiality and participant selection of pseudonym 

{Verisimilitude) 

b. Participant editing and narrative approval (Transferability) 

c. Address participant questions or concerns 

3. Introduce Chickering and Reisser's (1993) psychosocial student development 

theory. 

a. Present seven vectors chart. 

b. Give an example of an event of challenge experienced by myself and my 

interpretation of how negotiation through the event influenced areas of 
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psychosocial development represented within the seven vectors. {Tools; 

Events; Collegiality; Value; Collaboration) 

Interview 

1. Review preinterview questionnaire with participant and collect any updated 

information or clarify responses. 

2. Initiate discussion of participant's critical reflection of events by having 

participant's share their "stories" related to their responses on the doctoral 

student experience exercise. Both the participant and researcher will have a 

copy of the completed document to review. The review will follow the 

participant's chronological presentation of their experience, using the timeline 

exercise as a guide. {Economy; Time; Place; Events) 

I would like to begin our discussion today by collaboratively exploring 

some of the challenges and experiences that you shared in your 

preinterview document. Remember that this is your story and therefore 

my purpose today is to primarily listen to your account and reflective 

interpretation and to ask questions that will hopefully assist us in 

collaboratively piecing together the context and outcome of the events 

of challenge and support and how these experiences possibly 

influenced changes in your thinking and behavior associated with 

particular areas of psychosocial development. 
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3. As the researcher and participant move through the sharing of the participant's 

story, the following probes may be offered to increase clarity of the nature of 

the event: {Time; Place; Events; Economy) 

a. Can you tell me what happened before the event? 

b. Who was involved in this encounter? 

c. What sort of feelings did you experience? 

4. As the researcher and participant move through the sharing of the participant's 

story, the following probes may be offered to facilitate critical reflection 

relating to changes in thinking, feelings, behavior or views associated with the 

event. {Value; Authenticity) 

a. How do you think this experience might have changed you? 

b. How would you describe these changes? 

c. Do you think that the experience influenced how you think about...or 

view things today? 

d. Did the experience influence any changes in your behavior? Would you 

respond to the event differently today? 

e. What do you think was the most important thing that you learned about 

yourself or others from this experience? 

5. As the researcher and participant move through the sharing of the participant's 

story, the following probes may be offered to facilitate critical reflection 
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relating to participant perception psychosocial development represented in the 

identified changes. {Value; Authenticity) 

a. Can you see any connections to the experience and the changes that 

you shared to an area(s) of development? (refer to chart) 

b. How do you think the experience influenced changes in this area(s)? 

Conclusion 

Time for debriefing about the interview and process will be given after the 

participant completes the telling of their doctoral experience story. They will be invited to 

reflect on their perceptions of the interview process, the sharing of their story and any 

particular insights that they encountered as a result of their participation in the study. I 

will review the follow up procedures and specific information regarding their review of 

the narrative that will be constructed from the conversation and sent to them via e-mail. I 

will end the interview by expressing my appreciation for their participation and offer the 

following probes as a culminating inquiry regarding their overall perception of their 

developmental experience: 

a. What do you think was the most important thing that you learned about 

yourself as a doctoral student? 

b. How do you think the experience has influenced your thinking or behaviors 

since graduation? 
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SEVEN VECTORS OF COLLEGE STUDENT PSYCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

CHART 

Developing Competence (Vector 1) 

Vector one is divided into three specific areas related to developing competence that may 

be associated with tasks that challenge: 

(a) Intellectual competence = acquisition of knowledge and skills related to a 

particular subject matter, critical thinking and reasoning. 

(b) Physical and manual competence = acquisition of knowledge and skills related 

to one's health and wellness, athletic, artistic and manual activities 

(c) Interpersonal competence = acquisition of knowledge and skills related to 

communication, leadership, and working cooperatively 

Managing Emotions (Vector 2) 

Vector two is related to the ability to manage emotions and may be associated with tasks 

that challenge: 

(a) Awareness of emotions and the ability to identify and label them 

(b) Acceptance of emotions, 

(c) Appropriate means of expressing and controlling emotions 

Moving Through Autonomy Toward Interdependence (Vector 3) 
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Vector three is related to developing autonomous and interdependent decision making 

abilities and may be associated with tasks that challenge: Dependency or need for 

continual reassurance, affection, or approval; independence in self-direction, motivation 

and problem-solving 

(a) Ability to recognize the value of interconnectedness with others in regards to 

maintaining autonomous decision making while being able to engage in 

positive relationships. 

Developing Mature Interpersonal Relationships (Vector 4) 

Vector four is related to developing mature interpersonal relationships and may be 

associated with tasks that challenge: 

(a) Relationships that produce anxiety and defensiveness 

(b) Inappropriate influence from past experiences. 

(c) Tolerance for others reflected in characteristics of increased respectfulness, 

spontaneity, friendliness and warmth. 

(d) Capacity to develop and maintain healthy relationships. 

Establishing Identity (Vector 5) 

Vector five is related to developing establishment of identity and may be associated with 

tasks that challenge: 

(a) Sense of self, self-acceptance and self-esteem 

(b) Comfort with one's identity including consideration of gender, sexual 

orientation, ethnic background, cultural heritage and age. 
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(e) Self-concept and new identifications with individual comprehensiveness that 

can present as opportunities for expanded understanding and acceptance of 

self. 

Developing Purpose (Vector 6) 

Vector six is divided into three specific areas related to developing purpose that may be 

associated with tasks that challenge: 

(a) Avocational-recreational = a student's degree of commitment to such activities 

in relation to their recognition of (newly) developing professional and life 

commitments 

(b) Vocational = vocational clarity and planning with intentional purpose 

(c) Style of life = clarifications regarding future marriage and family configurations, 

the integration and desired balance of professional and recreational activities and 

Developing Integrity (Vector 7) 

Vector seven is related to developing integrity and may be associated with tasks that 

challenge: 

(a) Established sets of beliefs and values 

(b) Current and future behavioral patterns 

(c) Ways of thinking that balance one's own interests with the recognition of 

others. 

(d) Understanding and appreciation of other's beliefs. 



APPENDIX I 

EVIDENCE CODES 

In keeping with my constractivist conceptual framework, and to decrease 

smoothing of participant data, complete narratives are presented as findings in Chapter 4. 

To generate additional findings, an analysis of the collective unit of narratives was 

conducted. Evidence codes were established to increase verisimilitude of the additional 

analysis. Initial codes for analysis were created to uniformly define experiences of 

psychosocial development, events of challenge, and events of support. 

Codes for psychosocial development align with Chickering and Reisser's (1993) 

seven vectors of college student psychosocial development. All participant interviews 

began with an introduction to the seven vector model and theory of psychosocial 

development. A large chart, with a description of each vector and characteristics of 

developmental tasks associated with developmental experiences particular to each vector 

was used to facilitate participant orientation to psychosocial development theory. The 

chart was displayed throughout the entirety of each interview. Erikson (1959) and 

Sanford's (1966) theory of psychosocial development informed the codes for events of 

challenge and events of support. Each line of participant narrative is coded using the first 
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initial of the participant's program model: O for online and F for face-to-face. Following 

the program initial is the letter F to indicate female participant or M to identify a male 

participant. For example, line 32 of the online female participant's narrative would be 

coded (OF32). Chain of evidence tables presented in Chapter 5 provide a link to the 

narrative line that supports the identified findings. Providing participant approved 

narratives in complete form, using coded data as additional evidence to support findings, 

and the presentation of a chain of evidence table, are offered for the purpose of increasing 

trustworthiness of the research data, analysis, findings, and conclusions. 
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Table 1 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 1 Competence " 

Code Competence 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to competence as identified by Chickering and 

Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to competence: (a) intellectual, related to a particular 

subject matter, critical thinking and reasoning; (b) physical 

and manual, related to one's health and wellness, athletic, 

artistic, and manual activities; (c) interpersonal, related 

communication, leadership, and working cooperatively. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify the 

developmental change related to developing competence. 

Example "I think I grew intellectually, but not just in learning more 

knowledge or subject matter...but actually in thinking more 

analytically." 
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Table 2 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 2 Managing Emotions " 

Code Emotions 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to managing emotions as identified by Chickering 

and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to managing emotions: (a) awareness of emotions 

and the ability to identify and label; (b) acceptance of 

emotions; (c) appropriate means of expressing and 

controlling emotions. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to the management of emotions. 

Example "I did depend on my husband and not only did I need him, I 

think I now understand that it is okay for me to sometimes be 

dependent on him emotionally too." 
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Table 3 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 3 Autonomy" 

Code Autonomy 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to developing autonomy as identified by 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to: (a) moving from dependency, need for continual 

reassurance, affection, or approval; (b) toward autonomous 

decision making, self-direction, motivation, and problem 

solving; (c) toward valuing interdependent decision making, 

interconnectedness. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to autonomy. 

Example "I think [not being ready to defend] really made me.. .1 don't 

know, like the whole problem solving area. I had to accept 

the reality of the situation and get past the emotional stuff in 

order to make it work for me and my family." 
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Table 4 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 4 Relationships " 

Code Relationships 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to developing relationship as identified by 

Chickering and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to: (a) developing mature interpersonal relationships; 

(b) recognition of inappropriate influence from past 

relationship experiences; (c) tolerance for others, increased 

respectfulness, spontaneity, friendliness and warmth. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to developing relationships. 

Example "I started to act less defensively and began bonding with 

them [cohort members] more. I guess originally my 

perception was.. .1 thought that they [cohort members] may 

have looked down on me." 
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Table 5 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 5 Identity " 

Code Identity 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to developing identity as identified by Chickering 

and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to: (a) sense of self, self-acceptance and self-esteem; 

(b) comfort with identity including, gender, sexual 

orientation, ethnic background, cultural heritage and age; (c) 

self-concept within expanded understanding and acceptance 

of self. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to developing identity. 

Example "At this point, especially now that we are talking about it, I 

can see myself looking back and saying 'Okay, I'm different 

than I was at that point," 
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Table 6 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 6 Purpose " 

Code Purpose 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to developing purpose as identified by Chickering 

and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to: (a) avocational-recreational; (b) vocational clarity 

and planning with intentional purpose; (c) style of life, 

marriage, family, and life-style choices. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to developing purpose. 

Example "When I finished the program...and this is where the bi 

change came, I did not see things the same way. I still have 

the drive, but I think the purpose has changed." 
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Table 7 

Coding Table for "Psychosocial Development Vector 7 Integrity" 

Code Integrity 

Full definition Participants report experiencing psychosocial development 

in relation to developing integrity as identified by Chickering 

and Reisser's (1993) SVCSPD. 

When to use Use this code when participants report psychosocial 

development as a change in how they view themselves in 

relation to: (a) evaluation of belief and values; (b) increased 

consideration for how decisions will impact society and the 

global community; (c) balancing one's own interest, beliefs, 

behaviors within and increased recognition of others. 

When not to use Do not use this code when participants report implications of 

possible growth but do not directly identify developmental 

change related to developing integrity. 

Example "Integrity was probably third. Learning what academic 

integrity is and how important it is in research, if you slip in 

one area, you not only can hurt yourself but others, and 

compromise the process " 
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Table 8 

Coding Table for "Event of Support' 

Code 

Full definition 

When to use 

When not to use 

Example 

Event of Support 

An experience of assistance that is identified by an 

individual as being constructive. 

Use this code when research participants report receiving 

assistance that they identify as being constructive and 

related to psychosocial development. 

Do not use this code when research participants 

acknowledge the provision of support but do not 

acknowledge that it was beneficial. 

"When challenged by certain professors to reflect on 

different aspects of my experience, I learned a tremendous 

amount in regards to everything that I went through in the 

process, and how I changed as a result of going through 

it. 
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Table 9 

Coding Table for "Event of Challenge " 

Code Event of Challenge 

Full definition An experience that is identified by an individual as one that 

induces disequilibrium. 

When to use Use this code when participants report an event that they 

identify with emotional discomfort or internal dissonance 

associated with psychosocial development. 

When not to use Do not use this code when research participants identify an 

experience as challenging but do not recognize or 

acknowledge that it induced disequilibrium. For example, a 

participant may describe an experience as being challenging 

but do not report that it prompted uncomfortable feelings, 

beneficial. 

Example "You can only imagine how frustrated and confused I was 

with the IRA's response to my work." 
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Table 10 

Coding Table for "Critical Reflection' 

Code Critical Reflection 

Full definition Participant response reflects perceived developmental 

influence related to their engagement in the critical reflection 

process, interview exchange, or increased awareness of 

psychosocial development theory in relation to how they 

make meaning of their experience. 

When to use Participant response includes influential reference regarding 

their reflection of their experience to the interview exchange, 

process, or psychosocial development theoretical model. 

When not to use Do not use this code when research participants simply 

report an experience but do not include statements that 

indicate new critical reflection or awareness. 

Example "I guess some of this deals with the developing of 

interpersonal relationships...I never thought about...like, I 

just thought that we were doing course work and stuff." 
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